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INMATES AND POLIO DRIVE

RENT CONTROL IS LIFTED

____
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full credit belongs to the inmates
who initiated a polio emergency
drive under inmate leadership. The
contribution is a most generous one,
comparing with equivalent contri
butions from regular sources.
Warden Lovell further stated
that the inmates are always sym
pathetic tow’ard worthy causes and
wished their support of the cur
rent polio emergency drive in a
concrete fashion.

ASKS A PERTINENT QUESTION
Wants To Know If American People Want It
Put Out Of Business
Do the American people want
A&P out of business? This blunt
question was asked In an advertise
ment published by the Great At
lantic and Pacific Tea Company in
2.000 newspapers. It was an answer
to the anti-trust division's suit
filed in Federal Court in New York
last week, calling for dissolution of
the Company.
Pointing out that the attack, if
successful, would mean higher food
prices, A&P said, ' This poses a
basic question for the American
people. Do they want to continue to
enjoy lower prices and better liv
ing or do they want to break up
A&P and have lower living stand
ards?
The statement explained that the
suit was brought under the anti
trust laws, which were passed to
prevent anyone from getting a
monopoly and then raising prices
to the public.
"We have never done any of
these things,'' said A&P. "Nobody
has ever shown we have anything
even approaching a monopoly of
food business anywhere. Nobody
has ever said we charge too high
prices—just the opposite. We would
not of had any of this trouble if
instead of lowering prices we had

raised them and pocketed the dif
ference.”
A&P stated that the entire sys
tem of efficient, low-cost, low-pro
fit distribution is threatened, be
cause 'if the antitrust lawyers suc
ceed in destroying A&P, the way
will be cleared for the destruction
of every other efficient, large-scale
distributor.”
"A&P was the first chain store in
this country. For more than 90
years we have tried to build a
sound business on a simple formula
Give the people the most good
food for the money;
"The American people have
shown that they like our lower
price policy by coming to our stores
to do their shopping. If A&P is big,
it is because the American people,
by their patronage, made us big.”
A&P said that while the interest
of the owners of the Company were
of little imoprtance, millions of
consumers hundreds of thousands
of farmers, thousands of manufac
turers and businessmen and the
firm’s 110.000 employees would be
hurt if A&P were destroyed.
“We feel that it is our responsi
bility to all these people to defend
by every legitimate means this
Company and the low price policy
upon which it was built."

Rockland were taken by the war
dens for digging clams, a Mr. Gray
and a Mr. Jewell on Sept. 15, they
Clam Law Infraction Puts were
found guilty in Belfast court
Non-Residents Into the
by Judge Thornton, and fined $10.
Belfast Court
and costs of $11 39 each. This was
The town of lslesboro has been the first case under this law, which
became effective Aug. 6.
covered by a State law, P.&S.
Maine, Chapter 126, which allows Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
only residents of the island to dig
The famous "Country Club" hats,
clams commercially. Residents and now on display at the Clara W.
non-residents alike are allowed to Johnson, Hat Shop, 375 Main
dig up to t4 bushel a day for their street, over the Paramount Res
own use or for their own families. taurant.
86-87
This law was felt to be necessary
as several families depend upon
the amount of clams they can dig
THORNDIKE HOTEL
and sell to aid them during the
BARBER SHOP
Winter months when work is scarce
Under New Management
Clams dug by non-residents de
I will appreciate serving both
crease the amount available for
old and new patrons.
residents.
L. W. GBBENE, Prop.
87*lt
On Sept. 6, 1949 two men from

lslesboro Diggers

CLASSIFIED ADS
MUST BE PAID FOR WHEN INSERTED
OR A CREDIT ESTABLISHED
Hereafter, classified ads for The CourierGazette, when mailed in, must be accompanied by
cash or with established account, and phoned ip
ads can be accepted ONLY from those with estab
lished credit at this office.
This is sound business practice and is made
necessary by the non payment of a large percent
age of these small ads.

If you wish to mail or phone in classified ads, and
do NOT have a regular advertising account with
this newspaper, please step in and arrange such a
credit. Otherwise, ALL Classifieds—-CASH. ‘‘50
CENTS ONE TIME—3 FOR A DOLLAR—FOR 3
LINES.”

PHONE 770 IF IN DOUBT
84-tf

Federal rent control was lifted in
the Rockland area yesterday, to
gether with several other sections
of the State.
The Knox County region was not
decontrolled last week, when all
other areas under the Bath Rent
Control Office were freed from
government jurisdiction. A former
official of the Bath office. Judge
John J. Keegan, said yesterday that
he believed the omission of Knox
County from the de-controlled list
was an oversight. Wesley Whelp-

By The Roving Reporter

ley, State rent control director, was
of the same opinion.
Later in the day Mr. Whelpley
called The Courier-Gazette with
the information that despatches
had just arrived from rent control
headquarters in Washington that
the Rockland defense area in Knox
County had been de-controlled.
This action removes entirely the
control ef the Federal government
over rental charges in this area;
leaving landlords and tenants the
task of determining rental charges
between them.

Out in Watertown, N. Y., Fred
Simmons caught sight of the Old
Time Cop from The Meadows. He
writes:
"The Old Time Cop' John, from
the Meadows looks very much like
John Brewster, who was a member
of the Police Department in the
Nineties, along with Bill Hill, Mank
and F. Sherer, I think. John was a
—Photo by Cullen.
welcome visitor at the North Star
The Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post American Legion color guard leads the Appleton parade last Saturday,
Laundry for a shin heat during
"Of the citizen Army, the Nation allotted 514 units and has a
foilowed by Legion commanders of the county and the Rockport High School band.
cold Winter nights as well as at
al Guard is in the first category of strength of 41.000 men.
other times. An efficient police
The
National
Guard's
service
to
importance. It must be healthy
man with a very pleasing person
the country is not limited to the
and strong, ready to take its place
ality.’’
training for and the fighting of
in first line of defense in the first wars, however. Guardsmen battled
Movies Taken During Lob Two golfers playing over the
weeks of emergency.''
the raging forest fires in Maine in
ster Festival Will Be brow of a small hill were surprised
Thus General George C. Marsh the Fall of 1947 and are credited
Shown Sunday and
to come upon a little old lady sit
all, then Cheif of Staff, U.S. Army, with saving several communities
ting in the middle of the course,
Monday
stated the objective and the new They worked tirelessly on the
reports the Wall Street Journal.
mission of the post-war National ground during Operation Haylift,
In keeping with their purpose;
Mother,” one of the men inquired
Guard—a far greater responsibility when the blizzards of 1948-49
that is, present Rockland folks
gently, “don't you know it's dan
than it had before World War I swept the Western states. The Col
with the type of entertainment
gerous to be sitting here on this
and II. Before seeing action in those umbia RivdV floods in Oregon anc
they enjoy, the Park Theatre will
two conflicts, the National Guard the hurricanes that hit Florida and
M. L Stoddard, manager of the paid after that date will be made venture into a new realm of the grass?”
"Oh, it's all right," said the old
needed more equipment and train Louisiana in 1948 necessitated call Togus
Veterans
Administration at some future time.
motion picture theatre come next
lady.
"I'm sitting on a newspaper.”
ing in order to take offensive ac for the National Guard. And the Center, acting on information re
Secondly, the dividend is payable Sunday.
—Globe's daily story.
tion. For the most part, Guard di Guard responded in the same tra
to veterans who paid their insur
This will be the showing of ac
ceived from Carl R. Gray, Jr., Advisions were used as cadres. The dition as it did at the San Fran
ance for at least three months, tual movies cf the 1949 Maine Lob
One year ago: Rev. Fr. James F.
ministiator of Veterans Affairs,
ranks of the Guard divisions were cisco earthquake in 1906 and again
whether or not the insurance is ster and Seafoods Festival, which Savage was transferred to St.
has
made
public
the
first
VA
cal

filled with new men requiring com in the Ohio and Mississippi Valley
now in force.
was successfully sponsored by the Joseph's Church, Lewiston and
culations showing
the proposed
plete training.
Thirdly, the dividend scale does junior Chamber of Commrece in Rev. Charles F. Bennett was
Floods of 1936.
scale of the $2,890,000 000. National
Here in Knox County, Battery D
Today's Guardsmen are associat Service Life Insurance dividend not apply to the permanent plan of , Rockland Aug. 5. 6 and 7. These transferred from Dover-Foxcroft
703d Anti-Aircraft Artillery is a ing themselves with traditions old
NLSI (any plan other than term I movies which were photographed to St. Bernard's Church—Rock
part of the Nation's M-Day Force er than the Nation itself—but as which may be paid in individual insurance) which ha« been sur.■ I on the spot by the theatre staff land High defeated Greenville
which is training to take its place modern as the newest tank off the cases to nearly 16,000.000 World rendered for a reduced paid-up, contain among other scenes fa- High 14 to 0—Discovery was made
in the country's first line of defense. assembly line. They have the op War II veterans in this country, policy—those cases will be handled miliar to local citizens; the parade, of an attempt to set a forest fire
Actually the M-Day < Mobiliza portunity of training with the lat among whom there are about 89. separately by the VA.
fi loats, Public Landing, the Lob- in Port Clyde—Seth Low was elect
tion Day) Mission of the new Na est of Army equipment and meth 000 in Maine.
Lastly, since this is a special dlvi-'ster Queen, Goternor and civic ed president of Knox Hospital.—
Stoddard said that veterans who
tional Guard is not new but is ods. They augument their civilian
dend, it may not be left on deposit officials and last, but not least, lots John Watts opened his new barber
older than the Nation itself. It goes income, earn credit towards re were under age 41 at the time of is with the VA, but must be received of jocal folks
shop on Park street.—Deaths:
back to the Militia regiments of tirement and receive promotions sue of their NSLI will receive a in cash. However, after receiving1 This is the first time that such a Waldoboro, Gardner Delano, 70;
dividend
refund
in
the
amount
of
the 17th Century which were the as they increase their proficiency.
the check, the veteran may use it i venture lias been attempted in the Camden Ralph G. Bennett, 55;
65 cents for each month premiums
forerunners of the National Guard
Battery D 703d AAA drills every paid, upon each thousand dollars to pay premiums for reinstatement Rockland thetotres, and although Montville, Miss Helen B. Folett,
as we know it today. Then the Col Monday night at the Armory at
or otherwise.
apologies must be made for the formerly cf Rockand.
onists laid down their plows and the Municipal Airport in Ash Point. of insurance from the date of issue
touch of non-professionalism in
of their insurance until the same
took up their muskets for the im Transportation is
tlieir first movie due to the requir
available by date in 1948. For veterans who were
mediate defense of their homes.
ing of special equipment and
Army truck from the Post Office 41 years or older at the time of is
The H. H. Crie Co., block suf
Today, that spirit again prevails at 7 p. m. Prospective recruits are
technique for this type of produc
sue,
the
amount
of
the
refund
is
Pvt.
Leavitt
Coffin
Begins
fered heavy damage in the thun
but with a modern organization,
tion. Bill Coffield, theatre manager,
welcome to ride the truck to watch smaller depending upon the age
der storm of Monday when light
His Indoctrination
vastly expanded, and equipped with a drill session.
announced today that providing
at
time
of
issue.
The
reason
that
ning struck the top of the building
the latest in weapons and equip
Course
local movie patrons show an in
the dividend scale is the same for
on the Main street side. Manager
ment.
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas: terest for this type of entertain John Rapose describes the damage
all persons under age 41 is that the
In order to accomplish this mis
Pvt. Leavitt Coffin, 18, son of ment, he plans to continue to use as being caused by a bolt which
mortality rate for those ages did
sion, the new National Guard was
Mrs.
Leavitt Coffin of Rockland, the medium in the future via the struck at the roof level about in the
authorized to expand from 19 divi Amazing Free Motion Picture not vary much.
has reported to Lackland AFB. the "Knox County Newsreel" which center of the front. The bolt opened
The
dividend
scale
will
be
applied
sions it had in World War II to
On Fire Extinguishers At equally to all plans of insurance, "Gateway to the Air Force,” to be will present audiences with a com the brick wall of the structure down
25 Infantry Divisions, two Armored
whether upon the term plan (th? gin the AF basic airmen indoctri plete newsreel coverage on the about 10 feet and moved the outer
Fire Station Tonight
Divisions, 21 separate Regimental
screen cf the Park Theatre of all
kind of insurance first received in nation course, here.
brick facing at the roof outward
Combat Teams and 43 Anti-Air
Lackland, situated near San An news events hapjiening in and approximately three inches from
A general invitation to all inter service) or upon the permanent
craft and Artillery Groups (97 bat
around this locality. Present plans
ested citizens of Rockland and vi plans of insurance (after a change tonio, is the world's largest air
the inner layer of brick for a dis
talions.)
are for about one newsreel each
force
base,
center
of
WAF's
basic
tance of 20 feet along the face of
In addition, there are numerous cinity has been issued by Chief Van from term insurance.) The reason
training, indoctrination station for month.
the building.
non-divisional combat support un Russell to attend a remarkable for this is that the refund arises
The Lobster Festival movies will
prior
service re-enlistees and home
its including Field Artillery, Ar moving picture at 7 p. m. tonight from the saving on the estimated
of the AFs Officer Candidate be shown Sunday and Monday at
mored Cavalry. Engineer Quarter on the care and use of all types of cost of death claims. All of the School. Here, too. is headquarters all performances in addition to the
master, Signal Corps, Ordnance, fire extinguishers. It will be free term insurance premium was based of the Indoctrination Division, regular feature attraction “Joe PaItems of Interest from
Military Police and Transportation of course, and the place will be the on the estimate, while only a cer Air Training Command.
looka in ' Counterpunch," starring the Towis Listed Below
tain
portion
of
the
premium
of
the
units. The Air National Guard has handsome new Central Fire Sta
His 13 weeks of basic training Leon Errol. Elyse Knox and Joe Appear in This Issue.
permanent plan was charged for
12 Air Wings of 72 Fighter Squad tion, Spring street.
will
prepare him for entrance into Kirkwood. Regular prices will pre
CAMDEN
rons,
12
Light Bombardment
Those who have seen the picture lhat purposes, the remainder being Air Force technical training and vail throughout the engagement.
THOMASTON
Squadrons, 36 Aircraft Control and praise it to the skies as answering necessary fot accumulation of the for assignment in specialized work.
• VINALHAVEN
Warning Squadrons with support the all important question effect reserve, or cash value, of the per The course will include a scienti inclination for following a particu
WASHINGTON
ing units.
ASH POINT
ively. An unusual concern has been manent plans of insurance.
fic evaluation of his aptitude and lar vocation and career.
Under the scale of dividends an
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Organization of the new National felt of late concerning the safety
GROSS NECK
Guard began in 1946 and today is of any fire extinguisher. This film nounced by the VA, $523.09 is the
NORTH SEARSMONT
largest
possible
amount
of
refund
virtually completed with a strength taking only one half hours time,
WARREN
of more than 355,000 in more than will effectively and once for all payable to any person. This would
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
5,000 units. Army units total more put aside all fear of fire exting- be paid in the cases of veteran,
than 4.500 with a strength of 315, guishers and a complete new con under age 41 at time of issue of
If I had my life to live again, I
000. The Air Natioal Guard has fidence in their value in every their insurance who had the max.
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
completed organization of all its home and business establishment. inniru of $10,000 of any plan of
music at least once a week. The
insurance and who paid pre
loss of these tastes is a loes of hap
miums for 96 months. Refunds
piness.—Charles Darwin.
below this amount will vary accord,
FOR OTHERS
ing to the age of the insured, the
Unusual activity about the Maine were immediately called on duty
amount of insurance, and the num State Prison at Thomaston in the and a complete check of the Prison i May every soul that touches mine—
ber of months the premiums were early evening hours Wednesday led made. All inmates wore found to Be it the slightest contacU-get
therefrom some good,
paid
from date of issue of the in to rumors of difficulties at the be in their proper places by a Some little grace, one kindly
takes pleasure in announcing the
surance until the same date in 1943. prison which proved groundless.
thought,
thorough count conducted by the
One inspiration yet unfelt, one bit
Stoddard reminded veterans of
special showing of motion pictures of
Warden J. Wallace Lovell ex guards and officials.
of courage
four things: First of all, the refund plains that a report was received
Checking for possibilities as to For the darkening sky, one gleam
will
be
based
upon
the
number
of
19 49 Maine Lobster and Seafoods Festival
of faith
about 7.45 that a man had been what the person reporting might
months premiums were paid from seen on the roof of the cell block have seen it wa, determined that
the date of issue only until the same building by a person passing the
on Sunday and Monday
one of the swinging ventilators on
the gathering mists.
date in 1948 refund.- for premiums institution. He says that all guards the roof could have easily been To yond
make this life worthwhile,
September Twenty-five and Twenty-six
mistaken for the figure of a man And Heaven a surer heritage,
—Anon.
slightly bent over, as it swung about
at the Park Theatre in Rockland, Maine
in the wind.
Read The Courier-Gazette

IT’S A FIRST LINE UNIT

Battery D Of Knox County Is Part Of a Great
Military Organization

SCALE OF DIVIDENDS LISTED

Is Down In Texas

TOWN NEWS

PROVED A FALSE ALARM

Passer-By Evidently Mistook Ventilator For
Man On Top Of Prison Cell Block

THE MANAGEMENT

starring

7.00 P. M. DINNER—INFORMAL
Reservations Must Be Made by Sept. 24.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES

LEON ERROL and ELYSE KNOX

in addition to

TEL. 24
70-tf

Crie Store Damaged

You Are Invited

JOE PALOOKA in “COUNTERPUNCH”

ROCKLAND, ME.,

At Park Theatre

Veterans’ Administration Releases Informa
tion On Payments To Veterans Of
World War II

Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, in Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve vour Machine Shop Require
ments. Come in especially and see our New Large Stationary
Crank Shaft Regrinder.

586 MAIN ST.,

Number 87.

Hornets are no respecters of per
sons as workmen learned while
they were repairing the Fess Street
Methodist steeple in Biddeford.
They were delayed four hours by
the angry insects, which evidently
believed that the belfry was their
private property. A DDT. bomb
was used to no effect, then the bel
fry was sprayed with a 50 percent
D.DT solution and nary a buzzer
appeared. s
—O—
A 75-year-old Tennessee man be
came a proud papa Wednesday for
the 25th time. His present wife,
who is his sixth, is 29. C. J. Clark
(for that s the critter's name) is ap.
parently an optimist, because he
says, “I expect to have a lot more;’
Wives or children?

NOTICE!
KNOX SHRINE CLUB MEMBERS
LADIES’ NIGHT
Wednesday, September 28

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP

ISSUE

THE BLACK CAT

Appleton'HonorsHts War Heroes

From Maine State Prison Comes a Generous Rockland Area Was Finally Added To the
Decontrolled List
Check To Help Swell Fund
Donald V. Taverner, Portland,
Northern New England Represent
ative of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, announced
today that J. Wallace Lovell, War
den of Maine State Prison Thom
aston has turned over to the Polio
Fund a check representing the un
solicited contribution of the in
mates of the State Prison.
In reporting the unusual contri
bution, Warden Lovell stated that

THURSDAY

our regular feature attraction

NEW AMERICAN LEGION POST HOME
If you have not received a notice, please contact any of the
following Nobles—Howard Crockett, Keith Goldsmith, Carl
Stilphen or George W. Carr
86-87

OPEN UNTIL OCTOBER

Edgar A. Ames Farm
U. S. ROUTE 1, WARREN, MAINE
One Mile from Thomaston-Warren Bridge
For Velvety Rich, Full Flavored Ice
Cream made here on the farm, by Louise,
in person. Served daily 10 a. m.-lO p. m.

78-Th-tf
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OW Age Assistance

Old Age Assistance recipients in
Maine received more than half a
million dollars in August accord
ing to the monthly summary of the
Department of Health and Welfare
issued today. Total payments au
thorized were $597,547 for 14.048
cases.
This represents an increase of
$141,000 over the corresponding
month a year ago and is due large,
ly to the increased maximum voted
by the 94th Legislature. The aver
age payment is now $42 10 per
month, an increase of $8.35 over
August, 1948.
Of particular significance is the
fact that the number of applica
tions for this type of assistance in
creased 99% over Aug. 8, 1948 Tills
is the result of two factors, the im.
pact of unemployment upon the
age group of 65 and over and the
steady increase in the States aged
population.
In the Aid to Dependent Children
category, although the number of
families receiving payment and the
total payments increased, the av
erage payment per family de
creased The latter was the result
of lowered maximum allowance.which were placed into eftect in
July in order to conserve funds tc
meet the steadily increasing case
load.
The cost of care of the 2433 chil
dren in State custody increased
18% over last year as the result of
generally higher living costs

Wants A Woman
Senator Smith Believes the
6.0. P. Could Win In'52
With One On the Ticket
Margaret Chase Smith says she
will fight to see that some ‘quali
fied woman" is nominated for eith
er President or Vice President on
the Republican ticket in 1352. But
she said she didn t mean that she
wiuld seek the nomination herself
“I will make no effort to get on
the 1952 Republican ticket,' she
said in a radio interview with Com
mentator Charles Parmer. “I'm
definitely not in a fighting mood
for myself.”
Parmer brought out her state
ment by remarking that there i.s
Increasing talk” in Washington
that the Maine Senator may be the
GOP Vice Presidential candidate
Mrs. Smith, a veteran of many
years service in the House of Rep
resentatives, was elected to the
Senate last year—the first woman
ever to be elected to the Senate
without previously serving there
by appointment.
She predicted that ' the party
that nominates a woman for Vice
President or President will win the
1952 election. ’

Men laying a gas-pipe in a Kiev,
Russia, street, unearth 12th cen
tury jewels.

Lilac Planning Days

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW

Total Payments Of $597,547
Have Been Authorized
This Year

[EDITORIAL]
ANY WAY TO STOP IT?
Again the nation finds itself in the throes of a coal strike,
and it seems to be futile to call attention to the needlessness
of it all. to say nothing of the unbelievable cost Tlje number of
workers made jobless by the walkout has passed the 500.000
mark. Included are John L. Lewis' 480.000 United Mine
Workers and more than 27.000 rail employes furloughed by a
half dozen coal carrying roads The miners' "no pension no
work" revolt is costing them more than $7,000,000 a day in lost
wages. Added to this in strike costs is the pay loss of the
railroaders. The work stoppage began after John L. Lewis
announced failure of Southern operators to continue 20 cent
a ton royalty payments to the UMW pension and welfare fund
had forced suspension of benefits to aged and ailing miners.
It would seem as if there was enough common sense left in
the world to avert such calamities, but apparently there
isn't and the costs multiply.

A CHECK FROM THE CELLS
Inmates of the Maine State Prison keep in close touch
with the affairs of the world, and are duly sympathetic when
occasion requires. This has again been demonstrated by the
polio emergency drive which has been conducted in the insti
tution under inmate leadership. This generous and timely
spirit, backed by a substantial check, earned the praise of
Warden J. Wallace Lovell, as it will that of the world at large.

DEATH OF RADIO STAR
Richard Dix. radio .tar of other days, has just died in
Hollywood, a victim of heart trouble in the prime of life. Dix
was in the movies for a quarter of a century, and had the good
sense to lay by his earnings, so that since his retirement lie
had been able to enjoy life on his luxurious ranch in Topanga
Canyon.

THE SCHOOL LUNCH FUND
Congress this year appropriated SS3.500.000 toward the
national school lunch program, and of this amount $424,895
is coming to Maine. Lawrence A. Chatto, State executive
officer of the Production and Marketing Administration, said
that Maine's receipts will be used to reimburse schools for a
part of local purchases for food for the lunches. Chatto points
out that the purchases serve to enlarge the market for locallyproduced foods.
WOMAN FOR PRESIDENT?

Vincent Sheean has been calling for a woman as the next
President of the United States, and now Senator Margaret
Chase Smith of Maine urges a "qualified woman" as Republi
can nominee for either President or Vice President in 1952.
Mr Sheean thinks a woman president would give the
world the assurance it needs that America’s intentions are
peaceful, and would appeal to the seething millions of Asia,
where the mother symbol has always been highly esteemed.
Presumably Queen Boadicea of Britain and the Empress
Jingo of Japan are sufficiently hidden by the mists of antiquity
as not to conjure up the horrifying vision of a possible Ama
zonian Commandress in Chief. But one questions the efficacy
of the mother symbol, as exemplified by Queen Victoria, for
instance, to quench Asian doubts of western imperialism
On the domestic front. Senator Smith predicts a victory
for the party that nominates a woman for Vice President or
Piesident—though she disappointingly withholds her own
distinguished name from possible candidacy. The subject is
still surrounded with jocularity in most people's minds, as
the suffragette issue once was. But we can think of some able
women we would vote for far more readily than for some
avowed male aspirants, and we suspect that some millions of
Americans may feel the same way.—Christian Science Monitor.
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LET US

PUT A NEW HEART IN YOUR CAR
Fully Guaranteed Rebuilt Motors
SEE US TODAY

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
DODGE PLYMOUTH SALES SERVICE

515 MAIN ST..

TEL. 720.

ONE OZ. OF
PREVENTION

ROCKLAND. ME.
87-90

Waldoboro Lockers, Inc.
P. 0. BOX 74,
WALDOBORO. MAINE
Foster D. Jameson
John H. Foster
President

by

our trained mechanics

means trouble-free driv
ing later.Using specially
designed equipment and

factory engineered and

inspected parts, they’ll

put your car in good
driving condition. Why

not stop in today ?

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
20-31 RANKIN ST*
BOOKLAND

General Manager

Now Receiving Applications
For Locker Reservations

Don’t neglect your car!

A Flying Start

6 cu. ft. Door type Locker (Top Tier)—S15. plus $1.00 Key Deposit
6 eu. ft. Door type Locker (4th Tier)—$16. plus $1.00 Key Deposit
C’j cu. ft. Drawer type Looker (2nd-3rd Tiers) —
$18. plus SI.00 Key Deposit
8 cu. ft. Drawer type Locker (Bottom Tier) —
$21.50 plus SI.00 Key Deposit
Prices cover period of one year from date of opening and
include insurance.
Applications will be filled in the order in which received.

Lilac Planting Days fcr the
Lilac Memorial being sponsored by
the Garden Club Federation of
Maine in tlie new cemetery at the
Veterans Administration Center at
Togus will be inaugurated with an
impressive ceremony at 2 p. in. on
Oct. 12.
Col. Malcolm L. Stod
dard. manager of the V. A. Center;
Charles Pratt, landscape designer
and head gardener; and Mrs. Ed
ward F. Merrill of Skowhegan
Garden Federation chairman for
the Lilac Memorial are in charge
of arrangeements for the event.
Col. Stoddard will announce the
list of distinguished guests being
invited, to attend the ceremony
The Garden Federation will be
represented by Mrs. Charles W.
Eaton of Auburn, federation presi
dent. and members cf tlie Federa• tion's executive board.
In addition to several hundred
lilac shrubs being given by the fed
erated garden and nature clubs,
all veterans organizations, auxil
iaries, civic clubs, church societies
and individuals ale invited to par
ticipate in this Living Memorial of
Lilacs which will surround the
several acres n the new cemetery.
. by sending as many lilacs as pos
sible, with color of flowers desig
nated, between October 1 and Oc
tober 15. express prepaid, to
Charles Pratt, Togus.
Common purple and white lilacs
are needed for the COO to 1500
shrubs planned for the Memorial.
Many of these shrubs have been
promised for the October plantingt
and donations of money sent to
Mrs. Merrill will be used to pur
chase liacs in quantity from welknown nurseries.
The Garden Club Federation is
making a State-wide plea for all
organizations to participate with
contributions of lilacs or funds for
the Lilac Memorial in honor of
and in memory of all veterans of
World Wars I and II.

An Unique Tour
How Pine Tree State Adver
tises Itself At Springfield Exposition
The Pine Tree State has been
‘‘traveled" extensively this week by
many thousands of New England
visitors to the State of Maine
Building during the current East
ern States Exposition.
The unique tour is the result of
ingenious use of color photography
combined with a synchronized sys
tem of electric bulbs designating
principal points of interest on
Maine's major inland and coastal
routes.
The six-minute Travelogue takes
the tourist over a huge illuminated
map of Maine to 48 different va
cation areas and as the pilot guide
reaches a point of interest beau
tifully colored pictures of that area
are flashed on a large screen.
The travelogue feature is a part
of the State Highway Commissions
exhibit and has proved to be one
of the most popular displays in the
State of Maine Building witli
Standing Room at a premium
daily.
Another interesting attraction in
the Highway exhibit is a scaled
model cf a large picnic area and
lunch ground which many out-ofstate visitors have enjoyed in Maine
during their vacations.
Additional photographic coverage
ol Maine—The Land of Remem
bered vacations—is provided by a
large
number of
Kodacromes,
which show many of the state's in.
dustrial, agricultural, fisheries and
recreational advantages .

An explorer patrol, believed to
be the first in this vicinity, com
posed of boys, 14 through 16. was
organized Monday night at its
headquarters in the Methodist
Church.
Larry Plummer, Rockland High
School teacher a favorite with all
the students, has agreed to head
the new patrol as senior advisor.
The following officers were ap
pointed and elected; Assistant ad
visor. Donald Smalley; Crew Lead
er. Warren Whitney; Assistant
Crew Ijeader. Arthur Doherty, sec
retary.
The next regular meeting will be
held in the Sccut room of the
church at 6 30 p in. next Monday.
Troop 202 has a great deal of
'new blood." all applying for mem
bership. New recruits include Ron
ald Orcutt, David Allyn, Richard
Trask. Leroy Morey. Robert Mer
riam. Harold Clark. Willis Kinney,
Dava Merrill. Walter Mosley and
Richard Whitman.
New patiol officers, elected dur
ing patrol meeting are: Cobra—Pa
trol leader. Dale Hughes; Fox. Pa
trol Leader, Bruce Strong; assistant
David Allyn; Beaver, Leader. Leroy
Morey assistant, Arthur Adolphsen; Wolf leader. Arthur Doherty;
assistant, Emery St. Clair.
VERNE BATTEESE WINS

Verne Battesse. Sr., of Damari
scotta. won the Third Annual
Smail Bore tournament, Class C.
at the Lincoln County Rifle Club
range in Damariscctta Sunday.
The tournament was under the
auspices of the Bath Rifle and
Pistol
Association. 1
Battesse's
score was 1190-57. Tournament
officers were Phil S. Staley. Bath,
jexecutive officer.
A.
Duncan
Bragg. Bath range officer; and Ar
thur Hall. Bath, statistical officer.
Thirty were entered in the matches.

3c per lb..
5c per lb.

VENISON—
Chill, age, cut. wash, wrap and freeze Gc per lb.
To skin animal
.......................... $2.00 each
Other processes and prices on application.

APPLY NOW—USE THE HANDY COUPON
WALDOBORO LOCKERS. INC.
P. O. BOX 74
WALDOBORO. MAINE

BETTER SERVICE

Please reserve

@ $18.00 plus $1.00 Key Deposit

6 Cu. ft. Door Type @ $16.00 plus $1.00 Key Deposit
.............. 6 Cu. ft. Door Type @ $15.00 plus SI.00 Key Deposit

Prices above include insurance

Gary Cooper. Patricia Neal
Raymond Massey, Kent Smith
Henry Hull in

Universal Faint for
»
All Enameling

“THE FOUNTAINHEAD"
M'
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SEPT. 23-24
Double Feature:
JOE FALOOKA in .

Lowe Brothers

“THE BIG FIGHT"
Starring Leon Errol,
Joe Kirkwood, Jr.

HIGH

standard:

Also on the program
MONTE HALE in

HOUSE PAINT

“SOUTH OF RIO"

• Covers solidly more square
feet of surface.
• Contains an unusually high
percentage of non-evaporat
ing film forming solids.

• Wears down slowly and
evenly — leaving an excel
lent surface for repainting.

• Made to give extra years of
protective service.

Qt., $1.45
Mellogloss
One-Coat Semi-Gloss
Wall Finish

Qt., $1.15
Mellctonc
Cne-Coat

Elat Wall Paint

Qt., 95c

• All colors STYLE TESTED!

Plax Cote
For Interior and

Exterior Floors

Qt., $1.25

£

INCLUDING WHAT?

Generators and Starters, Ignition,
Radiator, Hose and Heater Connections
and Lubrication

NELSON’STEL.AUTO
SUPPLY
801-W. ROCKLAND. ME.

440 MAIN ST.,

86-87

SO WHAT?

Your Car Will Start, Run Right, Be Right,
and Guaranteed Right!
FOR WHAT?

ONZ.Y THE NEW

MAGEE
has THE concealed CONDIMENT SHELF

Winter Driving—So Easy
JUST PHONE OR LEAVE AT

Miller’s Service Station
TELEPHONE 360 (Next To Prison) THOMASTON
86-88

KEEP YOUR FUEL OIL TANK

During the summer
months, keep your storage
tank filled to prevent
“breathing” and “sweat
ing.” Humid air cannot get
into a full tank to con
taminate the oil, or cause
sludging and rusting.

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Cara

Nelson Bros. Garage
TEL. 720

ccfi tout

50-tf

SUNHEAt

And Testing Of All

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
66-tf

America’s Smartest Dual Oven
Combination Range
The greatest range value in years!
The beautiful NEW MAGEE — with
dozens of extra features — including
the concealed condiment sheif that
puts seasonings within easy reach
and saves you trips to the pantry.

ECONOMY
PRICED

$325.00

Actually 2 ranges ini! Cooks cool with gas in summer.
And in cold weather, cooks as it heats with oil, coal or gas.
Oil burner lights automatically from the top. Safe. Dependable.
Convenient. No bending required. No tapers needed.

Speedometer
Repairing

1949.

Signature

Plax

TONIGHT, THURS., SEPT. 22

39’40-tf

Chrysler Products.
Date

Lowe Brothers Paints

Carpenter and Builder

Payment is enclosed herewith.
I will pay on or before Oct. 24, 1949.

Evcrv Evrning at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at $.00

Your Winter Service
Motor Tune Up

locker(s) in my name as follows:

.............. 6'j Cu. ft. Drawer

Stock Reduction

WALDOBORO—TEL. 104

THOMASTON. MAINE
TELEPHONE 178-4

ROCKLAND, ME.

® $21.50 plus SI.00 Key Deposit

THEATRE

Francis L. Tillson

515 MAIN ST.,

.............. 8 Cu. ft. Drawer

WALDO

DO WHAT?

Dear Sirs:

The Sign of

“You, too,
may get back
nothing but
buttons —
campaign
buttons — if
you put your
faith in gov
ernment bu
reaus instead
of looking
out for your own future needs.”
More than half (51.4%) of
the families in the U. S. haven’t
waited for a Federal housing
agency to build them a home.
They own their own. In fact,
since the war began there has
been an increase of 25% in home
ownership.
A year ago, in 1947 for ex
ample, two million two hundred
thousand people bought homes
at an average price of $7500.$8500. 8$0,000 of these homes
were purchased by veterans.
Over 4/5 of a million of these
new home owners earned less
than $3000. per year.

LET PETE DO IT

4'jc per lb.

..

Cornell University has sponsored' Carl is a masculine name of
the construction of sailing dinghies. Teutonic origin signifying robust,
Eight boats already have been biult. J manly.

fEfzrEi^fgjzrHj^jEr5jz^jEfZfzjzrEfEjzfZfaTargj^J£J?JHfgJBjajzfart!Jti-

OUR PROCESSING PRICES

BEEF, VEAL or LAMB—
(’hill, age, cut, wrap and freeze ’
PORK, whole or half—
Chill, cut, wrap and freeze
Cure and Smoke

Sylvester Says:

Impressive Ceremonies Will New Senior Unit Of Troop
202. Gets a Favorable
Mark Inauguration At
Sendoff
Togus Oct. 12

Announcement

Prompt. attention

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdav

MARITIME OIL CO.
PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1371

Top-notch product — modern equipment — efficient service

Giant automatically-controlled dual oven . . . large storage
compartment . . . Telechron electric clock-timer . , . chrometrimmed fluorescent light . . , eye-angled oven temperature
indicator . . . adaptable for city, bottled or natural gas.

No other range can equal it at this low, economy price.
Buy it on easy terms.

V.
F.
STUDLEY,
INC.
283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.. TEL. 1154

4

Attending the two day Educa
tional and Recreational Conference
at the Elmwood Hotel in Water
ville were Mae Merrill and Flora
Thornton of Thomaston, Lydia
McClure and Martha Hamilton of
Rockland; Arlene Wood and Edith
Wall of Rockport as delegates from
Sept. 21—Women's Basket meeting Local 371 of Van Baalen and Heilof Lincoln Baptist Assocaition at
Littlefield
Memorial
Church. brun Co.
Rockland at 10 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Passon will
Oct. 11—Knox-Lincoln-Wado Bates
Association at Hotel Rockland at leave around Oct. 1, for a tour of
6.30.
the mid-west and a Winter so
Nov. 10—Annual convention of journ in California where Mr
Knox County Teachers’ Associa
Passon has many relatives he has
tion in Rockland.
Dec. ft—The annual Methcdifct not seen in a number of years.
Church Pair.
Come Spring the Passons will re
turn to Rockland and build a new
home. Their line property at 21
We are in the third consecutive Gay street has been sold to Attor
Warren
day of that "much needed" material ney and Mrs. David
known as rain.
And while I am through the Wood Agency.
on that damp subject. I will call
Al S. Plourd. Rockland beauty
attention to the high tides which shop operator is to be co-chairman
will be in effect for several days. of the second annual convention
Autumn begins tomorrow, but you of the Maine Cosmetologists Asso
will have to be up early in the ciation in Portland which opens
morning if you chance to be on Sunday and continues for three
the reception committee.
days. He will preside over the con

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Weather

Dr. C. Harold Jameson will be in
attendance at the meetings of the
New England Surgical Society at
the Mt. Washington Hotel Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, the last
two days of this week.

vention committee meeting Sun
day with co-chairman Ruby E.
Murphy of Sanford and will con
duct the meeting of Tuesday morn,
ing a| Portland City Hall at which
several prominent guest speakers
will appear.

Edward R. Ladd lias been elect
BORN
ed a member of the executive com
Wilson—At Knox Hospital, Sept.
mittee of the Maine Association
22, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wilson,
of Insurance Agents for three years. Port Clyde, a son.
Glover—At Knox Hospital, Sept
At the 50th annual convention of 20 to Mr. and Mrs. Edward K
the Maine Association of Insur Glover, a son.
Falla—At Knox Hospital, Sept.
ance Agents in Rangeley, A B
Stevenson was elected third vice 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Falla, Clark
Island, .a son.
president.
Belcher—At Gould Nursing Home,
Sept 17. to Mr. and Mrs. James
Vincent D'Agostino leaves to Belcher, a son—Robert Wesley
morrow for Miami. Pla , where he
DIED
will resume his vocation as barber.
Turner—At Clark Island, Sept. 20.
Willard Franklin Turner, age 62
The five employes of Carr's Au years. Funeral at 2 o’clock Friday,
tomotive Supplies will enjoy the Burpee Funeral Home. Burial at
long week-end of the Jewish New Sea View Cemetery, Glen Cove.
Knowlton—At Rcckland, Sept. 21,
Year observance with pay, as is the
Benjamin Knowlton, age’82 years.
custom ol Mr. Carr. The store will 4 days. Funeral Friday at 2
be closed from sunset Friday, 4 o’clock from the Davis Funeral
P. m., and all day Saturday and Home, 558 Main St.. Rockland. In
Sunday.
Business as usual on terment in Achorn cemetery.
Monday.
CARD OF THANKS
To The Thomaston Clippers:
My sincere thanks and apprecaiFor social items in The CourierGazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf tion to you for ycur generous do
nation. Your kind thoughts and
unselfishness which prompted such
an unusual act will always be re
membered. A monumental Stone,
A NEW ANI) BETTER BEANO
which will serve as a lasting Me
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
morial to your teammate and
At 7.30 P. M.
friend and my loved one .will be
St. Bernard’s Church Hall erected at the St. George Ceme
Auspices Knights of Columbus
tery.
43-tf 87-lt
Mrs. Katherine Felt.

BEANO

Mail Orders Filled

GOOD MATERIALS
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD TASTE
It takes all three to make you
proud of a good Monument. Let
us help you. No obligation, of
course.

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

Regaining An Hour

Standard time again becomes
the law of the land next Sun
day morning at 2 o'clock but
the proper thing to do is to set
your timepieces back one hour
before you retire. From now on,
until the days get much short
er. you will eat your breakfast
by daylight, but darkness will
overtake the washing of the
supper dishes. But it’s well to
remember that the days will
again be lengthening before
many weeks have passed.

A visitor in the city yesterday
was True Hayford of Detroit, Mich,
who served as deputy warden at the
Maine State Prison during the first
decade of the 20th Century, when
Fred B. Wiggin cf Saco was war
den Mr. Hayford was long an em
ploye at the Ford plant, but is on
the retired list. He Inquired for
many old acquaintances including
A. C. McLoon, aaainst whom he
played football in their High
School days. Hayford was a mem
ber of the Belfast HighSchool team
which had never lined up until it
came here to play Rockland This
is probably one of the prime rea
sons why the Belfast outfit was
beaten 116 to 0.
Principal Boothby assumed his
position as a director of the Anna
E Coughlin Scholarship Fund at
the board meeting Tuesday after
noon at the First National Bank.
Herman M Hart is president-treas
urer; Robert C. Gregory, secretary,
and Edward H. Helller of the Rock
land Savnigs Bank and John M.
Richardson of The Courier -Gazette
board members.

The Knox Theater Guild met
last night at the Farnsworth Mem.
orial Building for readings. "The
Male Animal" was cast and mem
bers start rehearsals Monday night.
Almon Cooper is directing the pro
duction, which will be put on at
an early date.

Woodrow White, 39. of Camden
is a patient at Knox Hospital with
a fractured leg and facial cuts and
bruises as the result of an accident
on US 1 near Whitney's Cabins
between Glen Cove and Rockport
Tuesday night. The collision be
tween a motorbike operated by
White, and a car operated by Alton
Pierce of South Thomaston is re
ported to have occurred cn the
curve by tlie cabins at the height
of tlie rainstorm Tuesday night
The injured man was transported
to Knox Hospital by‘the Camden
Fire Department ambulance.

j/y/e note . ..

Ambulance Service

TELEX LEADS THE WAY
TO HEARING HAPPINESS

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

“Telex will be demonstrated at the
Thorndike Hotel. Tuesday, Sept. 27,

CARL M. STILPHKN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCK
SERVICE

Hours 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. and

handsome new fine combed
gabardine

rayon

SATURDAY, SEPT. 24

tailored.

CAKE

Free swing sleeves, full

“fiiaJ 3-5911” and the address

903 Chapman Bldg., Portland 3, Me.

86-87

STORM WINDOW
TIME

Other
soft,

Coats

Sport

Addres,_

perfection

tailored to
by

expert

$18.50, $22.50. $25.00
$27.50

0^

E. T. LONG

ROCKLAND
AClHOKIZEli

DEALER

SKYWAY LUGGAGE

SMALL’S
ROCKLAND. ME

Pork Loins Veal Legs Large Fowl

I____
85-87

EVERY USED CAR
WE SELL IS

GUARANTEED
A 90 day guarantee is attached
to the good Used Cars we sell.
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast
turnover. Just the car you want.

DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kaiser-Frazer Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 33-S

46-tf

The meeting of Oct. 3 of the
Rockland Junior Chamber of Com
merce will be known as member
ship night with each member sup
posed to bring as his guest a pros
pective member.
At the meeting Monday Rev.
John Smith Lowe of the Church
of The Immanuel delivered a talk
entitled "State of the Union."
Charles Bicknell and David War
ren were named as the organiza
tion's publicity committee. They
will also edit the chamber's news
letter.
Douglas Gerrish and Richard
Havener were named sergeants at
arms while Roger Conant, Samuel
Collins and Edward Gordon make
up the ways and means committee
Social committee is comprised
of Perry Margeson Morton Estes,
Edward Conley and Daniel Franz.
Members of the membership com
mittee are Donald Calderwood, man while John Hartson and Sam
Raymond Fogarty, Jr., Edward Cof uel Collins are assigned to reports
fin, Everett Spear and Lincoln Mc of the future.
Rae.
Toiva Soumela is program chairRead The Courier-Gazette

Whole or
Either End

65c

Boneless

Rump Hall

Fresh Killed
6 lb. ave.

Chuck-Pot
Roast

39c

39c

59c

or

TOP ROUND STEAK .................................
SIRLOIN STEAK .........................................
CORNED BEEF. 1 ean, boneless brisket

Veal
Steaks

Veal
Fores

69c

29c

EAT LOBSTER NOW

ALIVE LOBSTERS
ONE CLAW

Beat the High Cost of Meat by filling in your menu
with our Meaty One-Claw Lobsters

28c PER POUND

LIME CO. WHARF,

TEL. 1180.

ROCKLAND

45 WINTER STREET,

ROCKLAND, MANIE

87-88

Bacon Ends
Sliced
2 lbs. for

49c

JORDAN & GRANT
MARKET

SOLID RED TENNESSEE CEDAR
WARDROBE
68” high, 32 y2” wide, 21” deep

Special, $29.95

.69
.55
.45
.85

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Chuck
Roast

39c
87*lt

ROCKLAND, ME..

TEL . 17

in

comfortable fabrics

See the Burrowes All Alumi
num Sturm Sash and Fireproof
Wire Screen; made to fit your
window. Good for life. No ob
ligation for estimates. Write or
call

UPPER PARK STREET.

City.

Oct. 3 Will Be Known As
Membership Night—Dr.
Lowe Spoke

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

745 MAIN ST.,

craftsmen.

Name___

I

Electrical storms are caused by
sudden changes in the temperature
of the atmosphere. The upper at
mosphere is always cold and sud
den changes are less frequent in
the Winter when the temperature
, near the earth is also low.

News Of The Jaycee

Secretary Robert W, Hudson of
the Rockland School District Trus
tees has received an interesting
letter from a New Jersey educator
who had an opportunity to inspect
the new South School, just proir
to its opening this month. Miss
Eleanor Noyes, who is attached to
the office of the Superintendent of
Schools of Essex County, N. J., as
a guidance teacher, makes the fol
lowing comments on the South
School in her letter.
"I wish to thank you for making
it possible for me to view Rock
land’s new South School. The
evening was both enjoyable and
educative,
“The building is of the func
tional type which we professionals
in the Essex County are very
interested in seeing constructed
but find the school architects, lo
cal boards and laymen reluctant
to accept. You have excellent fa
cilities for an elementary unit.
How you secured as much as you
did at the cost you quoted is really
beyond my experience.
"May I compliment your Board
of Trustees for planning "frbm
the inside out” rather than by the
reverse method so commonly used?
Facilities for the learning process
are so much more fundamental
than exterior design.
’ The lighting and solor dynamics
used in the building deserve special
mention.
Often children and
teachers work under conditions
that are far from conducive to
healthful rich living.
"The citizens of Rockland should
be grateful to the School District
Trustees for the time and effort
given in providing them with such
an outstanding school building. If
the staff of the South School pro
vides learning situations equal in
vitality to the facilities of the
building, the children will be fortu
nate indeed.
Eleanor Noyes,
Helping Teacher for Essex County"

Dupont Paint Dealers

j TELEX HEARING CENTER
|

A Coastal Warden became a pro
bation officer for five Waldoboro
and Cushing clam diggers in court
Wednesday as
Recorder Allred
Strout lifted 33-day jail sentences
imposed on the quintet and gave
them probation for two years.
Pleading guilty to digging clams
in a restricted area in the Georges
River were Walter Barkley of Cush,
ing. Eugene Winchenbach, Paul
Winchenbach, Ralph Winchenbach
and Carl Creamer all of Waldo
boro.
Fines of $20 were imposed in ad
dition to the jail sentence.
Coastal Warden Donald Hickey
was named as special probation
officer for the men.

beautifully

lining,

of all wool,

87-Th&T-tf
|

in

$16.50
SALADS

113 CAMDEN ST.,
TEL. 1503
ROCKLAND, ME.

7 p. m. to 9 p. m.”

In Municipal Court

There will be a display of equip
ment used by the National Guard
in the windows of Savitt’s store
starting today and which will con
tinue through Monday.
Sam Savitt. owner of the store
has contributed the space to Bat
tery D 703d AAA to assist the Na
tional Guard unit in its current
recruiting campaign.
Several, items of equipment used
by the guardsmen will be included
in the display, together with ex
planations of the use of many of
the items.
The battery in conjunction with
National Guard organizations all
over the country, Is conducting a
recruiting campaign designed to
raise its present enlisted strength
of roughly 60 men to over 100 to
meet the quota authorized by the
state and Federal governments.

Four patch pockets wins

the fashion vote for this

St. Peter's Undercroft

• New help for hard of hearing!

—Exclusive Telex method of
printing an electrical circuit on a
*46 oz. plastic wafer means an un
believably lighter hearing aid —
better, purer, noiseless hearing.
Hind out
about Telex’ three
new ways to hear secretly! Fill in
the coupon—mail it now!

Lion Everett Libby of the Vinal
haven Club was a visiting Lion.
Malcolm Pierson of Tenant's Har
bor was a guest of Almon Cooper.
Rev. Charles Monteith explained
to the Club, the County Fair being
sponsored by the Pine Tree Coun
cil of Boy Scouts, at Penobscot
View Grange Hall. Glen Cove on
Friday night. Sept. 30 at 7.30.
Attention is again called to those
going to Portland to attend the
Melvin Jones meeting with the
Portland Club. Sept 29. Please con.
tact Jerry Grant at once if you
want a reservation.
Lion Cooper invited all to visit
the Industrial Convention and Ex
hibition at the Thorndike Hotel.
Sept. 29 and 30. Movies will be
shown as well as the latest type of
automatic letter press.
, Lion Toiva Soumela introduced
Eino Hill of the Maine State Health
and- Welfare Department. Mr. Hill
explained in detail how the serv
ices for public assistance and aid
to the blind, are obtained. A ques
tion period followed his talk.—by
Bradford Burgess.

STYLE NOTE

grey or maroon.

558 Main Street

22 Knox Street

, Apple dumplings baked In a rich
buttery apricot whole fruit nectar
sauce make dessert time the high
light of any meal. Make the sauce
by thickening apricot whole fruit
nectar with a tiny bit of corn
starch, sweeten to taste, and add a
lump of butter to mellow the flavors.

“Should Be Grateful”

INDEPENDENT LOBSTER CO.

PUBLIC SUPPER

Price CO Cents

Thomaston Tel. 192

A story titled "Edge of Darkness"
by Travis Ingham appears in the
Sept. 18 issue of the Boston Globe
Magazine. Mr. Ingham was former
ly representative of the Bangor
Daily News in this city.

Equipment Shown

Eino Hill Of State Health and Some Of the Many Articles New Jersey Teacher Speaks
Used By National Guard,
Of New South School
Welfare Department the
At Savitt’s
In Highest Praise
Speaker

29c lb.

mercerized

COFFEE

Rockland Tel. 810

Knox County Camera
Club
members enjoyed a slide show pre
sented by High School teacher Ed
mund Barnard at ir Farnsworth Mu
seum Tuesday night. Barnard will
shew motion pictures at the meeting of Oct. 4 of an expedition to
the Galapagos Islands in 1941
William W. Cross .president of the
club, appointed Forest Pinkerton,
Carroll Thayer Berry and Edmund
Barnard to a committee which will
present a list of candidates for offi
cers at the next meeting.

Rockland Lions

IN MEMORIAM

HOT ROLLS

Licensed Lady Embalmer

General Seafoods fillet plant has
started delivery of redfish and
groundlish cuttings to lobster whole
salers for re-sale to lobster fisher
men for bait. This action, brought
about by a discussion between Com
missioner of Sea and Shore Fish
eries Richard R Reed and Presi
dent Larry Alphen of General Sea.
foods last week, has resulted in re
lieving the critical lobster bait
shortage locally for the time being.
Uusally the waste cuttings are
shipped to fish meal plants, a prac
tice which nets a greater return
than bait sales. S; arcity of herring
waste from the sardine plants this
Summer and the practice of using
cuttings for fish meal left the lobstermen without sufficient bait at
a time when lobsters were becoming
more plentiful than they had been
for months.

1949 CHEVROLET '--ton Pick
up for sale; never used for truck
ing. Cash only, owner leaving
Maine. No dealers, phone calls, or
trade-ins. No sale after Monday.
If you want to save money visit
270 PARK ST. Rockland.
87*lt

BAKED BEANS

FUNERAL HOMES

PHONE 701

The entire proceeds from Mon
day nights' Legion Beano at Legion
Home will be contributed to the
Knox County Polio Fund. WinslowHolbrook-Merritt Post A. L., Jor
dan and Grant and Bus Driver Bud
Wood all co-operating to this end.

87-lt

Wireless Circuit

DAVIS

Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach,
which has again been tremendously
popular the past Summer, will close
Nov. 1.

IN MEMORIAM
Lt. B. Henry Benson
Sept. 23, 1944—1949

HEAR

75-tf

The Second District Council
meeting will be held in Camden at
Y.M.C.A. Sunday from 10 a. m.
until 5 p. m. Mr. Ausplund. presi
dent of the Rcckland Townsend
Club, wishes all members and
friends to make an extra effort to
attend. Seme members are tak
ing the 945 bus from Rockland.

CARD (>I THANKS
Donald Gcss attended the fur
We wish to thank all those who
niture show in Boston in the in sent flowers and expressions of
terest of Burpee Furniture Co.
sympathy during our recent be
reavement.
Mrs. Norman Colomy, Mrs. Ed
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my friends ward Grindle, Mrs. Lester Sealey.
Territory patroled by Royal Can.
and relatives for cards, flowers and Elmer Wincapaw and Charles Win87* lt adian Mounted Police beginning in
gifts. To the Sunshine Society, capaw.
Mrs. Josephnie Hopkins, and the
1873 measured approximately 900
crew of the Vinalhaven II, in help
miles each way.
ing me to Rockland.
Mrs. Lillian Healey,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Vinalhaven, Maine.
87*lt

In memory of Jessie W. Ames,
who died Sept. 23, 1947.
Although our hearts are aching,
We know that God knew best
When He took you from among us
CARD OF THANKS
To be with Him at rest.
My sincere thanks for all the Our hearts are often heavy;
cards sent to me during my recent But we feel your presence dear;
illness, they were deeply appreciat And when we sit alone, sometime,
ed.
Emma Smith,
It seems that you were here.
Thomaston.
87’It
We feel the love you had for us;
Just arrived. Wool Plaids, ov- That love we do return.
erts. Swedes. Tweeds and Broad Sometime we know we'll be with
you;
cloth. Low overhead means low For that time we do yearn,
prices. Remnant Shoppe, 200 Main For all who believe on Christ, the
St. Tel. 523 .
87-lt ’
King
That one shall never die;
Have your watch repaired by the"! But live with Him forever
■cost expert craftsmanship, tested In that mansion in the sky.
md timed by tne New Scientific
Husband,
Son
and family,
Watchroaster machine at Daniels Brothers and Sisters.
87’lt
Jewelers. 399 Main St, Rockland.
19tl
There will be a Rummage Sale
Saturday, starting at 9.30 a. m. at
the former Moor’s Drug Store lo
WITH New
cation, opposite Meredith Furniture
AID USING
Co., aupsices Daughters of St.
Bernard’s.

20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. GOO

»CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Special—Friday and Saturday
CLINTON SHELL BEANS, No. 2 can . . 2 for
NATIVE SQUASH........................ 2 lbs.

PILLSBURY WHITE CAKE MIX ...
SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR ....
BULK MOLASSES ....................... .. Gal.
BULK VINEGAR ...................
Gal.
EVAPORATED MILK, tall cans .. . . 6 for
CHEESE. New York State .......... ... Ih.
VEAL, native boneless roll .......... ... lb.
FOWL, native ........................... ... lb.
LIVER, pig’s ............................. . . . Ih.
HAM. center cuts........................ ... lb.
BACON. Swift Premium ............... ... lb.
DUZ. small ................................ . 2 for
OXYDOL. small........................... .. 2 for
SWAN, large ............................. . 2 for
SUGAR .....
10 lbs.
PREMIUM CRACKERS . .............. ... lb.
WHITE HOUSE COFFEE, drip or reg. grind Ih.
We Are As Near To You As Your Phone
FREE DELIVERY IS OUR SPECIALTY

.21
.09
.29
.39

1.29
.55
.69
.69
.59
.39
.29
.95
.79
.23
.23
.27
.95
.25
.49

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

283 MAIN ST., . .ROCKLAND, ME., . .TEL. 1154

WARREN
ftft ftft
ALENA L. STARJlim
Ctarrespoix®aa»
.
’ ftft ft a

SWL •
A utility shower was given Mon
day to Mrs. P. D. Starrett, by the
Mystery Circle of Mystic Rebekah
Lodge, and members at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Dyson Jameson.
The 29 pupils in grade one at the
Hinckley Corner Primary are: Vir
ginia Curtis, Sharon
Cousins,
Douglas Banks, Jenina Arey, San
dra Crockett, Paul Dillaway. Doris
Draper, Edward Erickson, Anthony
Farris, Judy Havener,
Dwight
Huntley, Rae Ingraham, Susie Kellett, Gail Kigel, Linda Mank, Opal
Miller. Brenda Mitchell. Niilo Mat.
son, Terry Overlock, Gerald Payson
Carol Payson. Richard Perry, Paul
Pittle, Kenneth
Royer, Shirley
Royer, Ivan Rawley, Linwood Stet
son, Roland Wiley and Cynthia
Wotton. It was formerly reported
that there were 30 in the first
grade. This was in error. There are
62 pupils in the school, however,
With 23 in grade two.
Mrs. Isa Teague has a new school
bus.
A program planning committee
meeting, for the Study Unit, was
held recently with the chairman,
Miss Prances Spear.
Walter Tibbetts, who has been
passing a few days with Forrest
JSpear, will return Tuesday to
Stoneham, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Spear and
son, Stephen, who have been with
Forrest Spear the past few weeks,
went Wednesday to Rockland to
occupy their apartment at 16 Knox
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamilton
of Gundy’s Harbor have bought the
Mary Clements place on Corn Hill
It is now occupied by Mrs Ham
ilton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Metcalf of Clarry Hill, Union. They
will be joined during the Winter by
Mr. and Mrs Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson B. Kim
ball returned home Saturday from
Peace Dale. R. I., where they had
been guests of his brother and
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lucien
Kimball. They also visited Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Langlois and Agawam,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lord in Belmont, Mass., and rela
tives in Lowell, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Homer Nelson
went Tuesday to Eastbrook, for
overnight, and visited Wednesday
a friend at Asticou Inn, Northeast
Harbor.
Seven Tree Junvenile Grange
will present a graduate at exercises
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PsgeFom'1
to be held Friday at White Oak
Grange Hall. This will mean a
class of three.
Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs of Bel
mont, Mass., arrived Monday to
pass a few days with her sister,
Mrs. Alida Gorden. The x-rays
which Mrs. Gorden had taken last
week showed no broken bones.
Sherman Simmons resumed his
work at the post office. Monday,
ofter a week's vacation during
which he visited friends in Paw
tucket, R. I., Hartford and Tor
rington, Conn., and Southbridge,
Mass.

Early Days of Express Companies

UNION

Modern express has transported
about everything from a baby chick
«~ «
to a 3,000-pound elephant and from
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
a crate of lettuce to a hogshead of
Correspondent
tobacco. In one year, more than
ft ft ft ft
200 million items are shipped by
Telephone 1-21
express. But it has not always been
smooth rolling for express com
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton panies. Silas Tyler, early New Eng
land expressman, used a trailer
returned Saturday from Boston.
car attached to the rear of the
The Legion Auxiliary met Tues Boston A Lowell railroad's pass
day with Mrs. Robert Russell. Com enger trains, while William F.
mittee on refreshments were, Miss Harnden, the first expressman,
began business with a carpet bag,
Agnes Esancy, Mrs. William Glea paying his fare wherever he went
son and Mrs. Eleanor Goff.
on his rounds. On April 3, 1880,
A WALDOBORO SUPPER
The Senior Class is conducting a little Johnny Frey, first pony ex
Come to the Baked Bead Supper paper drive this week.
press rider, set off from St. Jo
seph, Mo., on the first lap nf the
at American Legion Hall, Waldo
Miss Elaine
Christoffcrsen of pony express route to Sacramento,
boro, Saturday, Sept. 24, frem
Rockland was recent guest of her Calif.

5.30-7
o'clock,
sponsored
by
Charles C. Lily Post 149. Good
food and plenty of it.

How to Choose Asparagus
And How Best to Keep It
Asparagus is one of the green
vegetables and, therefore, is a good
source of minerals and vitamins.
The consumer buying asparagus
should know what qualities to look
for when making a purchase. She
should look for stalks that are
green for most of their length, that
are not too thin, and tips that are
compact and firm.
Most asparagus is cut a little be
low the ground surface as soon as
the spear is six to 10 Inches long.
If growth has been rapid, the en
tire green stalk will be tender and
only the white portion somewhat
tougher.
Unless It Is kept under refriger
ation, or in a cool, dark place. It
deteriorates rather rapidly after it
is cut; the tips spread, and the
stalks tends to become woody.
If wilted asparagus is allowed to
stand In a small pan with the butt
ends in cold water, it will freshen
somewhat although only the tips
may prove to be edible. Very slen
der stalks are apt to be tough and
stringy because of their slower
growth.
If bunches look fresh when pur
chased, a large bunch may he n
more economical buy than a small
bunch big enough for only one
meal. But the stalks not used im
mediately must be stored In the
refrigerator or some other cool,
dark place.

grandmother Mrs. Carrie Mank.
Gerald and Vernon Ames are
among the students returning to
the University of Maine.
Mrs. Lela Haskell is in Summit,
N. J., where she attended the wed
ding Saturday of Miss Avery Fos
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes
with Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood attended Farmington Fair
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Cuthbertson went Tuesday on a vacation
trip through Massachusetts, Conn
ecticut and the White Mountains.
The Past
Grand Association
meeting of Knox County Rebekahs
was held Wednesday at Bethel
Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry at
tended the Centennial Saturday in
Appleton.
Robert Hanson of Augusta called
Sunday on his grandmother, Mrs.
Carrie Esancy.
Clifford Rowell is at Brooks
breaking corn for Black and Gay.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Collins
were given a shower by friends and
relatives Monday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Collins.
Mrs. Sadie Edgecomb who was
employed in Bath, has returned
to her home in Burkettville. She
was a visitor Wednesday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry.
Callers this week at the W. C.
Perry home were Mr. and Mrs. Will
Sukeforth of
Vinalhaven, Mrs.
Carrie Cummings, Mrs. Jennie McCorriscn and Mrs. Adcla McCorrison of Appleton.
Mrs. Etta Grinnell is making her
home with Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Bartlett.
Mrs. Lilymae Alden Is a patient
at the Westport Sanitorium, Conn
ecticut.
A clinic Is being held today at
the school under direction of Dr.
I. P. Tuttle and the district nurse
with Mrs. Lizzie Hawes .It was vo
ted to have Harvest Home, Sunday,
The Friendly Circle met Monday
Oct. 2.
At the Eastern States Unit
meeting held Tuesday night at Sev
en Tree Grange hall. Floyd Gushee of Appleton was elected delegate
to the annual Eastern States meet
ing in Springfield. Mass., and Al
fred Hawes as alternate.

New Duck Stamp Issue

Bufflc head ducks grace the new
1948 migratory bird hunting stamp,
which shows two male and one fe
male bufflc heads in flight. The
stamp, which sells for $1.00, is the
15th in the serief issued annually
to help provide funds to help fi
nance the federal government’s
wild life refuge program. Ninety
per cent of the funds realized
from the sale of the stamps is
used by the U. S. fish and wildlife
service to supplement other funds
for the purchase and maintenance
of waterfowl refuges throughout
the country. The remaining 10 per
cent is to be used for printing and
distribution of the
stamps, en
forcement of the migratory bird
hunting stamp act. and other fed
eral activities for migratory bird
conservation.

Uncle Sam Says

HEAVY duty power pulley for
sale. Bolts to Chevrolet motor, for
sawing wood, etc. Price $10. R.
js. JORDAN, 6 Kelley Lane. 85-87
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
SUNBEAM Circulating Heater
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted [for sale. Large size, green enamel,
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional tines 10 cents , nickel trim. Excellent condition
each for rach line, half price each additional time used. Five small
for sale, $45. Also seven oil drums
words to a line.
with faucet, $2 to $5 each. J. C.
Moody. Tel. 12-12 Union.
85-87
Special Notice! Ail “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements which

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Effective September 15
.
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE
The first oil well was drilled In
1859, ninety years ago. Drilling is
still going on even under the ocean.
Occasionally one of those wells
hursts into flame and “up in smoke”
go much of the profits. Much the
same thing happens when many of
my nephews and nieces allow their
money to burn holes in their pock
ets. Your government offers a safe,
sure way of holding on to some of
that pay check. That is through the
Payroll Savings Plan for the pur
chase of U. S. Savings Bonds.

PRACTICALLY new “toe shoes’’
and covers for sale. Size 5; $3.50.
MRS. ARNOLD SALMINEN. Tel.
1317-M 44 Fulton street.
87*It
ENAMELED Circulating Heater,
coal, $25, Magic Chef Gas Range,
nearly new; ABC Oil Burner for
kitchen range, coil and barrel.
TEL. 12.
87*89
WORKING MAN'S HOME
Small 4 room House

IZ.S. Treasury Department

located on Route 1
Bus stops at door. Has electric
lights and town water.
Personally I don't recommend
ROBBERY
but you will know a
STEAL
when you see one. With a small
down payment, you can pay the
balance as rent
“UNCLE BEN,”
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670, Rockland
87-89

FOR SALE
USED New-Way Gun-type Fur
nace Oil Burner for sale; 48 Ma
sonic St TEL 1106-M.
87*89
CHOICE Angora Kittens for sale.
Trained especially for pets 142
Camden St. TEL. 699 .
87-89

$800.

BOYS Convertible Top Coat,
size 10; girl's medium blue suede
cloth Coat size 10; and Navy blue
BLACK Clarion Range, good con
TO LET
all-wool Coat, size 12, for sale. All dition for sale. TEL. 741-M. 85*87
practically new; 142’ Camden St.
RICHAN Apartment to let at 27 TEI,
CUSHMAN Motor Scooter, De
699.
87-89
Elm street. Will be available on
luxe (1948) for sale. With side
Oct. 1. Tel. 510-W.
86-tf
UNIVERSAL Oven for sale. $20; car and extras. DAVID LARNER,
ROOM to let at 27 Elm street. Tel 211-R. MAYNARD H. WIG- South Hope. Tel. Union 29-12.
GIN. 20 Purchase St.
87*88
86*87
Woman preferred. TEL. 510-W.
86tf
TRY IT
PHIIZiAS Stove for sale. GER
GI’s
ONE Large Rocin, with kitchen ALD BEVERAGE. Tel. 260. 85 87
Nice Little House
privileges if desired. TEL. 1448-J;
5 rooms and bath, centrally located,
24 School St. city.
86-88
LOSTAND FOUND fine condition inside and out. Can
SMALL seven-room House, with
be bought for $4000. Qualified G.I.
bath, to let; unfurnished; adults
FROM Public Landing White Lap
only. MRS. E. K. MILLS, 5 Ma Strake Skill lost, between 12 and should have no trouble getting
Uncle Sam to finance
sonic Street Place City.
86tf 14 ft. long. TEI,. 688
87-tf
GI’s
SLEEPING Room to let women
HALF-GROWN part-shag white with a small down payment. You
preferred; 664 MAIN ST.. City.
Kitten, with green eyes, lost last can always pay the balance in rent.
86*88 Tut day. Reward. EINO HILL, 36 Remember you can always do busi
86*87 ness with
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart Mechanic St., City.
“UNCLE BEN,"
ment to let. Rent reasonable, lights
Streptomycin Not Cure-All,
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rcckland. Me
and water inclusive, garage. Small
WANTED
87-89
Tuberculosis Expert Says
child welcome. ALVAH SMITH.
35 Wadsworth street, Thomaston.
Streptomycin Is the most effec
WOMEN—Furnish home at no
86*88 cost. Run clubs among friends,
Pot Oil Burners
tive and least toxic drug for treat
FOUR-ROOR
Apartment
to
let;
ing tuberculosis, but It is not a
co-workers, relatives. Its the easy, Condition like new. If interested in
next to Broad Cove Church, Cush modern way to get those things saving money, contact
cure-all, and, if used Indiscrimin
“UNCLE BEN,’’
ing. Ideal for elderly retired couple. you want for your home without
ately, may endanger the patient,
A. A. WOODBURY, Cushing.
spending money. Extra valuable 12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland
Dr. Karl H. Pfuetze warned mem
87-89
86*88 premiums for members. For new,
bers of the Illinois state medical
CRAWFORD
White
Enamel
society.
GARAGE to let at 64 Summer free catalog, write AMERICAN
St. FRANCES F. PERRY. Tel. HOMES CLUB PLAN, Dept. 21, Range for sale. Combination gas.
Since Its discovery four years
87-88 with wood or coal, or could be
151-M.
86*88 Bangor, Me.
ago, streptomycin—a drug derived
converted to oil. Practically new.
from a fungus found In the soil—
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apart
ELDERLY people wanted to TEL. 383..
’ 86 88
has been tested In the laboratory
ment, Holiday Beach, year around board and room; warm, clean rooms;
BUICK, 4-door Sedan, 1938, ex
and used clinicaUy in medicine's
home, on bus line; shore privilege three minutes from town, with or
TEL. 783-W2.
85*87 without meals . MRS. M. S. GO- tra good oondition, 45,000 miles.
fight against diseases due to bac
86*88
GUEN, 5 Free St., Tel. 2262, Cam $695. TEL. 375-M2.
teria, particularly tuberculosis.
FURNISHED UPTS.
’ 87*88
Streptomycin has been found
TAN Tweed Suit, size 14, for sale;
Two Apts., 2 large rooms, newly den.
especially effective, Dr. Pfuetze
furnished, has electric range, with
POSITION caring for semi-inva also Blue Alpaca Topcoat, size 12
said, in tuberculosis Infection of
bath, heated; both on front of lid or elderly person, wanted. Write Green Corduroy Jacket, size 16.
87*88
the mouth, throat, vocal chords,
house.
'POSITION,'' % The Courier-Ga TEL. 1136-W1.
bronchial tubes, sinuses, and of the
One Apt., large room with toilet, zette.
FURNACE Oil Burner for sale,
87*89
has cook stove for heat.
lining of the intestines and abdom
inquire at 64 MASONIC ST., City.
WANTED to buy or rent, by
One Apt., 4 rooms with toilet,
inal wall.
87*89
American family of adults, a house
cook stove heat.
The drug is most useful in re
OIL Heater for sale, like new.
with
some
acreage,
in
Rockland
Tel.
8060,
V.
F.
STUD
TRY,
or
call
cent, acute phases of pulmonary
to see my caretaker, 77 Park St., or nearby towns. Write R.G.E., $15. FLORENCE DANIELLO, 26
tuberculosis, when suppression of
87*88
86*88 Walnut St. city.
Mrs.
Henry Miner.
82tf care The Courier-Gazette.
the infection for a more or less
NORGE
Oil
Heater
for
sale;
also
.
Of Tired Kidneys
lhnited period of time enables the
TWO-ROOM Furnished Apart
G. E. Refrigerator; both like new.
When disorder of kidney function permits
ment
to
let.
all
modern,
heated.
patient
to
muster
his
natural
forces
poisonous matter to remain in your blond,
TEL. 176-W.
87*89
Call at 100 UNION ST.
83'90
it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic
of defense and gain the upper
I WILL BUY
pains, leg rains, loss of pep and energy, get
BIRD Houses, Garden Fences and
ROOMS.
Roard by day or week;
hand.
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
1st and 2d Mortgages
WEBBERS INN
Tel 340 3, ThomasFlower Trellises for sale. RAYE'S
Streptomycin should not be used
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
ton
2tf
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St., City.
Scanty passages with smarting and burning
when
the
patient's
chances
of
re

On
Real
Estate
Sometimes shows there is something wrong
78*Th*90
covery are good without it, be
With your kidneys or bladder. .
Don’t wait! Ask you. druggist for Doan’s
I Will Trade
"UNCLE BEN"
cause
this
same
patient
may
have
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
a nice Wood Lot in
greater need of chemotherapy at
by millions for over 60 years. Doan's give
12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me.
South Thomaston for an
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
a later time, should he develop a
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
Automobile
$£ KR
Tel. 670
more serious form of tuberculosis. /WEST IN US SAV/N6S BONDS
your blood. Get Doan’s Fills.
Boat or
V WEEK
House Trailer
87-tf
and pay you the difference in Cash.
DOUBLES—$8.00
MAN wanted, on poultry farm,
“UNCLE BEN”
Best Room Value in Rockland
who
can
do
rough
carpenter
work.
12 Myrtle St., Tel. 670 Rockland.
You ought to be
C.
B.
TOLMAN.
Tel.
44-5
Warren.
WINDSOR HOUSE
87-89
86-88
driving a
12 Myrtle St.,
Rockland
NICE WOOD LOT
GIRTS wanted
ROCKLAND
TeL 670
in
POULTRY COMPANY, 41 Tillson
South Thomaston
avenue.
'
86-88
Will sell for $500. Will take au
87-tf BABY Grand Piano wanted to buy. tomobile in trade or anything of
Reasonable. Write to MRS. MAR equal value.
“UNCLE BEN"
GUERITE JOHNSON, 17 Beech St.
FACTORY ENGINEERED or Tel. 1049-M after 5 p rn 86'88 12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland
87-89
PARTNER wanted; someone who
PARTS
POLIO Insurance, only $5 for 2
knows about lobsters. Write to N.
JAY RICHARDSON. 161 Oneida years, one person, $10; family, up
For All Chrysler Make Cars.
ST. St. Augustine Fla.
86*88 to $5000 expenses each patient,
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
PIANOS and House Organs tuned, Phone S. A. LAVENDER, Thomas
84-Th-99
DrSoto
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN ton 369.
HEAVY duty Vise for sale; also
HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M
Also Dodge Job-Rated
TEL.
86*89 antique Walnut Rocker.
Truck Parts.
87*88
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work 1496-M.
NELSON BROS. GARAGE done at, the Mcnd-It Shop, 102 825x20, 10 ply Goodyear truck
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MU. Union St. Grove St. entrance. Tel. tires for sale Stupendous bargain
86*91 price. NELSON BROS., 515 Main
82-tf 94-W. EVA AMES.
87-90
ANTIQUES, Qlajw. China, Furniture, ■ St., Tel. 720, Rockland.
old Paintings, etc . wanted
CARL E
LONERGAN
Oil
Heater
for
sale;
FREEMAN, Glen Cove.
Tel. Rockland
103
8tf 11 OLD COUNTY ROAD, Thomas
ton.
87*89
COMBINATION Gas and Oil
d PrflJue* rtf General .Vrtfrtr,
Range wt.ih hot water coil for sale
New Treatment
TEL. 1169-M.
87-89
Gets Real Results
Coca-Cola Coloer
for real estate no matter where lo Vacuum Cleaner, condition like new
Don’t let your child suffer a single needless
Kitchen Sink
minute of distress with Fin-Worms. And
cated or in what condition. If priced
it can happen. Medical experts report that
Set Slate Wash Tubs
an amazing number of children (and adults
2 Tires, 650x15
right will make cash bid and past
too> are victims of these ugly pests that
live and prow inside the human body.
Pair Heavy Velour Portieres
You should and can do something about
papers at once.
Exhaust Fans
Tin-Worms. A new. scientific treatment—
Restaurant Booths, Dishes and
Jayne's P-W Vermifuge—offers real relief.
P-W contains a special, medically-approved
Lavatory
There's an unmistakable stamp nf distinction about the new
ingredient that destroys Pin-Worms in the
"UNCLE BENEquipment
Pontiac. It's a beauty from the front and from the rear!
•*—.........
intestine and removes them from the body.
“UNCLE BENSo watch for the warning siprns of Fin12 MYRTLE ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
Wherever you see its "Silver Streak” styling—in city traffic,
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland
Worms in your family... fidgeting, nose
on the highway, or silhouetted at the curb—you know
picking and especially the napping, irritat
Tel. 670
___________ 87-89
ing rectal itch. Then ask your druggist for
immediately that it’s a Pontiac and lomething very special
P-W. the small, easv-to-take tablets per
REMEBER
"Uncle
Ben" will
87-tf
among automobiles.
fected by the famous Jayne Co., specialists
finance any of the houses he offers
in worm remedies for over 100 years. De
Pontiac's performance is equally unmistakable —thanks In
for sale in these columns.
stroy those Fin-Worms...relieve that itch.
Pontiac's great power plants, the straight eight or six. and
MISCELLANEOUS
Just Remember: P-W ® for Pin-Worms,
If interestd, come down to see
SAFE-T NEW DRIVER VIEW! Pontiac's
to the amazing convenience of GM Hydra-.Matie Drive.*
him. Remember, you can always
wide, optically curved windshield, plus
After
this
date
I
will
pay
no
bills
And remember, Pontiac it is still the Imrest priced straight
do business with “Uncle Ben.” You
wider windows and slimmer pillars all
USE TE OL FOR
only those contracted by me per will feel at ease discussing your
eight in America!
around, gives you a new driving horizon.
sonally.
Wilford Robinson,
ATHLETE
S
FOOT
problems with him in his private
Why not come in soon and get the whole Pontiac story?
* Hydra- Matic Drive optional at extra coat.
St. George. Sept. 20, 1949
86*88 office, and remember he doesn't
BECAUSE—
PLUMBING and Heating; gen use any of that high pressure sales
It has greater PENETTR.ATINO Power.
With 90% undiluted alcohol base, it eral repair work; oil burner serv talk.
carries the active medication DEEPLY
ice; free Eng. Service. A. V. CUL
..UNCLE BEN,"
BAY VIEW STREET
712 MAIN STREET
to kill the serin on contact. Get happy
Tel. 670 Rockland.
relief IN ONE HOUR or your 35c back LEN, 31 Knox St, Thomaston. Tel. 12 Myrtle St,
CAMDEN. MAINE
ROCKLAND. MAINE
at any drug Eton*.
Thomaston 68.
85*87
87-89

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

ROOMS

PiN-WORMS

WOODWORKING Machines, all
kinds. Write for list. Box 178,
Waterville, Me.
86*88
CITY Service Range and Furnace
Oil; del. anywhere in Rockland,
Thomaston, Warren; prompt and
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L.
; R. TURNER, Old County Road,
City.
85tf
POUR-DRAWER office-size metal
Filing Cabinet for sale. Excellent
FOR SALE
quality. TEL. TENANT'S HAR
BOAT for sale, 34 ft., Chrysler BOR 35-2.
____________ 85*87
engine, Fathommeter, Jr.; good
MOTORS for boats for sale: 1931
lobster or scallop boat.
TEL. Ford Model A motor, equipped with
890-W2
87* It i winch wheel and shaft 1936 Chev
rolet motor, complete with shaft,
HOTPOINT
j Both of these motors have been reElectric Range
i conditioned, and are ready to inCondition like new.
j stall in boats. Also a 1931 Ford
"UNCLE BEN'
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland [ Model A Block assembly and head.
87-88 Plenty of Ford Model A and Chev
rolet parts for sale. R. S. JOR
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
DAN, 6 Kelley Lane.
85-87
Booths
VINALHAVEN
Farm
of
about
30
Exhaust Fans
acres, fields, woodland and pasture;
Dishes
8 room house, bam and hen houses,
Silverware
good soil for vegetables and well
Pots and Pans
adapted for poultry; house partly
“UNCLE BEN,”
*
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland furnished and good supply of fuel
87-89 on hand, $2000 takes all. Inquire
L. A. THURSTON, 38 Beech St.,
HOUSEHOLD Kitchen Range, City. Tel. 1159.
86-88
with oil burners for sale. $25. Tel.
34' JONESPORT lobster boat,
921-W.
W. H. SANBORN. 23 needs repairs, Frcst-built, 1928, ex
Amesbury St., City.
86-88 cellent 1948 Pontiac “6” engine,
CHEVROLET, special Deluxe fresh water cooled. Life Jackets,
four-door sedan (1941) for sale. A-l CO-2 extinguisher, anchor, rope,
condition. MESSER'S GARAGE, etc. Complete, $400. May be seen
Union.
86*88 at TABBUTTS BOAT SHOP, or
IN Thomaston, 4 rooms and bath, see Vern Tabbutt, Thomaston. 83tf
garage attached; recently re-built
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
and re-decorated; all modern; ■ length, fast delivery, approximate
priced right. Tel. 846. HOWARD cord load, $7.00; jumbo load, $10.00.
PROCTOR, Lake Ave., City. 86*88 HILLCREST. Tel. 35-41, Warren.
84-90
50 STEEL Drums. $2 each for ___________
lot $2.50 singly. Tel. 846. HOW DRY Hardwood, first, grade for sale,
ARD PROCTOR, Lake Ave., City. mostly maple. Stove length, $18
86*88 per cord. HILLCREST, Tel. Warren
i 35-34.______
84-90
ATTENTION
I have hundreds of used items
VEGETABLES, wholesale and re
for sale as you will notice in these tail.
Cabbage, squash, potatoes
columns. You have never seen and Turnip, for Winter storage.
bargains like these since the white CURRY & BOWLEY, head of Tal
men bought Manhattan Island bot Avenue.
83tf
from the Indians.
AT 17 Lindsey street, large House,
"UNCLE BBEN,”
I barn and two-car garage; buildings
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland in good structural condition. This
87-89 down town property is ideally situ
SWEET Cider, made on the farm ated for home or business. Shown
daily; McIntosh Apples; Green by appointment only. Tel 1159.' L.
Mountain Potatoes, grade “A;" A. THURSTON, 38 Beech St., City.
green and yellow Squash Green
86-88
Tomatoes; native Honey. STILES
CIRCULATING Oil Heater, com
FARM, Camden Road, Route 1. plete with constant level valve and
Tel. 256-Wl.
86-88 barrel, stand and 3-gallon oil
CHEVROLET, black master, 1935, bottle; Baby Walker-istroller; 24
good condition. Call at 80 MAIN Knox St., Thomaston. PHONE .82
ST., Thomaston, afternoon and
82*89
evenings.
86*88
BEAGLE Dogs and Pups for sale.
Tel. Camden 2274. MAYNARD C.
INGRAHM, Rockport.
86-97
Best Quality
SPECIAL: Small started African
Most Sizes—Immediate Delivery.
Violets and Geraniums, 25c; also,
Free Installation
potted plants, cut flowers and Hol
TEL. 939
land Bulbs for sale.
DEAN'S
GREENHOUSE, 325 Old County
Road. Tel. 348-J.
86*92
WONDERFUL
579 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
Little single House, 5 rooms and
61-tf
bath, centrally located, fine con
dition inside and out. Can be
STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
bought for $4000. Remembdr you
ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
can always do business with
$15; small load $8. Hardwood sawed
“UNCLE BEN,”
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland as desired. LELAND TURNER.
Tel. 406-J, after 5 p m.
64tf
87-89
DRY
Hard
Wood,
Lumber
Spruce
PUMP Myershand, $5 for sale;
Wardrobe Trunk, 40" high x 22x20, Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON. In
Ikie new, $30 small Maple dining graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M, 82*87
table and 4 chairs, $30. GEORGE ~FOR a quick sale, a nice 6-room
FANTOM, So. Thomaston. 86'88 Home in a pleasant location; to be
SAWING Machine, in good con sold to any one who will make a
dition.
JAMES DOHERTY, 14 reasonable offer for It, for cash
Columbia Ave., City.
86*88 only. It has electric lights and
city water, located at 10 BELVE
PLYMOUTH, four-dcor Deluxe DERE ST., city, next street to Co
Sedan, radio, heater, new tires, lumbia Avenue. Now occupied by
1947; New Oil Tank, 220 gal. for owner, who has to sell because of
sale. TEL. 1473-M. '
86*87 employment, out of State.
81-90
IN Thomaston, 3 apt. house with
oil heat, one apt. has modem
kitchen and bath. Large barn and
outbuildings. Priced very reason
able for quick sale. TEL. 16-3.
85*87
For Free Estimates on
1941 INERNATIONAL K3-1 ton
Inlaid and Other Types
Truck for sale. Good rubber, ex
press body. TEL. 1186-M1
85*87
of Flooring.
“HOME SWEET HOME"
Let U3 Solve Your
The renter who sings home sweet
home, is kidding himself and sere
Problem of Poor Floors.
nading the landlord. Rent money
Guaranteed Installation.
once handed over is gone forever,
but the money you put into a
Time Payment Plan Available.
house is still yours.
61-tf
Signed,
“UNCLE BEN,"
STEEL Ralls 60 lbs., several thousand
12 Myrtle St. Tel. 670 Rockland fret
for sale.
Good for boat rallwavw
87-89 or lumber yard to stack lumber. JOHN

Venetian Blinds

United Home Supply

CALL 939

MEEHAN &, SON. Clark Island.
Tel
Rockland 21-W2. A C. Hockln* Ten-’
ant’s Harbor
Tel. 56-13.

BUYERS
ATTENTION!!!

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

WASHTNG Machlne and "wHnger Roil
Repairing. Pick up and deliver.
Tai

2TL„IJ<£W,‘,,d' BrrLER °AR
SUPPLY__________

Note These Two Values!

Will Pay Cash

Dislinijuifihvd by a Ilcauly All Hs Pirn!

FOR SALE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

A.
1.

25 Acres of Land on Route

Fine view of Penobscot Bay

and Islands.

Cabins.

B.

An Ideal spot for

Only $2500.

Large Apartment House In

Rockland. Good location. Sound

business proposition. Ask us the
price.

A HOMB

GRAVfTE lives FOREVER
Stone Walks. Flagging, Wall Stone.
Paving. Property Markers, Honor Rolls
Pier Stone. Outdoor Fireplaces. Rip Ran
for Breakwatera and Piers. Boat Hoar.
Inge and Chain. Culv.ert Stone
"EVERYTHINO IN GRANTTW”
BUILDING STONE
JOHN MEEHAN * SOU
Clark Island. Me.
Tel. Rockland 21 -WJ
A. C Hocking
Tel. Tenant's HArbor M 1*

___________________________
CONCRETE Products for aale -Riirlal vaults, septic tanks, building posts
outside concrete work, air oorapresaor
work.

ROBERT O.

BURNS. TeL

1438

ltf

Listings wanted on all types

nf real estate and businesses.
have buyers ready to buy.

I
So

list your property with ma.

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

HOSMER POND ROAD

PHONE 8537.

CAMDEN
63-tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOUR
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRR
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage

778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, Ml.
TEL. MZ-W
.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturasv
from Springfield, Mass., and will
make her home with her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Har
vey Tolman.
MRS OSCAR LANS
Walter Pendleton and sister. Miss
Correspondent
Carrie Pendleton, who have spent
the Summer at Rock Cottage, re
turned Wednesday to their home in
^Union Church Sunday school at Brockline, Mass.
10 a. m. Morning worship at 11
Grant Duell has returned from
o’clock.
Rev. Lola White will Beston where he attended the base
preach. Special selections by the ball games.
choir, organist Mrs. Leola Smith
Sigvard Oison of Burlington, Wis.,
Union Church Circle supper will was the week-end guest of Mr. and
be served at 5.30 Thursday at the Mrs. Robert Georgeson.
The address of Albert Knowlton
vestry. Housekeepers. Mrs. George
Roberts, Mrs. Carrie Burns, Mrs. is: Pvt. Albert Knowlton Sqd. 3753,
Flight 4427, Lackland Air Force
Leola Smith.
Robert Georgeson, Fritz Skoog Base, San Antonio, Texas.
The address cf Gordon L. Bur
and John Beckman returned to
^urlington, Wis., Monday, having gess: A.F. 11199539—3725 Training
Sqd. Flight 4427, Lackland Air
visited their families for a week.
William J. Polk, S.H.S.N. of Ship Force Base. San Antonio, Texas.
Capt. Mary Emery came Tuesday
C. F, Larson, D.D. 830, spent the
week-end with his parents, Capt to attend the funeral of Mrs. Mary
and Mrs. Thomas Pelk.
He leit L. Arey. While in town she was
Sunday for Newport, R. 1., to joiri the guest of Mrs. Lillian Libby.
Mrs. Scott Littlefield has returned
his ship and will make the trip to
from West Hartford. Conn., where
Cuba.
Vinal Arey of Montpelier, Vt., is she visited her sister and brothervisiting his brother, Alton L. Arey, in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ratcliflc.
at his home, "Oldharbcure."
Bobbie Lou Conway, little daugh
.Freshmen Frolics of Vinalhaven
Iftgh School was held at Memorial ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Conway,
Hall Saturday night 'at 7.3,0 spon celebrated her fifth birthday from 2
sored by the Senior Class, assisted to 4 at her home. Those present:
by Arthur Brown, pianist. The pro Beth, Gail and Donald Carleton.
gram, two skits, "No Vacation'' and Ruth Ann Bennett, Betty Ellen and
“Melodrama of Jesse James," piaho Peggy Burgess, Rosemary Anthony,
solo, Ann Webster; vocal quartet, Lecanne Healey, Bobbie Ixiu Con
Paul Chilles, Timothy Lane. Wy- way. Also the grownups. Mrs. Char
van Philbrook, Jacky Carlson; so lotte Burgess, Mrs. Barbara Healey,
prano solo, Joan Woodcock; folk Mrs. Florence Thompson, Mrs.
dancing, 12 Freshmen; vocal solo. Dorothy Bennett, Mrs. Erdine Chil
Doris Skoog vocal solo, Frances les, Mrs. Olga Carleton, Mrs. Ellen
oray. Dancing followed, music by Conway. Lunch was served, in
cluding ice cream and a large deco
Carlesen's orchestra.
Mrs. Lydia Dixon has returned to rated birthday cake, made by Bob
Rochester, N. V., having visited Mrs bie Lou's mother. Favors were
lollypop flowers. Bobbie Lou re
Charles Lenfest, Chestnut street.
Mrs. Mary Tolman has returned ceived many nice gifts.
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women

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 o. m. to 8.30 p. m.
• • • •
"It's what you read when you don't
have to that determines what you
will be when you can’t help it.”
Back To School Again

The reopening of schools this
week, brings back many students
and teachers both old and new to
the library. We extend a cordial
welcome to you all, and invite you
to make liberal use of the library
and its resources. The library is
open week-days from 9 a. m.. until
8.30 p. m., and you will find the
staff ready to serve you at nil times.
New books added to the shelves
during the month:
FICTION
Brief Gaudy Hour, Margaret C.
Barnes.
The Untamed, Max Brand.
And Then You Came, Ann
Bridge.
Sarah, M. FI. Bro.
Case of the Housekeeper's Hair,
C. Bush.
Veiled Murder, A. Campbell.
West of the Hill, Gladys Carroll.
Guard of Honor, J. C. Cozzens.
The Flying Red Horse, F. Crane.
Outlaw Valley, Peter Field.
Best Short Stories of 1949, M. ed.
Foley.
The D. A. Breaks an Egg Erie S.
Gardner.
Road to the City, N. Ginzburg.
Calling Nurse Blair, L. A. Han
cock.
Morning is for Joy, Ruth Living
stone Hill.
Hangmen’s Choice, C. Knight.
A Matter of Tastes, R. Lockridge.
Prepare Them for Ceaser, M. I«.
Mabie.
Ruth, Effie L. Marshall.
Mirage, Helen Topping Miller.
Rowan Head, Elisabeth Ogilvie.
Hand Me a Crime, C. M. Russell.
Lead, Kindly Light, Vincent
Shean.
Mays of Misfortune, A. Stein.
My Lamp is Bright, D. E. Smith.
The Second
Confession, Rex
Strout.
Tomorrow We Reap, Childers &
Street.
Father of the Bride, E. Streeter.
The Old Bank House, A. Thirkell.

outh, after breaking world's model plane straight-line speed record. Stiles
flew his plane 81 MPH, beating a 9-ycar-old Russian-held record by 15
MPH. Russian model plane fliers, who had monopolized records, still hold
championships for endurance, altitude, and distance. Stiles is first Ameri
can title-holder for straight-line speed.

APPLETON
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Duddy of
Oakland were recent callers at Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh McCorrisson's.
Mrs. Hugh McCorrisson, Mrs
Della McCorrisson and Mrs. Adelbert Cummings spent Monday with
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gushee
were tendered
a miscellaneous
shower Friday night at the home
of her parents, Mr and Mrs. Mer
ton Wadsworth. The young couple
received many lovely gifts and the
best of wishes by a host of friends.
The angel cake donated by Mrs.
Ormand Keene and awarded by
the Rebekah sewing circle, Sat
urday, was received by Albert
Moody.
•
Friends and relatives by the
scores gathered at Community
Hall, Monday night, to welcome
Arnold Pitman and bride (Marion
Kirk of Thomaston.) The young
couple received many lovely gifts
including a beautifull decorated
cake.
Mrs. Julia Courier, who suffered

Under the Japanese system of
computing ages—* system which
will be discarded the end of 1949 —
a baby born on Dec. 31 would be
two years old the next day.

a broken hip in a fall, last Spring
Malaya's losses from the terror
is being cared for by Mrs. Alice
ist campaign are running at $4,000,Simpson of Liberty.
000 a month.
Bert Mitchell who suffered a hip
Injury, in a fall at his home sever
al weeks ago is being cared for at
the home of his niece, Mrs. Irene
Mink.

IN

ROCKLAND, TOO...IT’S

Tie sausa^
juMW

Baseball's 58 minor leagues em
ployed approximately 13,000 players
during the 1948 season.

Because of its typical situation
and reliance of monsoon rains,In
dia is more vulnerable to crop fail
ures and famines than any other
country in the world.

Subject to change without notice.
North llaven Port District.

83-tf

I

Swift’s delicate blending of fine
spices with selected cuts of pure pork
results in a super-tasty sausage. Not
too spicy, not too mild—it’s "just
right”! And it’s made fresh daily in
links or meat for patties.

Native APPLES

Qualify Meat Values

Wafer musf be boiling

SALADA
TEA

u

EVERYBODY SAVES

TURKEYS
8 - 14 Lbs.
Small Sizes

■xCtlEBRA TI0N
It’s time for all to join in the hig AUTUMN SAVING
CELEBRATION that’s going on at MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.
Big values just when you need them to make your home and
Rarden just right for the fall season. Fill all your wants now
for inside and outside your home and save money in the bargain
bv coming to MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO.

•Americas fa vo rite... rich

in

Vitamin Band high-quality proteins!••••••••••••••

took for your dealer's special display

COMBINATION LOCK

CURTAIN STRETCHER
EpTrxTTX-rTrre^

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

1.00 P. M.
2.30 P. M.

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Koekland,

4.15 P. M.
5.30 P. M.

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

7.45 A. M.
9.00 A. ML

Leave Rockland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

9.30 A. M.
1100 A.M.

Leave Koekland,
Arrive Vinalhaven,

3.30 P. M.
5.00 P. M.

On Tuesday* and Thursday* extra
trip lraving Rockland at 2.15 P. M.
Saturdays, leave Vinalhaven at 5.30
P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY, JUNE 10
Will run Sundays. Leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M. Arriving Vinal
haven 10.15 A. AL
Leave A'inalhaven 3.30 P. AL Ar
riving Rockland 5.00 P. M.
Leave Rockland 5.15 P. M. Arriv
ing Vinalhaven 6.45 P. M.
(Subject to change without notice)
R. L. Brown, Mgr.
42-45pl 46-tf inside

LB

59c

Cooking or Eating

McIntosh
Fancy Flame Tokay

Grapes

or Fryers

Broilers
Young, Tender, Meaty
For Roasting
5 > 6 Lb. Average
Chickens
Fancy Nat ive Grown
Ducklings
Boned and Robed
if Desired
Lamb Fores
Lamb Legs Tender Light Soft Meat
Mild Sugar Cured
Cooked Hams Whole
MldSu
c -Half
d
or ”
Either

Fresh Fowl
Shoulders
Shoulders
Hamburg

.....................
SAVING

Juicy California Valencia

NATIVE Cri«p Pascal

Celery

Cauliflower

NATIVE Young Sw..t

Beets

SMOKED- Lean, Meaty
Regular Style

NATIVE Firm Green

Fresh Ground
Lean Beel

Cabbage
OYSTERS
PT

69c

Fancy Golden SWEET

Potatoes

in Every

*1

Libby's HASM can 3 3c
WHEAT CEREAL

CONCENTRATED - JUST ADD MILK
Clam
15 OI i
Chowder CAN

PKG

28c

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
M.r.k.)
n"” Cop

LB
2 Jjk‘RSBBS29c
*
M

40 Fathom

THREE DELICIOUS FLAVORS

Dainty ““dip,, 3 Bkes
BROOKtz»lDE NATIVE GRADE A
MED
SIZE
DOZ
AGED FULL FLAVORED 1WISCONSIN

MI-MO CRACKERS

Sunshine

PK&

30c

FINAST FANCY STEAK

7£~ 47c
can1

25c

BORDEN'S POWDERED MILK

Starlac

WAXED PAPER
PINAST

Q
X

125 ET
BOLLS

«Or
JVC

Fresh Eggs

Sharp

I’oint" pins that will not cut

your bands or tear curtains.

SCHOOL LUNCH KIT
$2.19
A Diller, A Dollar,
V Ten O’clock Scholar . . ,
Get ready for hack to school
Gallon
with an icy-hot school lunch
kit.
Special fastener holds
DO IT better:
half-pint vacuum bottle in
save time: save money:
place.
Rust
proof
metal,
Cleans Dresses, Blouses, Skirts,
Upholstery — Everything — rounded corners—other fine
Faster, better and more eco features—You need one of
nomically.
these beauties.

$1.29

PK&

35c

Cheese

JUST REDUCED

JUST REDUCED

APPLESAUCE
FINAST
O 20 oi OT —
2
Now Peek
X CANS X Z C

L8 59c

CLOVERD

Margarine 2 pxes 43c
SWIFTS UNCOLORED MARGARINE

Allsweet

31c

$4.75

Master “Champ” Lock is
handsome, rugged', dependable.
A reasonably priced curtain
Three tumbler mechanism—
Double wall case. For better stretcher of good quality. Fully
protection buy this lock.
guaranteed. Has new “Safti-

RENbZIT

4 u» 29c

Department
____

DELICIOUS CORNED BEEF

Sardines
89c

E* 29c

3 L(>> 10c

Squash

KING OSCAR NORWEGIAN BRISLING

Perfect for School and Gvm

bX29c

NATIVE Rad Turban

Fiesh Lean Meaty
Pork Roast

I

2

lb

NATIVE Snow White Heads

Large Meaty
Plump Birds

SALMON
| SWORDFISH I
LB 59c I
§&* LB 69c I

>

5

Oranges

Oc... F-k

Salmon

PORT DISTRICT
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY, E. I». T.
Starting June 1 to October 1

7.00 A. M.
8.30 A. M.

Delicious Red Ripe

FRESH NEW CROP

Use a warmed teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea or
one tea-bag for each person. Pour on fresh, “bubbling”
boiling water. Steep for five minutes and serve.

VINALHAVEN

Leave Vinalhaven,
Arrive Rockland,

oazs

9 MAPhlT \roncs
,

Maltex

SUMMER SCHEDULE

*

/

Poultry is the Buy of the Week!

NOTICE
Change in Schedule North Haven
Boat
STARTING SEPT. Ifi
Daily Except Sunday
leave North Haven
R.Ofl A. M.
j Arrive Rockland
9.15 A. M.
. l eave Rockland
2.00 P. M.
Arrive North Havrn
3.15 P.M.

Soap

Everyday Low Prices

NON-FICTION

The Man Who Could Grow Hair.
W. Attwood.
With a Feather On My Nose.
Billie Burke.
Coast Calendar, R. P. T, Coffin.
The North Star is Nearer, E.
Eaton.
Prince Consort, R. Fulford.
How To Retire And Enjoy It, R.
Giles.
Giving Yourself Away. Dunne.
How to Make A Speech And Like
It, L. H. Mouat.
Out of My Life And Thought,
Schweitzer.
History of Maine, M. J. Smith.
Sailing Days On The Penobscot,
George Wasson.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Carl Van
Doren.

"‘><-Ct0

Fall Food Favorites

NORTH WARREN
Mrs. Nan Erickson went on a
deep sea trip recently witli success
in fishing and was also a good
sailor.
Joseph Robbins and his cousin,
Mrs Lisle Miller, spent Friday eve
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Miller re
turned Sunday to their home in
Massachusetts.

Hail damage has cut the tobacco
crop in the Oudtshoorn district cf
South Africa.

WASHINGTON

Mrs. Susie Maddocks and son
Mrs. Cora Stickney who was
Paul of Burkettville and Mr. and guest of her daughter ,Mrs. Lena
Mrs X. X. Mallard of Warren were II Humphrey in Augusta, has reguests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. El- ! turned home
den Maddocks.
| Mrs Myra Cooley Rosctta gideMr. and Mrs. Carl Cole of Cam- )ingcr Mrs. Gertrude Jane accomden were dinner guests Wednesday 1)anied by Mrs. Gladys Ghiglfe of
cf Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam, North Waldoboro, attended the
Mrs. T. A Fisher and Miss Chris 22d State Safety Convention at
tine Norwood of Winchester, Mass, Poland Spring, recently.
and Mrs. Charles Jillson of Rock
George Jones Is making exten
land were callers at the Maddocks sive repairs on his barn for a
home Saturday afternoon.
chicken and poultry establishment.
Miss Bertha Hook of Salem.
At the last meeting of the Far
Mass., was a recent guest cf rela rar-Ross Auxiliary it, was voted to
tives, called here by the death of give $25 to the emergency drive
Mr. Poland.
fund for polio, and to hold an auc
Guests this week at the Hook tion at an early date, money to
homestead were Mr. and Mrs. Les be used for this purpose. At the
ter Hook of Skowhegan and Clara
next meeting there will be work
Hock of Melrose, Mass. The latter
on new candidates. Members will
visiting her son Lester in Skowhe
take presents.
gan, next week.
This community was saddened
ASH POINT
by the passing cf Walter Poland,
Mr. and Mrs George M Emery,
a respected citizen and neighbor.
Death occurred at the home of Naugatuck, Conn., announced the
his son, Clayton, with whom he engagement cf their daughter,
Miss Sara E. Emery to Robert W.
was living. From this home, serv
ices were held Tuesday, Rev. Har Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Brown. Ash Point, at a party in
old Nutter of Washington officiat
their home.
Miss Emery Is a
ing. Interment was at Hillcrest
graduate of Larsen College, New
cemetery, North Searsmont. Beau
Haven. Mr. Brown was graduated
tiful flowers were
silent tribute
from Bowdoin College and received
to the esteem in which he was
his PhD. degree from Pinceton
held in the community.
University in 1947. Both are em
Th highest point in the West ployed in the research department
ern Hemisphere is Mt. Aconcagua cf the Synthetic Division of the
in Argentina—22.834 feet above sea U. S. Rubber Company—From
'Waterbury Sunday Republican.
level.

Mrs. Eldora Gross was a recent
Cracks Russian’s World Speed Record
visitor at the home of her son,
Elroy Gross and her granddaugh
ter, Mrs. Eben Wallace. She also
called on Frank Hussey in Wins
lows Mills recently.
Guests Sunday at Melvin Genthner's were Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Kaler of West Waldoboro and Mrs.
Reuben McCourt ’of Somerville,
Mass.
Mrs. Pearl Delano and Mrs.
Charles Collamore of Friendship
visited Saturday with their sister.
Mrs. Alice Genthner.
Eugene Winchenbach of West
Waldoboro has bought the John
Simmons house. Mr. and Mrs. Sim
\ I
mons have moved to the cottage
owned by Melvin Gross.
Mrs. Matilda
Eugley recently
visited her daughter, Mrs. Irvine
Genthner in West Waldoboro.
Mrs. Abbie Yeaton and Seymour
Simmons of Broad Cove called
Monday on relatives and friends
here.
Mrs. Myra Richards, daughter
Lorraine and son Douglas of
EUGENE STILES, 17, of Alameda, Calif., received a special invitation
Friendship passed the week-end at
to Plymouth Motor Corp.’s Third International Model Plane contest at
Detroit Aug. 22-29 from It. C. Somerville, general sales manager of Plym Melvin Genthners.

In ’
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NORTH SEARSMONT

GROSS NECK

—

FIvl’

Annual Sale of CANNED PEAS
Save money while these lower prices are in effect.
You’ll enjoy the fine quality and extra flavor of
First National Stores’ fresh new pack green peas.
Tender Sweet - Medium Size

RICHMOND

TO or
CANS

Tiny Sweet Green

FINAST

TO or
CANS

Larger, Full Flavored

YOR GARDEN

TOot
CANS

These Prices Effecjive al Firrt National Self-Service Super Markets in This Vicinity — Subject Io Ma4.t I

Class Officers

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

CHAPTER I Andy Ives, tired ot work
ing as a hardware store clerk tor 20
years, takes a grant ot tree land ol
tered by tile state to those people who
will live there at least two years ana
cultivate the property. His wile. Kate
daughter Hope, son Dave and motherln law "Granny,” are enthused by the
move
CHAPTER 11. Hope rejects a proposa
ot marriage by Wall Harbison.
u

CHAPTER III. The family arrives at Its
new home, only allghtly worried about
the extreme wilderness. They are greet
ed by Emerson Eliot

CHAPTER IV. Andy and Dave look
over their land the next morning
and prdepare ttemselves for the
huge task of clearing it for produc
tive planting.
CHAPTER V. Mr. end Mrs. Webster, a
nearby family, stop by to greet the Ives

CHAPTER VI. During the night the fam
lly Is awakened by the lights of a car
Andy Investigates and Is accosted by sev
eral Inebriated men from town who are
resentful of the fact that Andy’s home
was used formerly by them as a camp
Ing place.
CHAPTER VH. Andy and Dave go Into
Newcastle where the former Is warned ’
by Watson Bird, hardware merchant, to i
be careful ot Sig Flanagan, one of the J
hunters who called on Andy the pre
vious evening. Andy sells his car for
tome mules and a cart. Upon his return
home he learns that during his absence
Slg Flanagan, on pretense ot shooting a j
deer, shot buckshot Into the waU ot the
Ives' cabin.
CHAPTER VIII. Andy brings his prob- J
lem to the sheriff but tlnds he Is a
friend of Flanagan's and gets nowhere
with hts complaints.
CHAPTER IX. The next day, the Websters return, bringing with them their
16-year-old daughter, Oreen

CHAPTEH ia. me next day. the Webstera return, bringing with them their
16-year-old daughter, Oreen.
CHAPTER X. Eliot stops by to tell Andy
that the Newcastle hunters have killed
a doe and planted lt on his property.
After darkness sets In, the game war
den plans to come out, point out the
"evidence" and arrest Andy for shoot
ing illegal game. Bigelow Hallack. a
handsome young neighbor, stops to
offer the use of one of his cows. Hope
Is immediately attracted by him.

CHAPTER XI

“It’s the game warden,” Andy
said. “Get down, Mr. Bragg. We can
talk by the fire, where it’s warm.”
He mustn’t let Bragg know that he
knew anything was up!
“Hi, Sam," Mr. Flipp greeted the
officer. “How's tricks?”
“O.K., Flipp,” the warden replied
briefly. “Mr. Ives, we can’t sit by
the fire and talk the kind of business
I came to talk with you. Get
your hat and coat. I’ve got some
thing to show you.”
“That so?” Andy inquired. "Where
is it? What are you talking about?”
“Somebody shot a doe this after
noon, late. It’s hid on your land. I
come to find out about it. You got a
hunting license?”
"No. Why, man, I’ve never shot a
deer in my life.”
"Get your hat and coat,” the war
den repeated. "We’ll have to look
into this thing. Shooting a doe is
serious. It's worse without a li—”
“Where’s the doe?” Mr. FJipp
asked.
“I'm dealing with Ives,” said the
warden. "You keep out of this.”
"Fer a man yore age," said Absa
lom Flipp, "you ain’t learned a lot
of perliteness.”
“What is it, Andy?” Kate called
from the door. “Who shot a deer?”
"That seems to be the question,”
Andy said. He turned back to the
house.
“Is he here to arrest someone?”
Kate asked excitedly.
"No, ma’am, not yet,” the war
den answered. "Hurry up, Ives.”
Mr. Eliot drained his coffee cup
and pushed back his chair. “A de
lightful supper, Mrs. Ives. Indeed,
a—”
"What’s wrong?” Kate broke in.
"What is it, Mr. Eliot? There’s
something Andy hasn’t told me.”
"There’s no time to discuss it
now,” he told her. "You’ll have the
full story later this evening. We
must go now.”
"Can I help?" asked Big Halleck.
“What's going on here?”
“Come on,” Dave said. ‘‘I’ll give
you the score as we go through the
woods.”
The men went from the house to
gether. Andy carried a lighted
lantern.
"I won’t need any of you but
Ives,” the warden said sharply.
“The rest of you stay here.”
“Now. Sam,” Mr. Flipp drawled,
“ain’t you gittin’ a little out o’
hand? What law says we can’t walk
these woods at night?”
The warden sputtered angrily,
but realized that he had wandered
out of the bounds of his authority.
“AU right, come on, then,” he
growled. “I’ll make you wish you
hadn’t been born a smart aleck
someday, though, Ab Flipp!”
“Now, now,” Mr. EUot said,
clucking softly, “all of this has no
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followed. His heart was racing,
more with rage than with fear. He
had never been framed in any way;
it was a low moment.
The warden stopped abruptly and
muttered a curse. He wheeled on
Andy. "So, you've sneaked it away
from here, have you? Where is that
doe?”
"I don’t know anything about the
doe,” Andy said, fighting for calm.
“You're the one that seems to know
a lot about it. Where was the doe?”
"Right here.” The warden point
ed. "Look, there's blood. There's
where the deer was laying; you see
the grass mashed down. Where—Ab
Flipp, did you take that deer out
of this thicket?"
"Nup. Now, Sam. you know I
wouldn't steal nobody’s deer, don't
you? Would you like to search my
cabin?"
"Or mine?” Andy invited. “I’ll
let you look all you please.”
The warden looked from one to
the other. He was white; his mouth
worked slowly, but no words came.
"I'll get at the bottom of this!" he
said in a voice that shook with
mingled emotions.

I)eefy Saves the
Day for Andy
"I hope ycu do.” Andy told him.
"And let me know what you find
out, won't you? I'd be interested.”
Mumbling, the officer snatched
the reins from Dave’s grasp and
climbed onto his horse. Then he
rode into the darkness.
"Phew!” Andy whistled softly.
"Mr. Flipp, what became of that
doe?”
Absalom Flipp laughed softly.
"Well, sir, it's a funny thing! While
1 was hid out there, at dusk, watchin' this thicket, Deefy come out of
the swamp. He moved as quiet as a
black ha'nt. His head was high, an'
it looked like he was sniffin’ the
air. He come right straight to this
thicket an' got that doe. He disap
peared, runnin’ light an' soft, carryin' that deer as easy as he'd 'a'
carried a rabbit! That's what went
with the doe!”
"Why in thunder didn’t you tell
me before now? I've been worrying
and wondering what to do, ever
since Mr. Eliot came and told me
the doe was here."
“It don’t hurt a man to worry,"
said Mr. Flipp. "it s when he can't
worry that things are gittin’ bad."
They returned to the cabin, little
talk among them. Mr. Flipp, with
long, loose steps led the way. Andy
wondered what quirk of the woods
man's mind had made him keep
quiet about Deefy’s removal of the
doe. Surely it wasn't to make him
worry over the predicament of be
ing caught and "framed” by the
warden. Up to this point. Absalom
Flipp had been most thoughtful and
sympathetic.
Mr. Eliot cleared it up, talking
softly, in a moment when Mr. Flipp
was well ahead and in conversation
with Bigelow Halleck. "If you had
known the deer was gone from the
thicket and that you were safe,” he
said to Andy, "then you might have
been overconfident, or you might
have said something out of key.
Mr. Flipp is psychologist enough to
be aware of such possibilities.”
Andy nodded. “Oh, I don’t hold it
against him, of course. I just won
dered why he let me worry like
that."
“I used the term ‘psychologist,’”
Mr. Eliot said apologetically. "It is
rather pretentious in connection
with Mr. Flipp, but after all he

bearing on the question of the mo
ment.”

“Get ahead of me with the light,”
ordered the officer, "and go south
west Flipp, you know where that
“Glad to have met you, Miss
sassafras thicket is, down near the
Hope,” he said. “And you, Mrs.
corner of this quarter section. Lead Ives,
and you—”
the way.”
“Sure,” said Absalom. “Glad to does have a certain native intelli
help out any way I can.”
gence, and'he is very shrewd in a
When they were near the thicket, great many ways.”
the warden pushed ahead.
“I like him.” Andy said simply.
“Bring the lantern,” he ordered.
When they were at the house.
“The doe is hid here.” He swung Dave spread the word of what had
off his horse, handed the reina to happened, and Granny looked tri
Dave. “Hold him, boy.”
umphant.
Afidl gave him the lantern and
“I told jrou that poor, deaf Negro

Elected At Lincoln Academy
—Alexander Heads the
Student Council

Miss Ethel Upham has returned cepted a call to the pastorate of
Class officers at the Lincoln
from Augusta, where she visited the Greenfield Baptist Church, Academy are:
her brother, Fred Logan. She also North East, Penn. All interested
Seniors: President, James Alex
friends are invited to attend.
enjoyed a trip to Rangeley.
ander; vice
president, Charles
Mrs. Oliver Brazier is ill at the Brewer; secretary, Jo-Ann Waltz;
Russell Young has returned to
Baltimore to resume his studies at home of her son, Rodney Brazier. treasurer, Jane Webster.
St. Mary's Seminary
The High School Class cf 1926
Juniors: President, David Alex
Mrs. Leona Starrett was hostess held a reunion Saturday, with ander; vice president. Philip Dodge
wasn't a creature to be feared. See? j Monday to the Beta Alpha Club a supper at Craignair Inn. About secretary. Dorothy Peck; treasurer,
He's helping us so soon!”
at a picnic supper for 32. Mrs. H. 30 of the husbands and wives at Carolyn Swett.
"Keep this thing quiet,” Mr. Flipp
Sophomores: President, Anthony
counseled. "If word of what hap W. Flagg, the guest of honor, re tended, after which they went to
pened gets back to the warden an’ ceived a gift of mcney. She will Albert Elliot's cottage at Haw Sprague; vice president, Alton Hall;
that gang, it may go hard with leave soon for Pennsylvania. It thorne's Point, where they spent secretary, Marie Myrick; treasurer,
Deefy. They'd hate him somep’n was also Mrs. Starrett’s birthday an enjoyable evening. Tlie plan Bethia Steer.
awful if they knowed he busted into and she received a cake prettily ning committee consisted of Mrs.
Freshman executive committee,
their little game.”
decorated and made by Mrs. Flagg, Dorothy Libby, William Vinal and Richard Boynton, Rodney Skillin.
and Irene Swanner.
Irving Condon.
also several cards and gifts.
Granny and Flipp
Student Council officers and
Mrs.
Einnta
Young
was
hostess
Miss Margaret Jordan has closed
Exchange Words
her home on Main street, and is Tuesday tc the Womans Auxiliary members are: President, James
"We’ll not talk lt,” Andy prom visiting her sister, Mrs. Ray Har of St. John's Church. Ralph Cush Alexander; vice president, Wells
ised. He looked at Bigelow Halleck.
Anderson; secretary, Patricia Par
"You came out to talk to me about riman in West Hartford, Conn., ing entertained the "Vestry'’ at his sons. Senior members are the of
a cow. Would you like to go into before going to Miami, Fla., where home on Knox street later going
to Mrs. Young’s home, where they ficers, Patricia Genthner and Al
the kitchen, where we can deal in she will pass the Winter,
private?”
The Dessert Bridge Club held a joined the Woman’s Auxiliary in bert Trank; juniors, Joanne Bail
"No sir. It’s all right in here. I dinner Tuesday at County Fair, refreshments.
ey, Carolyn Swett. David Alexan
didn’t come to ‘deal’, exactly. Just Damariscotta, after which mem
der and Andrew Williamson; soph
Mrs.
Edward
Barrett
and
daugh

heard you wanted a good cow to
bers
returned
to
the
home
of
ter Susan have returned to South omores, Virginia Wyman, Carroll
milk, and I've got one that ought
Mrs. Faye Stetson for auction, Warren, after visiting her parents Hodgdon and Anthony Sprague
to be about right for you.”
"How much do you want for her?” Prizes went tc Mrs. Catherine Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby for a and freshman, Richard Boynton,
Rodney Skillin and Irene Swanner.
"I didn't come to sell you a cow. Flint, Mrs. Lura Libby, Mrs. Sarah week.
I—”
Montgomery, and Mrs. Ann Don
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brazier
"Surely, you didn’t come to give
aldson.
of Portland are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus McLain, Mrs. George
us a cow!” Andy broke in.
McLain, Mrs. Charles Smith, Mrs.
Medomak Region of the Garden Mrs. Rodney Brazier.
"I came to offer you a cow. I’ve a
nice Jersey, just fresh, that we don't Club Federation of Maine meets
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Miss Seward Dinsmore. Mrs. Robert W.
The children
need, and you’re welcome to keep Thursday at Topsham Grange Ruth Blodgett of Swampscott, Cuthbertscn, Jr.
her and milk her."
Hall. Luncheon will be at 12.30. Mass., and Miss Anna Dillingham played games and prizes were won
Andy looked at Kate, then at Gran Local Garden Club members, de
have returned home from a motor by Joan Benner and Nancy Munro.
ny. He avoided Hope, whose eyes
There were five birthday cakes.
sirous
of
attending
may
notify
trip to the Gaspe Peninsula.
occasionally stopped on the blond
Miss Rutii Blodgett has returned Refreshments were served. Bonnie
young giant’s face, then looked back Mrs. Harold Richardson as all
at the fireplace, where iridescent reservations must be in by Sept .24. to Swampscott, Mass., after spend- Lee received many fine gifts.
A birthday party honoring Mrs.
coals were bright beneath blazing
An Informal fareiwell reception I ing several days at her home on
oak lengths.
will be held Friday at 7.30 p. m. in ' Knox street. Site was accompan Carl R. Gray on her 80th birth
"Well, that’s mighty nice of you.
the Baptist vestry, honoring Dr. ied home by Miss Anna Dillingham day was held at the Baptist Church
Big,” Andy drawled. ’Td take good
in Thomaston. Only one of Mrs.
care of her, and feed her as well as I and Mrs. Flagg. Dr. Flagg has ac- who will visit her for a month..
could. I don’t have any hay, though,
Robert Young, Peter Lynch. El Gray's three sons was able to be
or corn, except what little I’ve develop from the outside.”
mer Biggers, Andy Cooper and with her on this occasion namely
"Anyway,” Andy put in, "we
bought for my mules to work on,
Russell Gray of Cleveland, Ohio. A
don't have time for quarreling now. Arthur Lilienthal have resumed short program was held in the
and—”
tlieir
studies
at
the
University
of
"I wouldn’t bother about how We’ve got to figure up what we'll
Church auditorium and at the
you fed her,” Bigelow broke in. need in the way of lumber and Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry H Stultz and close the guests withdrew to the
"I’d be sure she’d get a good care. materials for adding to the house.”
You’re welcome to her, Mr. Ives.”
Mr. Eliot and Mr. Flipp made Mrs. George Smith of St. Peters- vestry for refreshments and saw
Mr. Flipp cast a sharp eye at their departure, leaving Kate and ■ burg. Fla., are visiting Mrs. Edith the birthday cake presented to Mrs.
Granny. ‘‘I reckin you'd take care Andy to work out their .plans for Aldrich.
Gray. Mrs. Gray was chosen Amer
of the milkin’, wouldn't you?"
enlarging the house—aided, abetted,
ican Mother in 1947 and who is
American
Legion
Auxiliary
meets
Granny’s eyes snapped. ”1 could and deterred by suggestions from
known nationally as the first wom
Friday at 7.30.
do it. all right. If you’ll hold the Dave, Granny, and Hope.
call for me, we'll let you have a
A birthday party was held at the an to establish a Bible class over
"We’ll just have to add one room
little buttermilk now and then."
this time,” Andy said. "And put 1 home of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F the radio makes her home in
“Obliged. It gives me gas on my new floors throughout, and a new Munro, 57 Gleason street, Thomas Thomaston during the Summers.
stummick.”
roof on. Later, as we’re able, we ton, in honor of their grandchild's
"I’ll bring her over in the morn can remodel the house.”
SWAN’S ISLAND
ing,” Bigelow Halleck promised,
“Another room will let us spread first birthday, Bonnie Lee Shrout,
Francis M. Turner of Atlantic is
preparing to leave. "Nice meetin’ out a lot more,” Kate said. “It’ll daughter of Pfc. and Mrs. Donald
you all.”
make a great difference. And new L. Shrout. Those attending were attending the convention of the
"Same to you,” Andy said. "It's floors and a roof, then some paint Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Munro, American Chemical Society at At
a mighty nice feeling we have out and wallpaper—’’
j Mrs. Donald L Shrout, Paulette lantic City, N. J.
here, that our neighbors are inter
"And some flowers around it next , and Kendelle McLain, Katherine
ested and kind. We’ll try to pay spring,” Granny put in.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
some of this back sometime. Dave
“And when the electric line is | and Judy McLain, Nancy and
can get the cow. No use in putting put through here,” Andy added, , Richard Munro, Frances and Flcryou to the trouble of bringing her "we can hook an automatic pres I ence Smith, Gloria Fields, Anita
CAMDEN THEATRE
over."
sure pump onto our pipe and have Kalloch. Joan and Gordon Benner,
TODAY AND FRIDAY
water in the house. A sink, maybe, Seward Dinsmore, Jr., Beverly
“Oh, I don’t mind. I'm not rushed with hot and cold water and—”
Cary Grant, Betsy Drake
Dorr, Mrs. Warren Dorr, Miss
these days, anyway. Little clearing
“A bathroom,” Hope added
“EVERY GIRL SHOULD
to get done before spring, and that's
Katherine Gilchrest, Miss Jean
dreamily. “A white bathtub half
all.”
BE MARRIED”
Cuthbertson,
Mrs.
Virginia
Benner,
Hope was watching him talk. filled with warm, soapy water
and
—
”
There was a quiet confidence about
him. He didn't look like a person
whose heart had been crushed and Making Plans
■rocklandI
embittered by the cruel fickleness For Remodeling
TELEPHONE
892
of a girl, and she wondered if Mrs.
"A
chauffeur
waiting
to
bring
LAST
TIMES
TODAY
Webster's report had been based on
TODAY-FRI.-SAT.
ai WAX.4EE fckOS.’
Ma
fact or on her imagination and de the limousine around to the front,”
sire to talk. Unconsciously she con Dave cut In. “Say, we’re farmers,
The Story of a Family Who
trasted him with Wall Harbison, not bankers!”
"We
’
re
not
even
farmers
yet,"
and Wall came out a poor second.
Lived a Lie for Twenty
She was keenly aware, though, that his father reminded him. "There’s
a
lot
to
be
done
before
we
can
not once while he stood before the
Years . . .
fireplace had he looked at her. She lay claim to that title. Look at the
ssTstsu -rfLirxr:
land
we
’
ve
got
to
clear!
”
studied his face as he towered there
"Ugh-m!” Dave groaned, remem
also
in the room, and found it very fine,
»
one capable of attracting attention bering the sharp pains in hit
*#£
SSSr
shoulders after a session with the
ORAM*
in any crowd.
OF
Suddenly he looked straight at crosscut saw. “But we can do it!”
REAL LIFE
"The spirit of ’761” Hope con
her, so quickly and without warn
FROM
ing that Hope's lips parted in sur gratulated him.
“THE
“All right, now,” Andy broke in.
prise. "Glad to have met you, Miss
READER'S
Hope,” he said. "And you, Mrs. "We’ve got to figure a little. Keep
quiet, you two. Now, this room’s
DIGEST*’
Ives, and you—’’
about fifteen by fifteen, and it’ll
"Mrs. Craig.” Granny helped him take tongue and groove flooring.
STARTS TOMORROW
when he hesitated. “Most people Maybe we’ll have to replace a sill
ALLAN “Rocky” LANE
who know me well call me Granny. or two, but I can cut them instead
You will, later, I’m sure.”
“SUNDOWN IN
of buying—” and with that he and
"It’d be a pleasure,” Bigelow Kate and Granny, who had been
SANTE FE”
Halleck said gravely.
in on the building of a house or And His Stallion BLACK JACK
F*lm Classics. Inc
When he had gone, the room ap two in her long career, got down
SHORTS—NEWS—SERIAL
peared considerably bigger and, to to business.
LOUIS Ot ROCHEMONT
Hope, rather empty. A great deal of
SUNDAY
Hope sat by the fire and thought
life and warmth seemed to go out of things—of Harbisonville, and
idsr
of it.
whether she would enjoy being
©
Joe
Patookj
“I like that young man!” Granny there again, even with the family.
BOUNDARIES
said firmly.
Already she liked being out here,
“Most folks do.” Mr. Flipp aaid. lonesome though it would be when
BEATRICE*PEARSON
“They’s been some talk about him, the newness wore off. She thought
MEL FERRER
but I figger it's woman-made, an' of how the girls in Harbisonville
SutowOowstot. CANADA IH
that makes it wuthless.”
Leon
Errol-Joe
Kirkwood,
Jr.
would laugh if they could see her
RICHARO HVLION
X WOHO.I*. HCTMfl
Granny bristled, glared at the now, sitting before the blazing fire
ALFRED VWERKER
woodsman, who could so non in this shack, in country where one
also
ImNmWIIUAMI WHITES doMiMMet*New Ufltood tom
chalantly indict women. “It’s a could hear wolves howling, where
Exclusive Motion Pictures
pity.” she said in a tone gently deer raced past, where rattlesnakes
-RD DR——
of Rockland's
acid, “that you were born into a were said to be abundant. And what
“
MAINE
LOBSTER
and
world cursed with women!”
would Wall say?
Mr. Flipp turned a solemn ex
SEAFOOD FESTIVAL”
(To be continued)
pression upon her. He scratched the
stubble on his narrow chin, and gave
the matter judicial consideration.
"Well, It’s all right with women
around—fer them that wants ’em.
If a feller don’t git messed up with
one. it’s all right, I reckin. Once
he gits hooked, though, he ain’t
LET’S GO, FOLKS!
ever the same.”
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
ANOTHER
“Maybe that’s a blessing for all
concerned!” Granny snapped. “If
some men were never the same
again, the world would be better
SUNDAY, SEPT. 25
off.”
AT 8.00 P. M.
"Clever!” Mr. Eliot exclaimed,
laughing with an almost theatrical
"Ha! Ha!” He gave Granny a look
of admiration. “You have a very
incisive type of wit!”
SATURDAY NIGHT
"For a woman, perhaps,” Gran
ny said, with a glance of evil sat
Wear Old Clothes!
isfaction at Mr. Flipp.
Kate laughed. "Let’s not have
AT SPRUCE HEAD
•
ADMISSION 50 Cents incl. tax
any rifts developing among us!
For This Week Is Cancelled
86-88
There's enough trouble trying to
On Account of Illness.

PARKw

tSTRAND
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27!

LOBSTER POT

Wilf Close

KIWANIS BARN DANCE

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

Woodcock’s Orchestra

DANCE

A Happy Week-End

CAMDEN

Halligan and Hedrick Were
Charmed By Wonders
Of Radio City

a ft a »
Miss Edith Hary went Saturday
to Boston where she will take post
graduate studies at Simmons Col
lege. Miss Hary, since her gradua
tion from Bates College, has held
a position at the State Library,
Augusta.
Marshall Foxwell and George
Underwood of Rockport went by
motor Monday to New Haven,
Conn., to continue their studies at
Yale University. Mrs. Ruth Perry
accompanied them as far as Boston.
Bradford Jameson, son of Dr.
and Mrs. C. H .Jameson, has en
tered Brown University Providence,
Rhode Island.
Miss Patricia Rich is attending
the Garland School. Boston. Miss
Barbara Rich has returned to
Smith College.
Rev. William H. Berger is attend
ing the National Conference of
Episcopal Churches in San Fran
cisco.
The Congregational Good Cheer
Class will hold its first meeting ot
the season at the Parish House
Wednesday, with a covered dish
supper at 6.30.
Mrs. Louis Singleton is on vaca
tion from The Village Shop this
week.
Mrs. Violet Casselman left today
for a visit with her brother-in-law
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Benn, Smithfield.
Mr .and Mrs. Thomas Crimmins
leave this week for Boston, enroute
to Florida for the Winter
The Auxiliary of the Sons of
Union .Veterans is having a sale of
fancy work and other articles at
the Megunticook Grange Hall, Fri
day, beginning at 1.30.
Wilbert L. Robinson, age 25. 47
Washington street, re-enlisted in
the U. S. Army, Far East Com
mand .with rank cf Corporal. He
was sworn in on Sept. 20 and will
report to 9th Inf. Division Fort
Dix, N. J., as his Initial assign
ment. Corporal Robinson is the
husband of (the former) Norma J.
Spear of Rockport. His parents,
Charles and Myrtle Robinson, live
at 16 Prospect street, Rockland, Me.
His brother, Condon, is a Sergeant
in the U. S. Air Force. He is a
veteran of five years and 10 months
service in the Regular Army and is
entitled to wear the Army of Oc
cupation Miedal (both theatres);
World War II Victory, Good Con
duct, Pacific Campaign, EUCOM
Campaign Ribbon and American
Defense medals.
(Cpl. Robinson
served 20 montlis in France' and
Germany. He served 23 months in
Korea). He applied for enlistment
at the US. Army and US. Air
Force Recrutiing Station, 282 Main
street, Rockland.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
During the Labor-Day week-en^
holiday, Francis Hedrich and I
motored to New York, taking Mr.
Hedrich’s mother, who had been
visiting him the past month to her
home in Poughkeepsie. We stayed
there overnight, and Friday morn
ing went by rail to New York, fol
lowing the Hudson River all the
way.
Upon our arrival at Grand Cen
tral Terminal, through whose maze
of underground tracks we reached
the main floor. We wove our way
to the street where we hailed a cab
and were whisked oft to the Hotel
Plymouth on East 49th street, ad
jacent to Rockefeller Center, In
cluding the world-famed Radio
City.
After an afternoon of extensive
sightseeing up and down Broad
way, we attended the early evening
show. The movie was one which
we had already seen in Rockland,
but due to my desire to see anw
hear the great music of the thea
ter, we decided to witness “In The
Good Old Summertime’- once more.
After this the music of the grand
organ, consisting of four manuels,
and capable of producing an un
limited number uf tonal qualities,
vibratae, etc., filled the vast audi
torium with swelling tones to de
light and thrill the most apathetic
ear.
M
When this show of organistic in
terpretation was completed, the
Radio Symphony Orchestra, com.
prising approximately 100 instru
ments rose on the pit and out of
the darkness, shown lights, first
blue, then green, and lastly of red,
playing upon the massive curtain
and the
expensive proscenium,
forming, as it were, a brilliant arch
of color over the players.
The stage
presentation, "Sej^
Breeze" was preceded by an over- ’
ture of selected Tschaikowsky mas
terpieces, specially arranged by the
conductor, Leondorf.
The entire scene was so utterly
breath-taking that we remained
and saw it again. Saturday morn
ing was spent in viewing Fifth
Avenue, its shops, and particularly
the impressive St. Patricks Cathe
dral, where his Eminence. Francis
Cardinal Spellman was performing!
the Mass. From there we returned
by rail to Poughkeepsie, staying
overnight again. We returned to
Rockland, Sunday, —by Paul Halligan.

WE HAVE IT!

NEW
SHAVEMASTER

Mrs. Mary Goguen will open hethouse Oct. 1, as a guest home for
elderly persons for the Winter.
Her many friends will welcome her
as a resident here. Mrs. Goguen
operated a lodging house for many
years in Belfast before coming to
this town.
87" lt
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU

u.s.
ARMY

BE

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
TEL. 20
MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME-

CHOOSf THIS
fINf PROrtSSION NOW

Home Owned

311 MAIN STREET,

and Operated by

LOUIS POULIN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NOTICE
Sealed proposals for removing snow from about
twenty-five miles of roads within the town of Cam

den, will be neceived by the Selectmen of Camden
at their office on October 3rd, at 7.30 p. m., at

which time and place they will be publicly opened.
Further information may be obtained at the

town office relative to Requirements and the par

ticular roads to be plowed.

The Selectmen reserve the right to reject any
or all bids.
SELECTMEN OF CAMDEN.
87-Th-90
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Tuesday-Thursday-Satuntey

Social Matters

Mrs. Norman Simmons of Fort
Lauderdale, Florida is the guest of
Mrs. Marguerite
Harris. Grace
street.

Ruth Mayhew Tent

D. A. R. Fall Meeting

The Fall meeting of the Maine [
Society, Daughters of the Ameri.,
can Revolution, will be held at the
First Baptist Church, Waterville,
Sept. 28. at 19.30 a. m., with the
Silence Howard Hayden chapter
as host.
Among guests will be MiSs Cath
erine Matthies, first vice president
general; National Society. DAR.,
Mrs. Edward Stanton Lammers,
recording secretary general; N.S.D.
A.R.; Mrs. Van Court Carwithen,
historian general. N.S.D.A.R.; Mrs
V. Eugene Holcombe and Mrs. Roy
E. Heywood. national committee
chairman.
Plans will be outlined for the
coming year and the state execu
tive board will be held. Luncheon
will be served at 1230 in the
church vestry and reservations can
be made with Mrs. Errol L. Taylor
28 Burleigh street, Waterville,
Registration will start at 9.30.

S

SATURDAY, SEPT. 24

At Moor’s Old Drug Store
1

322 MAIN STREET, CITY
DOORS OPEN AT 9.30 A. M.

(Auspices of the Daughters of St. Bernard's)

JUST ARRIVED
Baby Dresses, size 3........................... $1.98
Girls’ Dresses, 7 to 14........................ 3.69
(Fine Plaid Cottons)

Corduroy Overalls (ruffled detachable bibs)
3 to 6............................... . .........
Snow Suits, 2 to 6..............................

(AU Water Repellent—A Few Have Fur Trimmings)

3.59
9.95

Boys’ Corduroy Caps with Ear Muffs .... 1.00
Boys’ Knit Suits, 3 to 6........................ 2.69

PAPER CRAFT CORNER
572 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Congo Church Chat

Acts On Several Business Waterville Session Will Out
line Plans For Coming Major and Mrs. Elmer E. Barde Announce the
Matters — Applications
Year
For Membership

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey
and son John and Miss Mary Pogler
of West Rockport have returned Mrs. Katherine Libby presided
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Dion of 8 Elm
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Pietroski re
home from a weeks’ motor trip. during the meeting of Ruth May
timed Sunday from a week’s mo street, entertained Mr. and Mrs.
hew Tent, when the applications
lt trip which included a visit with Fiank C. Bridges of North Main Miss Muriel Whitman of Ells- of two candidates were presented
their daughters,
Mrs. Evelyn street at a lobster dinner Tuesday worth and Mrs. Frances William* and referred to a committee conSpofford, Schenectady, N. Y., and night, the occasion being Mrs. of Stonington were guests of Mr. sisting of Mrs. Lina Carroll, Mrs.
Helen Pelletier in New London, Bridges birthday. She received a and Mrs. George Davis, Rankin Lizzie French, Mrs. Addie Kaler
Conn., and their sons Paul in Cam. lovely birthday cake and many street yesterday.
and Mrs. Bessie Haraden.
bridge and Thomas and Frank in nice gifts and cards. The happy
-----Mrs. Carroll and Mrs. Jennie
Dorchester. They were accompan climax to the party was a telephone
The Huntley-Hill-Hamlin V.F.W. pietroski were appointed a comied home by Mr. and Mrs. Frank call from Pfc. Frank Bridges, Jr. Auxiliary of Rockland is planning mittee to attend to the ’ Memorial
Pietroski and son Frank Jr., who UfS.M.C., who is at an engineering to visit Belfast Auxiliary Wednes- Marker Fund” on reserve,
day. Sept. 28. All needing transporCommunications included a no
returned to their home in Dor school in North Carolina
tation please notify Mrs. Shirley tice of inspection, the department
chester yesterday.
Mrs. Kenneth
Wiggin enter Labonte by Saturday noon.
president's official visit and an
t,Mrs. Raymond Jordan and Miss tained the Dessert Bridge Club.
-----invitation to attend a reception in
Robert S. Campbell, has returned honQr of M)ss OriSfia Henry D p
Genevieve Mair of Rockland and Tuesday evening for their first
j in Portland
Ernest McLain and Walter Kaler, meeting of the Season. Prizes were to Massachusetts after spending
Jr., of Bremen were in Boston won by Mrs. Ralph Colby, Mrs. two weeks vacation with his moth Mrs. Eliza Plummer, patriotic
Tuesday to attend the game of the Carl Philbrook and Mrs. George er and step-father, Mr. and Mrs. Instructor, presented a program in
Boston Red Sox and Cleveland In Lewis with Mrs. Allard Pierce Fred E. Ingerson, 8 Grace street. celebration cf Constitution Day
winning the traveling prize. Other
dians.
with readings from "My Land Of
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Unit
members present were Mrs. William
Liberty." vocal numbers, ’’Alice
One,
American
Legion
Auxiliary,
The Rockland Garden Club will Butman, Mrs. Edwin Witham and
Blue Gown," “If You Had All the
will meet Friday night at 7.30
meet Tuesday at the Lindsey Mrs. Jessie Sleeper.
World and its Gold,” by Mrs. Ade
at Legion Home. All members hav
street home of Mrs. Josephine Rice
laide Kaler; “Facts on the Flag.
The Rockland Council of Girl ing birthdays in this month are
Mrs. Louise Oibeton will speak on
Mrs Katherine Libby; "Apprecia
flrwer arranging. Mrs. Alice Jame- Scouts is holding a series of three urged to be present. Members are tion," Mrs. Bessie Haraden "Watch
sta will have charge of the pro training sessions in the scout room reminded to take articles suitable Yourself Go By,” Mrs. Lina Cargram which will be putting the at the Community Building. These for men at Marine Hospital.
roll. Mrs. Plummer gave an inter
garden to bed for the Winter sessions are for prospective leaders
esting account of the golden wed
Samuel
Glover,
son
of
Mr.
and
Flower arrangements will be ex and others interested in Girl Scout
ding at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
hibited by the members. Tea will work, all are welcome to attend. Mrs. Howe Glover, observed his Everett Payson
ninth
birthday
Sunday
by
enter

The first session will be held to
be served.
Other interesting business was
night, at 8 o'clock. The remaining taining friends at his Crawford
The Duz-U-Plez club dined at meetings will also be held on Lake camp. Present were :Perry left until a later date and the re
Oakwood Inn Monday night. The Thursdays, Sept. 29 and Oct. 13. Barnard, Stephen Bartlett, Will turn of the president, Mrs. Jennie
group included Mr. and Mrs. Ar All meetings will begin at 8 o’clock. iam Bird, Frederick Carey, Ken Pietroski, who is vacationing in
thur Bowley, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
neth Marsh, Milton Knowlton. Massachusetts and elsewhere.
eel, Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Thom
Miss Beverly Brewer entered Arthur Lawrence, Robert Shaw,
The Committee sponsoring a
I, Mr. and Mrs. Julian Williamson Westbrook Junior College Monday Charles Mahoney, Edward Miller.
Rummage Sale, to be held by St.
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Winchen- where she will study secretarial
A meeting of Edwin Libby Relief Bernard’s Catholic Women's Club,
baugh, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stew science. She was accompanied to
Corps
will be held at 7.30 Thurs Saturday, Oct. 1 in the Grand Army
art and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young Portland by her parents, Mr. and
day
night.
Officers are urged to be Hall, dined at Oakwood Inn, Tues
Following the dinner the group, true Mrs. Donald Brewer, her grand
day night. Those present were
present.
to its name, engaged in whatever mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Campbell
Mrs. John Thompson, Mrs. David
pursuit suited its pleasure.
of Cape Breton. Nova Scotia and
The Registered Nurses Club will McCarty, Mrs. Dante Gatti, Miss
Miss Dorothy Curtis, who is also a meet September 27 with Mrs. Her Helen Burns, Miss Maureen Burns,
Miss Hazel N. Day is visiting
student at the College.
man Weisman, Limerock street, at Mrs. Emily Murray, Miss ElizaMr. and Mrs. Russell E. Bartlett,
8 p. m. Capt. Mary Emery (retired fc^th Baker, Mrs. Felicia Dodge,
Old County road.
Miss Barbara Koster has returned
U.S. Army Nurse) will give an in- jjrs Lydia Saucier, together with
<For social items in The Courier to Colby College for her Senior formal talk on some ol her exper Mrs. Margaret Burns Mr, and Mrs.
Gazette, phone 1044. City.
59tf year.
iences.
Refreshments
will
be Russell Richardson, Mrs. Aletha
served, Mrs. Carl Stilphen^ R.N., Morton, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
vice president, will preside.
Stickney, who were special guests.

RUMMAGE SALE

JQ WED A MISSOURIAN

Kathy Kunesh, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alois P. Kunesh, Ixtvejoy
street, celebrated her sixth birthday Monday by entertaining her
classmates at her home. Prizes
weie won at games by Cheryl Harvey and Joan Sullivan. Each little
guest received favors of hats,
snappers and nut cups. The delitious refreshments included four
birthday cakes. Mrs. Maynard How.
ell, Mrs. George Wood Jr., and
Mrs. Maurice Harvey assisted Mrs.
Kunesh in serving. Kathy received
many lovely gifts. Bidden guests
were: Margaret Boothby, Kathryn
Small, Deborah Hary, Molly and
Cheryl
Harvey, Joan Sullivan,
Cheryl Nickerson, Barbara Staples,
Gloria O'Sullivan, Raelene Stockwell, Diane Phillips, Sally Perrin,
Lucy Avhorn, Diane Watling, Joan
Pease, Carol Philbrook, Gloria
Knight, Linda Richards, Barbara
Bohn, Donna Pitts, Donna Brewer.
Nancy Young, Gloria Cavanaugh,
Judy Merrill, Linda Robinson and
Mrs.
Thelma Parsons. Special
guests were her grandmother, Mrs.
George Wood Sr., and her cousins
Jackie Wood of Thomaston, Susan
Howell of Nobleboro and Debori**
Wood of Rockland.

Mrs. Arthur Doherty was hostess
Wednesday Night Bridge
club last night at her home on
Pleasant street. Prizes were won
Mrs. Raymond Moulaison, Mrs
Louis Cook, and Mrs. John Chisholm. Mrs. Cook also won the
traveling prize. Mrs. John Richardson was a guest. Late lunch
was served by the hostess.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peters Church meets tonight at
the rectory at 7.30 for important
business.

Miss Pauline Stevens, Miss Sylvia
Adams, Miss Eleanor Weed and
Miss Vina
Delmonico returned
Monday from several days' motor
tour to Montreal and Quebec. A
pleasant feature in their stay in
Quebec was a chance meeting of
Mrs. E. C. Boody, Jr., Mrs. Walter
Butler and Miss Katherine Veazie.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Simmons
of Hyannis, Mass., are spending
two weeks vacation with their par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Simmons,
Grove street and Mr. and Mrs.
James Gilchrest in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Barrett M. Jordan
have been spending their vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Golden H.
Munro and his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Jordan. Mr. and Mrs.
Barrett Jordan left this morning
for their home in South Paris, ac
companied by her sister, Mrs. Ed
ward L. Childs, and daughters
Judith, Dorothy and Barbaia, who
will visit there for a few days.

Mrs. Lorenzo Dodge entertained
Wednesday night at a stork party
honoring Mrs. Edward W. Dodge
of Augusta. Mrs. Dodge received
many dainty gifts which were presented to her in an appropriately
decorated baby carriage. Delicious
refreshments were served. Guests
were Marjorie Dodge, Marie Reed,
Maxine Bartlett, Frances Kirk,
Pearl Dodge, Doris Jordan, Mabel
MacMahon,
Verona Cummings,
Laura Cummings, Betty Ames,
Christine MacMahon, Dorothy Borgerson, Marjorie Cummings. Mrs.
Felicia Dodge and Christal Dodge,
guest of honor.

Mrs. Mae Dalzell, who has been
Wcmen who are stocky as well
ill at her home cn Limerock street
is convalescing at the home of her as short should avaid very long
daughter, Mrs. Lois Howard, Saco bolts which make the neck look
■ holder. Short tailored hair-dos
Week-end special, Friday and are test with some height over the
Saturday only. $1.00 off on all cot forehead.
ton dresses. Children's. Specialty
Each Spring Angels Camp, Cal
Shop, 375 Main street over the
Paramount Restaurant. Tel. 823-W ifornia, stages a "jumping frog"
87-lt contest.

Mrs. Leona Phillips, assisted by
Miss Marie Whalen and Miss Nellie
Brann, was in charge of nursery
care Sunday. Miss Whalen operated
the projector and Miss Brann read
the script for the color presentation
of the story, "Moses.’
Harold Greene rendered Molatte’s
"Lord’s Prayer” during the service
at the
Congregational Church,
while the full quartette, Mrs. Es
ther Howard, Mrs. Nettie Bird
Frost. Mr. Greene and Charles Rose
sang his first anthem "Laudamus"
by Protheroe.
Nineteen young people gathered
for the first meeting of the Com
rades of the Way at the Congrega
tional Church Sunday night. Meet
ing with the group lor the first
time were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hybels, advisors to the group fhis
year. Plans were made to journey
to Bald Rock next Sunday after
noon. with the Camden congrega
tional Youth Group as guests. Ves
pers will be a part of the program.
Boy Scout Troop 206 meets
Monday night at 1,30 to go to
Glencove on a cook-out. Plans will
be discussed lor getting their par
ents out in full for the ’ County
I /
Fair" to be held at the Penobscot
View Grange Ha l Sept. 30, at 7.30.
A prize will be olfered to the Troop
getting the largest number of
adults there. This is one Scout
event where the boys do not at
tend, but send their parents and
Beatrice Barde and her fiance, Joe Shaver
friends instead.
Business Girls of the Congrega
lolled
at
George
Peabody
College.
Major and Mrs. Elmer E. Barde
of Arlington. Virginia, announce Nashville, Tennessee, where she is tional Church will meet at the
the engagement of their daughter, pursuing her studies in the field of Church on Wednesday at 7.30 for
election of officers for the Fall and
Beatrice Marie, to Joe Meridith music education,
Mr. Shaver graduated from the a meeting which will include the
Shaver, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Martin Shaver of Sikeston, Mis University of Missouri where he Winter period.
Next Sunday will be a big day at
souri. Miss Barde is well known in was a member of Alpha Pi Zeta
this community as she has spent Delta Sigma Pi and Beta Gamma he Congregational Church when
several Summers at the home of her Sigma, He is now employed as an pupils for the 1949-1950 session of
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob accountant lor Standard Oil Co Church School are registered. The
of New Jersey at Baton Rouge Rally Day program will include the
ert H. House of Camden Road.
hristening of babies, and perfect
the war Mi
The bride-elect is a graduate of i Louisiana. Durin
Christian College for Women, Col- j Shaver served two years with the attendance awards will be made
lor the 1948-49 season.
umbia, Missouri, and a member of Army of the Pacific.
A special church meeting will be
Beta .Beta Beta and Phi Theta! The wedding date has not been
held next Sunday to elect delegates
Kappa. Miss Barde is currently en- announced.
or this church to the annual meet,
nants flutter from the lapels of ing of Congregational Churches in
the men’s coats and the women's this area to be held on Oct. 4, at
South Bristol, and to the annual
Why Personal Finance Com dresses. And colorful posters pro Maine council of churches session
the Company's gratitude for to be held at Augusta on Oct. 6.
pany Is Observing It In claim
the customers patronage.
The detailed program has been
September
The people at Personal Finance received for the Northern New
You won’t find a turkey with all Company who are helping to cele England Area conference on "The
the trimmings—nor will you en brate "thanksgiving” in September National United Evangelistic Ad.
are: John J. Sawyer, manager;
vance’ to which Rev. Charles R.
counter a group of youngsters in
Mies R. Sawyer, assistant manager;
outlandish
costumes
but
it's Virginia F. Staples, cashier and Monteith, pastor of the local Con
gregational Church, has been in
"Thanksgiving" ail the same at all Lois Norwood, secretary.
vited be ause of his membership
Personal Finance Company offices.
on the committee on Evangelism
‘ You see,” explained the Yes
and the Devotional Life of the
Man, when we asked him about
Congregat.onal
Conference
of
this parodox of Thanksgiving in
Maine. The conference will be held
September, "for nine years we’ve
in Concord, N. H.. Sept. 27 and 28.
been setting aside September as
£Y THE WAY-YOU LL BE SORRY Mr. Monteith will accompany other
Customer Appreciation momh
you dropped youb &i
members of the State Conference
our "Thanksgiving” for Rockland
INSURANCE. REINSTATE IT
to Concord.
folk who have selected Fersona.
IF
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE
as the company they want to do
Eye is the name of an ancient
business with. It's the month when
,own in England.
we put into words the thanks we ve
felt during the entire year. It’s
, ?|r,ugraiaraizmararaniafamarai.
the month when we try to do .some
thing nice for our customers—
something outside the scope ol' our
normal activities.
"I’m selfish enough to hope”,
continued the genial Yes Man,
“that every citizen in Rockland
SATURDAY, SEPT. 24
takes me up on my invitation to
visit our offices in September and
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
help us to share in the spirit of
M-169
the occasion. The more folks—
Doors Open 9.30 A. M.
whether customers or not that For full information contact your ueareil
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION office
j
that come in to say "Hello' during
September—the more of a success
I'll consider our celebration Ap
preciation Month.”
To properly get folks in the mood
for Customer Appreciation month,
gay banners decorate the wails of
Personal officies; ‘Thank You pen

Engagement of Daughter

Early Thanksgiving

Vic Vet jay$

RUMMAGE
SALE

SEINTER^ CRANE'S

VALUE OF THE WEEK

The Best Value We Know

VIRGIN WOOL LONG SLEEVE
COAT SWEATERS

$10

MOMS!

Look!
Limited Time Only

All Wool Flannel
$1.95 per yard

77/e

Assorted colors, GO in. wide.
First quality (not remnants)
Right from the Bolt.

STETSON

Also

You’ll like the Straloliner—it’s the very hat tor the alert
and busy man who makes things happen. This becoming,
comfortable Stetson sits right, feels right, looks right. And
naturally, since it's a Stetson, it wears right, too. Come in
and try one on, today.

(Formerly 4.98)

NOW *1.98

Style details include two pockets, sport collars
or V necks, fine closely knit sweaters.
SIZES 38 TO 50.

CHOICE OF WINE OR NAVY.

VESPER A. LEACH
367 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Plenty of
Fine Pinwale Corduroy

Remnant Shoppe
200 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 523
ROCKLAND, ME.

SERVE E. & M. ICE CREAM OFTEN
“At All E. & M. Dealers”

Other Styles, $10.00 and $12.50

All Nylon Top to Toe
... All New Fall Colors
...All Full Fashioned...
Slight irregulars but no one has been able
to find any irregularity.

Week-end Special
All Wool

OFFINS
MEN^

AND

BOYS

CLOTHING

furnishings, shoes, and uniforms

389 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

ME

MORB PEOPLE WEAR STBTSON HATS THAN ANY OTHER BRAND

Rug Rag Material
39c lb.
Mail Orders Filled.
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Remnant Shoppe
200 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 523
ROCKLAND, ME.

23 TILLSON AVt.,

TtL. 214,

ROCKLAND, ME

GETTING DOWN TO CASES

Looking Backward

Events Of 1904, As Compiled
For This Paper By James
Republicans Will Talk Straight From Shoulder
Burns
-•-•-I

At the Auburn Conference Oct. 1
Maine Republicans from the sev
en counties of the Second Congres
sional District will hold a party
conference at the Elm Hotel. Au
burn. Saturday, Oct. 1.
All Republicans will be welcome
to participate in discussions of
part.v policies and hear from top
flight G.O.P leaders
US Senator Margaret Chase
Smith. Representative Charles P
Nelson and Gov Frederick G. Payne
will attend address conferees at a
noon luncheon, and lead a panel
on State and National problems
during the afternoon. Senator Owen
Brewster is expected to be present,
provided he is able to return from
Europe at that date.
Feature of the all-day session
will be round table discussions, town
meeting style, at 11 a. m, and 2 p.
m . on problems of the Legislature,
finance. Republican women, county
officers, and county-town commit
tees The conference will open at
10 a. m. with a meeting for Young
Republicans, All
in attendance
will be urged to voice their opinions
and make suggestions for promot
ing party strength and harmony
Chairmen for panel committees
include Mrs. E May Chapman.
Belfast. Representative Leonard
F Williams, Auburn; James L
Reid. Augusta; Linwood E Palmer.
Jr.. Nobleboro; and Judge Alonzo
Conant. Auburn
GOP. Chairman Alan L Bird
of Rockland, head of the conference
committee, expressed its aim as fol
lows:
“We need to talk over party prin
ciples and their application to
county, state and national problems
We need to re-examine our organ
ization to see how we may encour
age new membership and greater
participation by younger voters and
women.
What should our State platform
be? Our stand as to tax structure
and state support of education?
Free discussion and exchange of
ideas are of fundamental form of
government and the vigor of our
political party."
Mrs Selma M. V agg of Lisbon
and Harold L Redding of Lewis
ton are co-chairmen of the confer
ence. Knox County members of the
committee planning the Conference
are Bird, Senator Cleveland Sleep
er, Jr.. Representative Freder c H

Sept. 22

Bird, Samuel W Collins. Jr.. P
Willard Pease. C. Earle Ludwick,
all of Rockland; Representative
Curtis M. Payson. Union; E. Stew
art Oberton. Rockport; Mrs. Emily
Jagels. John J. Kennedy, Camden.

Evoked A Parody
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The Rockland Gazette was owned
by Vose and Porter. Tom Barker
was Porter's nephew.
The Baptist Church had a re
vival employing Pratt and Birdsall
It was said Birdsall had an un
savory stage experience and that
each afternoon meeting here, he'd
go into a Main street saloon and
inbibe in a glass of forbidden li
quid. Hence Tom, a High School
boy. wrote and sang this parody
on a well known college song:
I wish I had a barrel of rum and
sugar 300 pound
The Baptist bell to mix it in and
the clapper to stir it round—
I'd drink the health of Hartwell
Pratt and the fellar that sings
so queer,
He's a rambling wreck of a mins
trel show and a son of a gun
for beer.
Lilian S. Copping

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fales left Sun
day on a two-weeks' motor trip.
Mr. and Mrs Sumner Carlson of
Garrison Island are acting store
managers during their absence.
Mrs. Mary Hopkins is guest of
friends in Thomaston and Warren.
Mrs. Addie Jones of Thcmaston,
Mrs. Ray Vose and children of
Pleasant Point were guests Sun
day of Frank Miller. Other re
cent guests were. Ed. Ripley and
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook of
Matinicus.
Mrs. Eula Coombs cf Cushing is
employed at Roscoe Marshall's.
Edith Dingley of Malden. Mass.,
is visiting Mrs. Ethel Brackford.
MY WAY

None deny
That I am I.
My path was made for me
Let me live.
My best to give
An do it all fcr Thee.
This is my way,
From day to day.
The best is yet to be.
Mary Morgan Ware.

D 0 YOU WANT
TO SAVE MONEY?
If you want to save money, read this advertise
ment, if not read a good book, or the news. We
have a Large Stock, bought right, and no store or
corporation can compete with us. A visit here will
quickly convince you.
I carry all standard lines, at prices you can af
ford to pay
Always remember a Dollar spent
wisely is a good investment.
Gibson, Coolerator, Admiral Electric Refriger
ators and Freezers, all sizes. Youngstown, KitchenKraft, American, and Tracy Sinks and Cabinets.
Glenwood Gas and Oil, or Coal Combination Stoves.
Electric Stoves, Gibson and Admiral.
Monarch,
Quality, Estate Electric Combination Stoves, Dual
Ovens.
Thor, Fairbanks Morse, Blackstone and
Thor Automatic Electric Washers. The entire line
of International Harvester Deep Freezers and Re
frigerators. Glenwood, and many other makes of
straight Gas Stoves.
Apartment size Electric
Stove $100. Apartment size Gas Stoves $75.00.
Several makes of Kitchen Stoves, with and without
Oil Burners. Bathroom Sets complete, or sold in
separate pieces.
Quaker, Lonagan, Duo Therm, Am. Gas. Super
flame Oil Burning Heaters. I have a very large
stock of these and we are going to sell them cheap.
Lynn and Silent Glow Range Oil Burners, high
sleeve $27.95.
We carry Sherwin Williams Paint, have a lot of
White Enamel (inside) for $3.00 gal.
Lewyt
Vacuum Cleaners, Hamilton Beech Mixers. Radios
and Radio Combinations, at prices that will floor
you. A few Overstuffed Chairs for $22.95, and 3Piece Sets, first class. Plastic Covered Breakfast
Sets, the latest colors (three) $79.95. Arvin Break
fast Sets, red and black all steel, $49.95. If you
need Used Stoves or Heaters, we have a large stock
of both.
$$

Tues'day-Thursday-Saturday
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Open Week-days, Evenings, Sundays.

$$

YOUR LOCAL FRANCHISED DEALER
Gibson Electric Refrigerators, and Electric Stoves, Deep Freez
ers. International Harvester Electric Refrigerators and Deep
freezers. Admiral Electric Refrigerators and Electric Stoves.
Monarch Electric Comb, and Glenwood Gas and Oil Stoves.
Kitchen Kraft and Youngstown Kitchens Complete.Eastern Maine’s Largest and Lowest Price Appliance Store.
Shawmut Bank Finance

Harold B. Kaler, Washington, Maine
Telephone 5-25
87-88

Bird" was the attraction at Farwell
Opera House.
Dr. H. L. Richards opened a den
tal office at 302 Main street.
One of Knox County's most inter
esting legal cases came to an end
yesterday, when the trial, which
had taken four days, sustained the
will cf the late Mary E. Campbell.
A small tornado covering a course
of two miles wide, came down the
Penobscot this afternoon and was
responsible for a large amount of
property damage, as well as the
death of a Belfast resident, Allie
Richards.
Black Fitzsimmons was knocked
out in the fourth round at Elm
wood Hall. Tlie fight was scheduled
for 15 rounds. Dave Sawyer chal
lenged the winner.
Clarence Beverage. L. N. Littlehale L. F. Clough were planning to
attend the World Fair in St. Louis.

DEVALUATION OF THE POUND
Has Turned Financial World Topsy-Turvy—
What It Means To Americans

Captain Archibald of the Steam
er Monhegan reported that there
was considerable anxiety in the vi
The value of the American dollar
cinity of Boothbay Harbor and
has been raised in huge key areas
Round Pond for the safety of sev
of the world. But the place where
eral of the Porgy steamers which
the change will be felt the least,
went out last week before the
probably, for some time is the store
storm and had not been heard from.
where you trade at home.
On the cars of the RT.&C, Street
Railway to-day each car was in
Tlie dollar buys more goods to
charge of a lady to collect fares.
day in 11 countries and the list
The entire receipts of the day
grows by the hour. That means if.
were turned over to the Knox Hos
you have a bushel of wheat, a bale
pital The young lady conductors
of cotton, or a ton of steel to sell
were: Leila Winchenbach. Alta Mc
in these countries, you should be
Coy, Tina Jameson, Mollie Jame
able—theoretically—to get more for
son, Beth Washburn, and Annabel
them in the form of Australian
October 3
Williams of Thomaston. Geneva
wool. Scotch whiskey. Irish linen,
Sherman and Marion Wadsworth
Rev. Flank W Sandford, head of
of Camden, Georgic Stetson, Rock the Holy Ghost and US Society, Malayan rubber and tin. South Afport; Gldays Jones. Myrtle Doe, notified his followers all over the raican diamonds, Indian burlap,
longAnnie Blackington, Alice Webb, word to pack their belongings and African cocoa, Egyptian
staple
cotton.
Belle Donahue. Emma Cobb, 'Abbie j come to Shiloh, which was located
But there's a catch in that one,
Bird. Mattie Simmons, Martha near Brunswick
too.
Maybe two or three.
Cobb. Lena Thorndike and Caro
Ruel Robinson, a candidate for
For one thing, most of ttiese
Littlefield of Rockland.
State Senator on tlie Republican
countries have strict limits on the
i ticket in the recent election, en
Sept. S3
amount of American goods they let
A killing frost struck Maine last tered a writ of mandamas against
in Chances are they'll be buying
night with crop damage estimated the town clerk of St. George. Mr
less of your goods than before. Tlie
at $500
Robinson claimed that through
main idea of devaluation of the
Sheriff Tolman and deputies error his Democratic opponent was
British pound and its allied curren
Bowley, Smalley
and
Gushee elected, though he, Robinson, had
cies around the world is to sell you
seized a large quantity of whiskey a majority of nearly 130 votes.
goods, not to buy yours.
on High Island.
Ruel Whitney, a member of the
Second, the goods you have for
Rockland
High
School
football
team
The people of Thomaston and vi
sale cost more now than the com
cinity were mourning the death of escaped serious injury when he fell
petitive goods of lhe sterling area
the Rev. L L. Hanscom, D D pas from the train at Thomaston. The
in the world markets. Just last
tor of the Methodist Church in train was enroute from Bath Whit
week it was the other way around.
Thomaston.
ney was not missed until the train
Britain couldn't sell here because
arrived in Rockland.
Sept. 24
her products cost too much. Now
Rockland High football team wi
A good many ‘ fairy stories" were
it is your goods that overnight have
being circulated, but it seemed to made up as follows: Weeks le, R
been priced up, because theirs came
have been clearly established that Whitney It. Green lg. Trainor c.
down.
radium rays might seme day prove L. Whitney rg, Butler rt. Ring re.
It's going to be harder than ever
{ Spaulding qb, Karl lhb, Marshall
of great commercial value.
for you to sell in world markets
The Schooner Yankee Maid was rhb, Simmons fb
That may pile up some goods here
discharging corn and fine feed for
October 4
at home. And that could lead either
the Camden Lumber Grist Mill Co.
The annual Fair cf Pleasant Val to lower prices here, or less produc
The Archbishop of Canterbury ley Grange opens today at the As
tion which means fewer jobs.
who had been vacationing in Bar sociation hall, iiead cf Middle
Third, from now on the boys are
Harbor was considerably shaken up street. The three-day affair in
playing for keeps. They’re out to
in a train wreck at East Brookfield. cluded exhibits of horses and cat
capture the world market whereMass J. Pierpont Morgan was also tle, horse and oxen pulling, baby
ever they can. They h ive a definite
on the train and was also shaken show, dog shew, etc.
eye on the wealthiest market of all
up but unhurt.
Fire Engine No. 1, recently re —her in the United States. They
W F Tibbetts was Shipping turned frem the manufacturer's
want American dollars, and want
CommKsioner with an office on after extensive repairs, tvas tried
them badly.
Main street, opposite Willow street, out at the new reservoir at the cor
Willing to pay 18 cents for Mal
having recently moved from Till ner cf Oliver and Limerock streets.
ayan
natural rubber and $1.03 a
son's wharf.
Chief Engineer Manson and Fire
The Schooner Ellen Little was Chief John Karl pronounced it a
in the 20-months-old class.
launched from the Cobb Butler I success.
The upper part ef Sea strict was
Shipyard.
Mrs Coney, who had for the past being treated to a much needed coat
Sept. 26
year been in charge of the local
Daniel Sully and his company office of the Postal Telegraph Co., of limerock chips.
October. 6
were at Farwell Opera House.
had gone to Philadelphia. Frank C.
The Megunttcook Woolen Co. of
Sept. 26
Pratt was made the local manager. Camden was petitioned into bank
John Tibbetts was a student at
ruptcy.
October 5
New York University.
At the Baby Show at Pleasant
At the dog show at Pleasant Val
Douglas W Fuller was attending
Valley Grange Hall, George W. ley Grange, Arthur Haines rabbit
the U. S. Naval Academy.
Hamlin won first prize in the 10- hound received first prize. C. A.
The Steamer Ransom W. Fuller
months-old class and Ernest Kelley Moore second, and R. M. Packard
arrived here yesterday ncop from
third.
Boston, about 6 hours late on ac Crie a prize in (he nine-months-cld
class. Corice L. Thomas received
Willie Page, 18-year-old son of
count of a heavy blow.
second prize in the 18-months-old Charles Page of Martinsville, lest
The Harcourt Stock Co., which
class, and Hiram Hall Crie a prize his life by drowning.
had been playing in Vinalhaven,
were quartered over night at the
St. Nicholas Hotel before leaving
for Waterville.
The H. M Brown cigar makers
were challenged by the J. W Ander
son Cigar Makers to a bowling
match.
Sept. 27
Store Hours—Open from 8.00
M. to 9.00 P. M.
fit
A new pneumatic drill was tried
Including Sundays
out yesterday at the McLoon and
Stover quarries in Warren, which
was expected to replace hand dril
ling.
A Main Central passenger train
was wrecked at Lewiston yesterday
causing the death of three persons
and injuring over a score of
others. Among those dead were
William S. Chapman of Rockland,
Fireman.
Thomas Nagle of Bath joined
the orchestra of the Farwell Opera
House.
Anthony McNamara, traveling
salesman for the Rockland & Rock
port Lime Co., was a passenger on
the train which was wrecked in
Lewiston on Monday and escaped
injury

pound for tin last week, they may
figure that they aren't compelled'

SEARSMONT
Mrs. Anna Shure of Highland
Park, N. J., who has been spending
the Summer at her home here en
tertained for tea recently a group
of friends and neighbors. The
guests were Mrs. Ann Follett. Mrs.
Albert Berry both of Montville,
Mrs. James Burkill, Miss Eldora
Harriman both of Liberty, Mrs.
Elizabeth Gray, Mrs. Ben Talenbloom, Mrs. James Wixon, Mrs.
Harriet E Knight and Mrs. Russell
Knight all of Searsmont. Mrs.
hure's son Melvin and his wife
Selma, who are here from New JerMrs. Cora Hutchins has returned
to the home of her daughter, Mrs.
R. B. Knight and family, after
spending several weeks with her
daughter in Vasselboro.

to lower their asking prices on rub.'
ber and tin just because the Amer- j
ican dollar theoretically ought to j
buy more of them today than it did i
|
last week.
The price of rubber has already
been raised 20 per cent in terms of
the Malayan dollar.
Therefore, if we were willing to
pay 18 cents per pound of our mon
ey for Malayan natural rubber and
$1.03 a pound for tin last week, tion."
British woolens and worsteds
they may figure that they aren't
compelled to lower their asking gloves, chinaware, leather products,
prices on rubber and tin, just be even Scotch whiskey may be bought
cause the American dollar theo cheaper than formerly. But don't
retically ought to buy more of them count these chickens before they
are hatched. The British can raise
today than it did last week.
The price of rubber already has their prices on them.
In time, they may have to be
been raised 20 per cent in terms oi
tlie Malayan dollar. It was the drop cause their costs of living are go
of American synthetic rubber to 18 ing up. There will be an immediate
cents a pound that forced Malayan hike in the price of bread in Briprites Io that level. They've wanted! tain. Demand for wage boosts can
lo raise the price of natural rubber be expected after that. Cost of pro.
for some time. Devaluation gives duction would rle, and so would
them the chance and the excuse. their prices. Britain is going to
After all, they'll tell American tra have to watch out or they'll start
ders, it will cost you no more—in' another inflation spiral there. To
take advantage of the new higher
dollars.
But there are certain goods that' purchasing power of your dollar
may come down in price in Amer- ' you will have to buy something in
ican stores, when currency adjust the sterling area. Or go there as a
ments are made American import, tourist, before their prices rise. The
ers are know’ll to have been delay dollar will be tops for tourists for
ing buying of British goods for sev awhile.
Meanwhile the American dollar
eral months in expectation of a
is the acknowledged world leader
cheaper pound.
A flood of these goods may hit today. Years ago it was the pound
the market in coming weeks, to that sat on the world financial
take advantage of the short term' throne. Today your dollar is the improfits to be made from the cut in! portant thing everywhere—and it
tlie pound. Textile importers havej is worth more in many countries
aid that American orders on Bri today than it was just last week,
tish books are large—orders that —by Sam Dawson. Associated Press
were marked "hold for devalua- writer.

. .M sav'"’’* 0"

TorhSStf-*’
Wc carry the quality lines of nationally known hand and power
tools. Check the savings we offer you!

A?2ustat,e
Wrench

Sept. 28

W. W Case who was the owner
of an Aeroplane gave Capt. Hurley
a ride in his airship.
Black Fitzsimmons was billed to
fight at Elmwood Half in Rockland
Harold Heald cf Camden was the
victim of a shooting affray yester
day. Although shot in the head
Mr Heald was not in critical con
dition
The Campbell Will Case on trial
at Knox County Court was at
tracting wide attention.
Jerry Murphy, the veteran hack
driver was contemplating a trip to
Hot Springs.
Sept. 30

The street department were re
moving a coat of mud from Union
street.
W M Moore, who had been purser
on the steamer Monhegan was
promoted to agent of the Portland
& Rockland Steamboat line at
Portland.
He was succeeded by
Daniel Munro.
October 1, 1904
"The Mummy and the Humming

...

Native Fowl.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .41
Pig’s Liver .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib. .27
Armour’s Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .17
Cloverbloom Butter.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ib. .68
Armour’s Milk.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 cans .45
pk. .45
Native Potatoes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Hamburg Steak .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . lb. .39
Lean Stewing Beef.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Ib. .59
Pot Roast .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .59
Round Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Ib. .77
Sirloin Steak .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Ib. .63
Squire’s Frankfurters.. .. .. .. .. . . ib. .47
Duz Soap Powder.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .28
Oxydol Soap Powder.. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .28
Rinso Soap Powder.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg. .28
No. 2’/2 Cans Tomatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21
Bananas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs. .25
Tokay Grapes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. .23
Sweet Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 lbs. .21
You Can Have Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limits
plenty of free parking

BOBILL’S MARKET
Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218

PLIERS
Polished nickel
finish. Drop
forged steel;
wire cutter.
Length 6 Inches.

$1 -85

| Strongest chrome vanadium steel,
£
drop forged, heat treated, tem■
pered. Jaws open to I
Over^^ill length 10". A handy shop tool!

39c

__________________ _______

FILES
High guallty tiles
for ell needs.
Shown ere 8-inch
mill file.

BOBILLA. ’S

__

SLIP JOINT

(this Mat's rtATUur

f

PRICES ARE LOW AT

sey on a vacation, helped to en
tertain with moving pictures. A de.
licious lunch was served by the
hostess, and a very pleasant time
enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
the Misses Joan Alexis and Faith
Harriman and Alton Collins attend
ed the Boynton reunion, Sept 11,
at Sheepscot Lake, Grange HalF
Palermo.
Mrs. Ava Simmons of Oakland Is
visiting the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Bryant.
Prof, and Mrs. Bartlett Whiting
and son Jere, have returned to
Cambridge, Mass., after spending
the Summer at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Cushman
and family have moved into the
house formerly owned by MrsDow, coming from Kineo, where
Mr. Cushman has been employed. „
The W.S.CJ3. met at the vestry
Sept. 13. for a roll call and benefit
luncheon. There were 22 members
and invited guests present, with
several w’ho were unable to be pre
sent for various reasons. After the
luncheon the President, Mrs. James
Nixon gave a resume of the work
accomplished by the society during
the year, which was enjoyed by ah,
also a final report from the SurfB
mer fair which netted over $225.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
were business visitors in Rockland,
Sept. 13. Mrs. Angie Kimball re
turned with them for a visit with
her sister, Mrs. Harriman.
Searsmont, to date, has turned in
$130.03 to the Emergency Polio
Drive, thanks to the fine co-opera
tion of the townspeople in general,
and an energetic group of solicitor^
in particular. Anyone who has ndt
contributed and wishes to do so
may send same either directly to
the Drive chairman, Mrs. Lester
Stearns, or contact one of the fol
lowing solicitors. Hrs. Harcourt
Daniels, Raymond Robinson, Mrs.
Etta Warren, Mrs. Frank Bryant,
Mrs. James Nixon, Mrs. Hattie
Knight. Mrs. Ethel Butler, Mrs.
Florence Sprowl or Mrs. Gladys
Gove, North Searsmont.
J*

jg

6-inch slim taper

BREAST
DRILL

BE WARM
SAVE FUEL

A gueltty drill*

attractively fin
ished.
Has
2
gear ratine, ballthrust hearing
on spindle. 3-|aw
chuck holds up
to Vj-lnch drills.

with the oil-saving

PERFECTION

$4.98

Home Heaters
Exclusive "Midget" Pilot

Burns Over 40 HOURS
On A Gallon of Oil

Modern, attractive, the Ivanhoe
Heaters, made by the Perfection
Stove Company, combine beauty,
quality and real economy. Illus

BIT
BRACE
Deluxe chrome plated tubular frame.
Select hard wood handles. Full belt
hearing action, 10-inch sweep. Re
versible ratchet. A quality tool.

trated is Model 2150 which de
livers 50,000 B.t u. per hour, can
hr made FULLY AUTOMATIC
to save work and fuel too.

IVANHOE Model 2150

$94.50

Good Red
BARN PAINT

$2.98
Gallon

HARDWARE
SPORTING GOODS
509 MAIN ST..

★

ROCKLAND. ME.

APPLIANCES
TEL. 1574
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Minturn Boy Serving

From Pacific Coast

David Lawry Is On Harbor Conics An Interesting Letter
Patrol Duty In YokoFrom a Former Nazarene
hama
Pastor In Union

CHAPTER I. Andy Ives, tired of work
ing as a hardware store clerk for 20
years, takes a grant of free land of
fered by the state to those people who
Will live there at least two years and
cultivate the property. His wife, Kate,
daughter Hope, son Dave and motherin law •’Granny,” are enthused by the
^iove.

] CHAPTER II. Hope rejects a proposa
j of marriage by Wall Harbison.

'chapter

III. The family arrives at Iti
’new home, only slightly worried aboul
^the extreme wilderness. They are greet
ed by Emerson Eliot.

CHAPTER IV. Andy and Dave look
over their land the next morning
and prdepare ttemselves for the
huge task of clearing it for produc
tive planting.
(CHAPTER V. Mr. and Mrs. Webster, a
nearby family, stop by to greet the Ives

AFTER VI. During the night the famIs awakened by the lights of a car
t Andy Investigates and Is accosted by sev
eral Inebriated men from town who are
resentful of the fact that Andy’s home
.Was used formerly by them as a camp’ ing place.
[CHAPTER VII. Andy and Dave go Into
(Newcastle where the former Is warned
by Watson Bird, hardware merchant, to
’be careful of Sig Flanagan, one of the
[hunters who called on Andy the pre• vlous evening. Andy sells his car for
some mules and a cart. Upon his return
' home he learns that during his absence
,Sl< Flanagan, on pretense of shooting a
i deer, shot buckshot into the wall of the
lives’ cabin.
CHAPTER VIII. Andy brings his prob
lem to the sheriff but finds he Is ft
friend of Flanagan’s and gets nowhere
with his complaints.
CHAPTER IX. The next day. the Websters return, bringing with them their
16-year-old daughter. Oreen.

I

CHAPTER X

I

“Bigelow Halleck's his name.
But don’t let it be said that I've
warned you 'gainst him. for his
Another and I are awful good friends.
,Big—we all call him Big for short—
was a good boy till he got inter! ested in a girl in Newcastle. That
jwas when he was the basketball star
there, an’ this girl—she's Virgie
i Winslow, the mayor’s daughter —
i turned his head with her notice, an’
| he fell mightily in love with her.
He thought she was the most won[derful thing in the world, an’ she
was the mayor’s daughter too, you
see. So when he found out that she
wasn’t playin’ fair with him, it broke
Aim all up inside an’ he took the
notion that all girls are like her.
She learned him a lot. Well, when
the basketball season was over an’.
Big wasn’t starrin’ in anything, she
dropped him like a hot brick. She
'started goin’ with a town boy an'
when Big finally found out it hit him
hard an’ he's acted different to
wards girls ever since then. Don't
have no faith in 'em it would seem.
Since his disappointment in Virgie,
Big’s been the kind that don’t take
no girl serious." She shook her head,
Ridded sadly: "I just couldn’t sleep
a wink if Oreen was out with him.
Mercy, no!"
When the Websters left, Dave
made a point of being very busy
elsewhere, and it wasn’t until he
heard the pickup roar away that he
returned to the house, more or less
furtively.
"You aren’t very gallant,” Hope
said, ‘‘It’ll serve you right if Oreen
never looks at you again.”
i "That'n be too soon,” Dave
'Snapped,
Mr. Webster came early the next
(morning, bringing his frow for rivjing out shingles, and soon the work
was progressing rapidly.
Two more homesteaders came by
that afternoon and helped for a
time. They were Mr. Buckley, a
short, wiry man of indeterminable
age, and Mr. Wallace, who was
rangy, red-haired, and freckled. The
work moved faster. Andy and Mr.
; Webster would drive to Newcastle
in the morning for two-by-fours and
the material for the well.
A The sun was almost down when
Bugler's roaring announced some
one’s approach. Andy left the chair
at the right of the fireplace, where
he had been resting, and went to the
door.
It was Mr. Eliot. He was walking
fast. His right arm swung in time
with his quick, short steps, but his
left arm hung still, as if it wished no
ipart in either the man’s haste or
:the tempo of his walking.
| "What's your hurry?” Andy
[Called. "Come in.”
1 "Hello,” Mr. Eliot said crisply. He
Was undeniably excited. It was in his
eyes, which were bright and quick
behind the heavy-rimmed glasses; it
,was on his round face, and in the
atern set of his usually gentle mouth.
Perhaps we’d better talk out here,"
he said, casting a furtive look to
ward the woods to the south.
, "What’s up?" Andy asked, going
out to meet him. "Anything hap
pened to Mr. Flipp?”
“No.” Mr. Eliot puffed a few
times, recovering from his fast
.walk. "We are of the opinion that
jbomething is about to happen to
' you.”
; "That so?” Andy looked at him
fwonderingly. "What are you talking
about, Mr. EUot?”

Any Tactics
'However Spurious
"Mr. Flipp returned to our cabin
■ few minutes ago, from setting
some traps, and found me deeply
engrossed with an intricate chess
.problem. I’ve often attempted to In
terest Mr. Flipp in chess, but he re
fuses to see the beauty and depth of

its infinite combinations; he prefers
checkers, I regret to add. However,
that is neither here nor there. He
came in from setting his traps and
asked me to come and tell you not
to go near the southwest corner of
your place tonight.”
Andy blinked. "Why? I wouldn’t
have any business down there to
night—but why?"
Dave came out then, curious as
to the purpose of Mr. Eliot’s visit.
"The reason for his warning is
this," Mr. Eliot said. -'Someone has
killed a young doe and planted it
on your property.”
Andy started in surprise. "Why,
the dirty, sneaking—”
"Mr. Flipp caught a fleeting
glimpse of a rider leaving that part
of your quarter section. He was un
able to recognize the man, but he
did note that it was not a black
horse.”
"So, they’d try to frame me for
killing a doe!” Andy mused. "Why,
I’ve been busy here all day; I
haven’t shot a gun since coming out
here; I don’t have a hunting license.
Of all the—”
"Mr. Flipp reasons—and I think
his mental processes are sound in
this instance—that the warden will
come here before long and inform
you of what he has discovered, to
wit, the dead doe. It may be trouble
some."
"They'd have to prove something,
though,” Andy pointed out.
"The warden would say that none
of the hunters could have killed the
doe there, for they have been much
farther to the southwest all day. He
would say that you shot the deer
and left it there until after dark be
fore bringing it to the house in
stealth. He would say—”
"Maybe he would say all these
things," Andy broke in, "but that’s
not proof. Why, what chance would
I have had to kill the doe? Another
thing, why would the doe have been
•own there, open to a shot, when
the hunters were so far away?”
“Oh, when the hounds are running,
the deer are excited, and they ap
pear almost anywhere. Mr. Flipp is
in concealment not far from the doe,
watching to see the warden make
the ’discovery.' "
"Let’s go down there,” Dave put
in quickly, "and drag the doe oil our
land. We could throw it into the
bayou and—”
Mr. Eliot raised a hand for si
lence. "No. Positively not that! It
may be that someone is down there
on watch, and if you go near the
deer your case will become even
more dangerous and complicated. If
you touch the deer, then your ac
cusers will be in a position to sub
stantiate the accusation that you
shot it and then waited for dusk or
darkness before bringing it to the
house. Don't go near it."
Andy shook his head slowly, "I
didn’t think they were that low
down! I didn’t think—”
“Of course not," Mr. Eliot agreed
gently. "Nor did I. We are idealists,
Mr. Ives. It is an unfortunate men-

Hope was taking up hot biscuits
as Big Halleck entered the kitchen.

tai state, viewed immediately, but
ultimately it makes for a better
world. Do you play chess?”
“I’ve played a few games. What
did Mr. Flipp think I'd better do
about this?”
"He sent no instructions by me,
save that you must not go near the
doe. He wanted you to be aware
of the chicanery that is shaping up
against you. I am pleased to point
out, though, that in such matters
Mr. Flipp is very resourceful, and
it is entirely possible that he will
arrange some means of protecting
you."
"I don’t want him getting into
trouble, though, to save me,” Andy
said worriedly. "If he tries to drag
the doe away, they may catch him.”
Kate came to the door then and
called supper. "You come in too,
Mr. Eliot,” she invited. "I’ve set a
place for you.”
"It would be delightful,” Mr. Eliot
assured her, "but I must return

to—”
“Say,” Dave cut in, “there comes
somebody now. Mr. Flipp, isn't it?"
They looked and saw the tall, nar
row figure of Absalom Flipp taking
shape out of the darkness of the
woods. He was walking faster than
usual. Jessie Bell ambled along be
hind him. Bugler bellowed at the
shadowy figure, then caught sight
of his mother and ran to meet her.
"Evenin’, all," Mr. Flipp greeted
them placidly. “Yes’m, Miz Ives,
we’ll take supper with you, an'
thanks.”
"Good!” Kate said. "I’ll set an
other place.”
“Le’s go in,” Absalom said calm
ly as Andy started to question him.
"They’ll be more comp’ny ’fore
long, an’ nobody here ain't s’posed
to know nothin's wrong. Caucusin’
out here might look s'picious."

The li es Meet
A Neiv Neighbor
They went in, sat before the fire
while the women set the extra place
and finished dishing up supper. Andy
thought—and so had Mr. Eliot—that
Absalom Flipp had come to bring
them news of some kind, but the
trapper gave no indication of wish
ing'to talk. He had removed a gum
boot, baring a bony, sockless foot to
the warmth of the hearth.
"Been walkin’ in low, wet
places,’’ he apologized. "This’n got
cold. Dang’ if I don’t break my rule
this year an’ git a pair of socks
’fore Christmas!”
"Thanks for warning me,” Andy
said. "Did you see anybody down
there?"
Mr. Flipp nodded. "The game war
den’ll be here in a minute or two.
He rode past where the doe was
dropped from the horse—same color
horse he’s ridin’ too — but he
didn't look in the sassafras clump
to see if the doe was still there.
When he headed his horse this
way, I tore out, takin' a short cut to
beat him here. He's sort of pokin’
along, waitin' fer good dark ’fore
springin’ his trap on you."
"Supper’s ready,” Hope called.
"Everybody come in.”
Mr. Flipp shoved his foot back into
the boot. "Them words make a pret
ty soun’,” he said. "I’m hongry. Say,
whur’s the wash pan? I oughta wash
up a little 'fore I eat; 1 skunt a
skunk right after dinner today.”
"I should bathe my hands too,”
said Mr. Eliot. "I dressed four buf
falo and a hundred-pound gar this
afternoon.”
"He weighed a hundred pounds?”
Dave asked, marveling. "Say, how
big do they get?"
"Much bigger than that. Three or
four hundred pounds, possibly.”
"They git so big," Mr, Flipp said,
"that you cain’t hardly lie ’bout
'em."
When the guests had washed up,
Kate seated them, with Andy, Dave,
and Granny, at the little table. She
and Hope would serve. “It’s nice to
have you both with us,” she said.
"Don’t mind Andy’s quiet, solemn
way tonight; he’s worn out. Do you
take coflee? We have no cream.”
Mr. Flipp glanced sideways at
Andy. "I bet he’s tired, all right.
Yes’m, I like it black an’ stout
enough to float a. wedge. This here
supper looks good. I ain't et womancooked vittles in a spell.”
“You should be ashamed of not
being married,” Granny said severe
ly. "Every man ought to marry and
have a family if he can.”
"Got a onion?” Mr. Flipp asked
Kate. “Ain’t nothin’ better’n onion
with fried ham.”
"I'll get one," Hope said, opening
the kitchen cabinet and fishing a
large yellow Bermuda from a sack.
“Sliced or quartered?"
"Slice it. Better if you’d soak it in
salt water fer a spell." And, to Gran
ny; "Onions is another reason why
I ain’t never married. Lot o’ wom
en turn up they noses at onions.
Danged if any woman's goin’ to tell
me what to eat, an' when!”
“I think,” Granny said, "that you
have been wise and considerate in
remaining single.”
"Pass the biscuits, Dave,” said
Mr. Flipp, ignoring her double-edged
tribute.
At this point, Jessie Bell and
Bugler set up a bedlam of warning
outside. Mr. Flipp looked at Andy,
nodded almost imperceptibly. Mr.
Eliot raised his brows and took more
rice. Dave shifted uneasily. Andy
left his chair and went to the door.
But the caller was not the warden,
who was certainly doing a fine job
of loitering on his way to the house
of Andy Ives! It was a young man

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
When I lived in Union I recall
that I used to enjoy reading letters
in your paper from people who had
moved to other parts of the nation.
Thinking that some of your pres
ent readers might appreciate do
ing the same I am. therefore, writ
ing this with the hope that you
will deem at least a part of it
worthy of publication.
I was pastor of the Church of
the Nazarene in Union from 19321934 and again from 1936-1941.
Also during parts of these periods I
pastored the Nazarene Church in
North Waldoboro. My first born
son—Nehemiah Wallace Ames, was
born on Sept. 18. 1932. Now at the
age of 17 he is in his third year
of the publication of The Ames In
formation Booklet, the first copy
of which was dated August 1947. _
In September 1947, our family of
11 moved from Maine to California.
Nehemiah has published his Book
let each month and has gone
through his Sophomore and Junioryears in Mountain View Union
If you like steamed clams, you High School. He is now a Senior.
know how luscious they are, but The policy of The Ames Informa
the shells are a bit on the cluttery tion Booklet, is to publish in each
side—throw them in an old news issue some humor, some religion
paper. Bundles of old papers, 10
cents and up at The Courier-Ga and the balance, articles and items
zette.
•
62'aw of general human interest.
Among those who have contribu
whom Andy hadn't seen before. He ted material month from month for
was getting down from his horse as publication are such well known
Andy stepped out the door, and in names as these: Louis Stephen, St.
the dim lamplight that came through Laurent; Prime Minister of Can
the door, he looked handsome and
well set up. His shoulders were ada; Harold E. Stassen, President
Pennsylvania; G
broad and heavy, and he towered a University of
full head taller than Andy.
• Frederick Owen, Authority on Pal
“You’re Mr. Ives?” he asked estine; the Governors of 12 states
pleasantly, coming toward Andy. and Alaska; a Presbyterian Medical
"My name's Halleck, Bigelow Hal
j Missionary to the Navajo Indians;
leck. They call me Big.”
"I’m Andy Ives. Glad to meet you, and the last but not least United
! States Senator
Margaret Chase
Mr.—”
"No ‘Mr.,’ ” the visitor cut in. Smith has "On The Maine Line "Make it just Big, without the han in the September issue. Many more
dle.”
“Come in and have supper with might be mentioned.
The October issue (ready for dis
us. Big,” Andy invited.
"PU warm a little; cold riding. tribution Sept. 24) contains an art.
I’ve had supper. Thanks. In case you icle by Rev. Arthur W. Gylnn, a
wonder what I’m doing here this ’ former pastor of the Nakarene
time of night, Mr. Buckley said i Church in Rockland who resigned
you're looking for a good cow to
! in May 1942 to join the Army. He
milk."
"Sure, come right in. We’ll talk served as a bombardier in the Air
about lt. Better have a cup of cof [ Corps for the duration of World
fee.”
War II. He now resides in Burns,
"All right, I will. It’d warm me Oregon.
up.” He stooped as he went through
Rev. John L. Sawyer and family
the door.
of Tenant's Harbor motored to Cal
ifornia this Summer to visit rela- j
Hope Is Stunned
fives and friends. They were gone
At Seeing Big
two months and travelled over 10,
Hope was taking up hot biscuits as
000 miles. Mrs. Sawyer tells some
Big Halleck entered the kitchen. She
straightened up, her face flushed of the highlights of this trip in the
from oven heat, and almost dropped present issue. Another interesting
the pan. Then she realized that she ; article is titled Sunday Evening
was staring at him, and turned Oct. 2—A Triple Coincidence.'
quickly to the table, where Granny Many more articles make the Oct
was holding the plate for her. He
was so big! His eyes were the clear ober number one to be desired. The
est, deepest blue she had ever seen, booklet sells for ten cents per copy j
and there was about him, all of him, or by subscription one dollar a year j
a look of warm strength. His thick
Anyone reading this who may be
yellow hair gleamed in the lamp interested enough to learn more
light, and when he grinned, a little
embarrassed by facing so many about this seventeen-year-old High
strangers all at once, she saw that School boy and his monthly Ames
his teeth were white and strong Information Booklet may write to
and regular. And when he looked at him and you will receive a court
her as Andy said, “My daughter, eous and prompt reply. His address
Hope," she scarcely heard her
is: Nehemiah W. Ames, Rt. 1, Box
father's words, for Big Halleck's
eyes were level and steady and in 209-B, Mt. View, Calif.
The October issue also contains a
tense. and there was something
deep-laid in them that made her feel list of the number of subscribers
a strange weakness.
i by states and countries. The book
"Came to see me about a cow,” let has gone to every continent,
Andy explained. "Pour him a cup
of coffee, Kate. Here, Big, sit in my every state in the U.S.A., provinces
of Canada, Mexico, Central Amer
chair; I’ll bring in another.”
Then Hope remembered.
Mrs. ican countries, Alaska, Hawaii and
Webster had told them about Big British Isles and West Indies.
Halleck, of how he had been em
John- Wallace Ames.
bittered by the mayor’s fickle daugh
ter!
COURIER GOES WITH YOU
"Glad to meet you all,” said the
When you, as a subscriber of The
young man. "Hi, Mr. Eliot, Mr.
Courier-Gazette go South or West
Flipp."
Granny shot a look at Hope, for or any place on vacation for a week
she too was remembering Birdie or six months, phone or write The
Webster’s account.
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier
"Hi, Big," said Mr. Flipp. "Glad will be sent you, each issue, at no
you come. These folks need a cow. expense to yon.
tf
Pass the biscuits, Dave.”
Again, the hounds were roaring
and barking. Andy knew it must be
the warden now. He hurried to the
door.
"Get down and come In,” he
called. "Just In time for supper.”
"Thanks,” the rider said, remain
ing on his horse. "I’m on business.
You Andy Ives?”
“That's right,” Andy said.
"I'm Sam Bragg, game warden
of this district.”
"Shet up, Jessie Bell!” roared Mr.
Flipp from the door. "Who is it,
Andy?” he asked innocently.
(To be continued)

With the Eighth Army in Yoko
hama, Japan, Sept. 9—Private Da
vid S. Lawry, son of Austin Turne
of Minturn, is now servving on har.
bor patrol duty with the 347h
Transporation Harbor Craft Com
pany.
Stationed in Yokohama, Japan's
major port city and seat of the
headquarters of the Eighth Army,
Private Lawry is filling an essen
tial job with the Army’s Occupa
tional Forces here. His company
operates the several types of harbor
craft required to provide police and
traffic control in the Army operated
port.
To occupy his leisure hours, he
has access to theatres, clubs, libra
ries, evening classes, a gymnasium,
bowling alleys, volley ball and ten
nis courts, a golf course, as well as
the picturesque scenery of this an
cient country.
Entering the Army in March,
1948, he arrived in this theater in
June of the same year. He attend
ed Minturn school.
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Farnsworth Museum

RED CROSS FIELD DIRECTORS
SOLVE SERVICEMEN'S PROBLEMS

Exhibit Of the Graphic Arts
Will Be Shown There
Into October

Red Cross services to the armed forces are available wherever U. S.
servicemen are stationed. Here a Red Cross field director goes right to
a young sailor at work on his ship for the facts he needs to help solve
a problem.
The sailor was young. He had ' its post field directors and the netfinished his home leave in a south- j work of chapters for reports of
ern coastal city and was heading conditions underlying such leave
back to his California base.
requests.
He said goodby to his parents
Field directors in 364 military
and to an older brother, a marine
installations and hospitals and 1,veteran just returned from service.
059 itinerant- and sub-stations in
Then he left by bus.
A few hours later the older this country and abroad aid serv
brother was killed in an automobile icemen with personal problems that
accident. The family appealed to range from babies and budgets to
the Red Cross to locate the younger ^e!Ping sfaighten out delays that
son so he could return home.
|hold UP pa-v or faml'y aI1<>wances.
Within a short while a Red Cross ' Tha serviceman has his family
chapter secretary along the route | problems, marital difficulties, fiintercepted the bus, broke the| nancial strains, and family illnews, and helped the lad get start- joesses
disturbing to morale,
ed back home. There the chapter I Field directors, providing 24got in touch with the field director i hour service at military installaat the west coast base and verified ! tions, are pretty much in the same
the facts for the commanding offi- ! situation as the family doctor,
cer who was being asked to ex- They are routed out of bed at all
tend the sailor’s leave.
, hours to face any one of a hundred
Once or more every minute,1 complicated problems. Sometimes
around the clock last year, the Red ! it may be to get a report on the
Cross performed some service for j condition of a critically ill member
members of the military forces and ' of a soldier’s family, or to lend him
their families. Among the nearly money for an emergency trip home,
three quarters of a million cases or to find housing for a family un
handled, a large percentage involv-! expectedly arriving at the post,
ed supplying verified information j Whatever the problem, the servconcerning home conditions requir- iceman feels free to turn to the
ing emergency leave or extension I Red Cross for help, knowing that
of leave. While the Red Cross t he will find a sympathetic friend
cannot grant leave to a serviceman,i in the man wearing the Red Cross
military authorities depend upon | uniform.

Farnsworth Museum opened an
exhibit of the graphic arts to
day in the downstairs gallery
which will be on display until the
Statewide meeting ot Maine’s
printing house craftsmen on Sept.
30, which will be held at the
museum.
The several processes of putting
the written word on paper will be
described in detail in several fine
exhibits submitted by various print
ing houses of the State and New
England. The steps necessary in
four color printing to produce full
color printed material is shown
step by step with each phase fully
explained.
Lithography and offset litho
graphy are covered with samples of
the work and the plates and nega
tives necessary to produce the fin
ished product.
Letterpress printing, samples of
type and type forms will be dis
played together with a description
of the methods employed. The
photoengraving processes will be
covered in detail as will the pro
duction of engraved printed matter.
The exhibit is expected to be one
of the most valuable from an edu
cational standpoint yet shown by
the museum.
The Courier-Gazette will show,
by photography, the many steps
necessary to produce a modern
newspaper.
The series of 13
photographs starts with the re
porter through the editorial de
partment and management on to
the typesetting machines, the make
up of the news pages and the
printing on the web press of the
plant and delivery by the carrier
boy to the home.

ant John Steelman.
Nothing immediate came out of
the conference, but Mrs. Smith
plans to talk with the governor in
Maine and then to confer again
Tuesday with Steelman, who heads
up for the White House the attack
on unemployment.
"Senator Smith said that govern
ment contracts still appear to be
the best bet. She is hopeful that
Secretary of Commerce Sawyer,
who at her request sent a special
representative to survey the Maine
situation, may be able to find some
government contracts for the areas
worst hit.
"Gov. Payne, in his phone con
versation with her today, suggested
the value of public works, Mrs.
Smith said. However, she pointed
out later, Congress hadn’t passed
any such bills. Pending in the
Senate however is one bill which
would authorize advance planning
for public works. Passage of this
measure would help, she said."

light reflecting coating bonded to
the metal. There will be a slot in
the upper right corner for inser
Motorists Who Seek Low tion of aluminum tags bearing the
Numbers Must Get Busy year. These are the only things to
be changed when the vehicle is
the Coming Month
registered in subsequent years.
A new race for low or otherwise
Present registrations will be valid
attractive automobile registration
throught Feb. 28, 1950.
numbers will be on Oct. 1. New
plates will be issued for 1950 after
a two-year period when the same
plates were used continuously.
Persons holding numbers they Is Being Sought To Remedy
want to keep must submit their ap
Unemployment Situation
plications—with the regular fee—to
In Maine
Secretary of State Harold I. Goss
during the month of October.
A Washington special despatch
Those who have ordinary num
Eire plans experimental short
says:
bers now but want to pick a spe
wave transmissions to America be
"Reports from Gov. Payne of
cial number out of rotation must
fore the end of this Summer and
apply before regular assignment of Maine that unemployment in the
also plans transmissions in con
plates starts probably during the State is increasing, especially in
tinental European languages.
first week of November.
the Washington County and SacoIt costs an extra dollar to get Biddeford areas, brought about
One huge Douglas fir tree in
into the special number class for conference on the subject between California is estimated to contain
the first time, but there is no extra Senator Margaret Chase Smith iRi more than 40,000 board feet of lum
charge, Goss said, to retain the of Maine and presidential assist ber.
number the applicant already holds.
There will be a special incentive
to obtain special numbers this year,
because there won't be another
chance for a long time.
Plates issued for 1950 will be
"semi-permanent,” Goss said, de
signed to last an average of five
years.
For the first time since the warborn metal shortage, plates will be
issued for front and rear of each
vehicle.
The new plates will be made of
aluminum, with background of an
Rockland,. Maine
off-white shade and numerals of
black. They' will be covered with a

Race For Plates

Uncle Sam’s Help

FEATURE OF THE WEEK
IGA

SALT WATER VIEW COTTAGE

Pancake Flour 2 pkgs. .27
IGA Syrup. 12 oz. bot. .23
COLORADO

PEACHES,

doz. 25c

MAINE MacINTOSH

APPLES,

4 lbs.

33<

FANCY BARTLETT

II is THE FERGUSON SYSTEM
‘•That makes the difference”

IGA
Evaporated

You are cordially invited to
attend demonstrations of the

•New' FERGUSON TRACTOR with

over-head valve Continental
Engine—3 and 2 14 inch
bottom plows—The famous
Ferguson Tiller and Bush and
Bog Harrow on Farm owned byJohn Anderson, St. George Road,
Thomaston, Me,. Friday, Sept. 23,
1949 between 10.00 A. M. and 3.00 P. M.
Same schedule Saturday if it rains on Friday.

Exclusive—Only $3,250.

Milk

A beautiful seven room cottage, 2 porches, all
hardwood floors, complete bath, city water, elec
tricity, practically all furnished. This is the Ed
ward Moran cottage in Rockland. Has a beautiful
view of Rockland Harbor and Penobscot Bay.

3’cans
,a" 35c

WEST FARM AGENCY, INC.
CHARLES E. KING, Rep.

NOTT BROS. EQUIPMENT CO.
PHONE 3131
AUGUSTA, MAINE

2 lbs. 25c

PEARS,

3 PLOW DEMONSTRATION

PHONE 303
BELFAST, MAINE

87*lt

HOSMER POND ROAD.
CAMDEN. MAINE
PHONE 8537

mww

Sunny Morn

WHEN PRICES ARE HIGH

qzt tkc *****
' FROM EVERY MEAT BUY

Coffee
1 ,b-

bag

42c

Marlenc

SWIFT’S BRANDED

LAMB FORES.

Ib. .45

STEER BEEF—ROAST

Ib. .63
Oleo BONELESS CHUCK,
Ib. .43
FOWL, fancy native.
i ib. 23c STEAKS, boneless club sirloin, Ib. .79

A
* Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
ROCKLAND ENROLLMENT
If Sub-Primary Classes Had Been Held Grades
Would Have Shown An Increase
The enrollment in the Rockland
Schools has increased beyond the
estimates as made in 1947. It was
estimated at that time that the to
tal enrollment from grade one
through eight, including sub-pri
mary would be 1302 pupils. The ac
tual enrollment, grades one through
•ight, at the opening of schools
was 1163.
If sub-primary classes had been
held this year, the total enrollment
would have been 1332. or an in
crease of 30 pupils over and above
previous estimates. The actual in
crease in enrollment over and above
last year is as follows:
Grade one, 55; grade two, 51;
grade three, 5; grade five, 14; grade
Six, 4; grade seven 19; grade eight.
4. There was a decrease of 12 in
Grade Five. This leaves an over-all
increase, grades one through eight,
of 140 pupils.
If the sub-primary classes had
been carried on this year, on a one.
fourth time basis, there would have
been 172 pupils, which would repre
sent, in school load, an actual in
crease of one-fourth, or 43 pu
pils. Therefore the actual increased
pupil load over last year is 81 pu
pils. This figure takes into account
a decrease of 16 pupils in the High
School.
In that the survey made in 1947
underestimated rather than over

estimated increased enrollments, it
is safe to assume that there will
be six classes at each grade level of
30 or more each year until 1952.
This will make an increase in en
rollments of 220 pupils in the next
three years, or to be more specific,
the need for seven more teachers
and classrooms which would com
pletely fill Purchase Street School
once again. A more up-to-date
survey will be made in May of next
year in order that citizens of Rock
land can better anticipate the
needs of the schools in the future.
It is fortunate that the residents
of this city were forward-looking
and provided the new South End
School. If this building had not
been constructed pupils in Grades
One. Two and probably Three,
would have been going to school on
a one-half time basis, this year.
Now is the time to look to the fu
ture and anticipate the needs as
was done in the past, in order that
overcrowded conditions will not ex
ist five years hence.
It is recognized that Purchase
Street School can be used for
school purposes, but it is obsolete..
It's location will mean the costly
transportation of pupils of the
North End to that building in fu
ture years.
J. Weldon Russell,
Superintendent of Schools.

The Sea Breeze Staff

Largest On Record

At THS Headed By Editor Appleton Has 57 Students
Dorothy Crute and Mana
Enrolled; Fenwick Heads
ger Frank Hardy
the Student Council
Early election of a staff for the
Thomaston High School "Senior
Sea Breeze" staff indicates early
publication of the school annual
next Spring with the students
being able to purchase the books
well in advance of graduation.
The staff is nearly complete with
only the proof readers and typists
to be named when the material
starts from the editor's desk for
publication.
The editorial group is headed by
Dorothy Crute while the business
staff is under the direction of Frank
Hardy. The full staff follows:
Editor, Dorothy Crute; assistant
editor, Priscilla Burton; business
manager. Frank Hardy; assistant
business manager. Edith Hunt: lit
erary editor, Joan Young; assist
ant literary editor, Constance
Knights;
art
editor,
Marilyn
Maxey; local editor, Charlene
Spaulding.
Girls sports editor, Katherine
Lewis; boys’ sports editor, Sterling
Risteen; joke editor, Merle Haf
ford; assistant joke editor, Irene
Johnson; alumni, Robert MacFarland; school calendar, Greeta Lundin; exchange editor, Donald Paul
sen.

Appleton High School has the
largest enrollemnt in its history
this year, according to Principal
Ernest Ratten. A roster of 57 stu
dents is the highest on record in
the North Knox institution.
Mr. Ratten started his eighth
year as head of the school when
sessions opened Sept. 7. Assistant
this year is Miss Joan Vidette who
graduated from the University of
Maine last June.
Elections were held Sept. 9 for
Student Council positions with
Willis Fenwick being named presi
dent and Billie Gray vice president.
Secretary of the student group is
Gloria Mank with Marian Griffin
named as treasurer.
Class representatives are Her
bert Bean. Seniors; Jean Fish,
Juniors; Louise Grinnell, Sopho
mores and Frank Mank for the
Freshmen.
India’s Bombay government is
discussing disposing of statues of
former British kings erected in
various parts of the province.

Neve rleave an open flame heater
burning in a room after bedtime,
or when doors and windows are
closed.

ROCKPORT IN FULL SWING
Sixty Enrolled In School, Four Of Whom Are
From Out Of State; Two New Teachers

Thomaston|Senior Class Officers

“GREENIES DAY AT R. H. S.

Graphic Arts Exhibit

At Farnsworth Museum Is
Freshmen To Be Both Hazed and Honored By Being Visited By RHS4
Senior Class Today

Seniors At Rockland High On Friday

Rockland High Seniors are visit
ing the Farnsworth Museum today
in three groups to study the
The Freshmen Reception com will be in charge of Peggy Eagan. Graphic Arts show which opened
mittee has been working hard at Averie Eaton and Roland Ware. At there this morning. Director James
Rockland High School this week the door to greet the guests will be M. Brown is conducting tours of
Rita Hammond. Alberta Sprague,' the show personally.
planning a great time for Friday,
and Janice Stanley. Bruce Strat- 1 The various methods of repro
Sept. 23. The hazing will be in ton and Deane Deshon will check '
ducing the written word, pictures
order all day. Freshmen girls will the Freshmen as they enter in the
and art work are shown in detjjf
wear their hair in pin curls. evening to see that none will miss in the exhibit which is in the
Neither nets nor scarves will be the fun. Each ‘ Green-horn" will downstairs gallery.
be decorated as he comes in by Jo- I The show takes one from the
allowed to cover the pins. No
anne Chisholm, Norene Bartlett, ■ first days of moveable wooden type
make up of any kind will be used and Elizabeth
Herrick.
Other
They will wear short skirts, blouses seniors will choose their commit- down through the years to the in
turned backside to and inside out, j tees. The refreshments will be in troduction of metal type. The va
slippers on their feet. They will charge of Mrs. Hart, canteen direc- rious phases of lithography and off
carry dolls and wear ear-rings. , tor. Clean-up will be in charge set lithography are shown as well
as the steps necessary to produce
Boys will wear short pants, no of the Freshmen.
stockings, old shoes, T-shirts and | A big crowd is expected to attend printed matter by the letter press
flashy neckties. With the excep j this annual event at Rockland High process and the reproduction of
tion of class periods they will don School, the Freshmen Reception, photographs and art work &
ear muffs and mittens.
! Friday, Sept. 23. in the Rockland photo-engraving.
The several steps necessary in
The girl "greenies" will be iden High School auditorium. Please
the production of a modern news
tified by a green ribbon tied around icome!
I paper are shown in a display pre
their left leg and the boys, a green
pared by The Courier-Gazette.
bow around their head.
—Photo by Cullen
Miss Gray’s home room students
Ofticers of the Senior class of Thomaston High School who were elected this month. Left to right
The public is invited to attend
arc. Vice President Merle Hafford; Treasurer Joan Young; Secretary Dorothy C’rutc and President the gala affair in the evening.
will go to the museum at recess
Frank Hardy.
There will be more than an hour's Rockland Shop Classes See time while those in Mrs. Viik's
Micrometer Movie; Other auditorium group will visit the
entertainment
on the stage in the
ing. Sociology, French and Edutrar of the College.
museum during periods five and six
auditorium. The show will start
Films Planned
The extension courses are in cation.
respectively.
at 8 o’clock. Dancing to the music
On Monday and Tuesday stu Director James M. Brown of fMe
tended for both men and women,
announcing this program Doc- of Eddie Hustus’ newly formed
Extension Courses Will Be ana carry credit which may be ap torInO'Neill
dents
enrolled in the advanced vo museum extends an invitation to
that the College j band will follow. Eddie is a senior
Provided By St. Joseph's plied to the degree of Bachelor of of Our Ladyadded
of Mercy assuming this year antj has WjUingiy donated cational course were given oppor groups from all high schools of the
Science in Elementary Education its unique role as a liberal arts ^is band for this occasion. His tunity to see a motion picture film country to visit the exhibit which
College
on the operation and uses of the will be on display into October.
Doctor Daniel J. ONeill, presi as well as to all other degrees. college as well as a teacher train- outfit is really “solid." The total
micrometer, a tool very frequently
dent of the College of Our Lady of Classes will extend over a period ing institution empowered to grant price for thjs entire evening’s fun
Cream cheese and currant jelly
used for accurate measurements in
of
twenty
weeks,
and
will
be
75
the
Bachelor
of
Arts
degree
also'is
on
i
y
thirty
cents.
Mercy, formerly Saint Joseph's Col
are a delicious accompaniment to
automobile
and
machine
shop
work.
minutes
in
duration.
the Bachelor of Science in Educa-; The reception committee comlege of Portland, announces that
This showing of a modern film, crips crackers for an easily assem
Included in the program, Doctor tion and Elementary Education, prised of Richard Jones, chairman;
the 1949 session of Fall and Winter
explaining
up-to-date practices, is bled dessert. Cut the cheese Into
Extension courses will open the O’Neill points out, are several and therefore to accord academic Janice Koster, JoAnn Champlin,
the
first
of
many films which will squares for individual servings and
courses
which
represent
the
first
credit to those adults who desire it, Eunice Pettie, Marion Tracy, Claire
week of Oct. 3. The session will be
be
shown
and
studied bj' the voca serve the pelly in tiny individual
under the direction of Sister Mary in a cycle designed especially for is indeed happy to join the other Brickley, Dino Galiano, Wesley
tional
shop
group
and is a part of containers, if you like,
an
adult
program
in
the
liberal
Portland Colleges in working as- Hoch, Donald Joseph and Robert
Honoratus, Dean of the College.
the
new
planned
course of study
siduously to provide the badly Van Fleet have named the heads
Registration will take place on arts.
Calysta is a feminine personal
for
these
students.
Courses
will
be
given
in
English
needed educational opportunites for of the committees necessary for
Sept. 29 and under the supervision
name of Greek origin signifying
the day's success.
Decorations
of Sister Mary Aline, new Regis- Composition. Logic. Public Speak- adults.”
melody.
Read The Courier-Gazette

View Training Film

For Men And Women

UHS Reception Friday
Class Of ’53 Officially Joins
Student Body In Affair
Due This Week
The upperclassmen
of Union
High School will hold the school's
annual Freshman Reception in the
gymnasium Friday night at 8
o'clock when they welcome the 22
members of the class of 1953 into
the student body. Master of cere
monies will be Gordon Grinnell of
the Sophomore class.
The news item from UHS on the
reception says that the first year
students will furnish the enter
tainment. From that the ‘‘Freshies’’
may look forward to more than an
active evening as they are put
through their paces by their elders.
Members of the Class of 1953 are.
Frank Austin. Alden Taylor, Kath
erine Carver. Joan Knight. Grace
Calderwood. Gary Newbert, Rich
ard
Harford, Robert
Newbert,
Frances Guyette, Juanita Upham.
Keith Burns, Sandra Morine, San
dra Richards, Richard Norwood.
Lloyd
E.-ancy Charlene King,
Royce Butler, Gordon Mills, Alice
Luce, Winona Miller, Beth Young
and Adelman Norton.

Here’s
what’s underneath
Advance-Design value

The Dardenellas is celebrated
in ancient history because Xerxes
and Alexander crossed it.

Agriculture is virtually the sole
source of Egypt’s national wealth.
School begun Sept. 7, with a reg
istration of 60 students: Seniors,
20; juniors, 12; Sophomores, 12;
Freshmen, 16.
There are three new students
registered this year, two from
Townsend, Mass., and one from
Detroit, Mich.
The freshmen appear to be fit
ting into the program in grand
style and this will be “the week ’
for them—a few days of stunts and
novelties climaxed by the Fresh
man reception at the end.
There were two new members of
the faculty on hand to greet the
returning sudents. Miss Madelyn
Webber of Augusta, a graduate of

“It’s True I Tell You!”

the University of Maine, will teach
English and foreign languages, in
place of Miss Snow who retired
last June. Mrs. Frederick Suther
land from Plainfield. N. J., and a
graduate of Colby College will teach
the social studies and some busi
ness courses in place of Mrs. Brown
who resigned last June.
Mr. Sutherland will coach boys'
athletics and the baseball team is
already practicing for a few games
this Fall before the weather turns
cold.
,
The hot lunch program started
with the second week of school and
is again being well patronized. It
is expected that even more students
will avail themselves of this 6pportunity when colder weather ar
rives.

COMMERCIAL

You’re looking at the “backbone" of a Chevrolet Advance-Design
truck . . . the source of Chevrolet’s massive strength and durability.
Run your eyes over that rugged frame and those sturdy springs.
Here’s the rock-solid foundation that keeps Chevrolet trucks hauling
at peak efficiency mile after mile, year after year! Add Chevrolet’s
power-packed Valve-in-Head engine, Synchro-Mesh transmission
and Hypoid rear axle, and you’ve a combination that's built for the
load . . . powered for the pull! Come see these great trucks today!

PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

Featuring

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES—Greater power pw gallon, lowar coct par load • MA*

PHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH-Smaolh engagement • SYNCHRO-MESH TRANSMISSIONS—Qidck,

Sidney L Cullen

smooth shifting • HYPOID REAR AXLES—S timet strongs, than spiral hovel typo • DOUBLE-ARTICU
LATED BRAKES—Complete driver control • WIDE-BASE WHEELS—Increased tiro mileage • AD

TEL. 907 or 770

VANCE-DESIGN STYLING-With the cab thot "Breathes" • BALL-TYPE STEERING—Easier handling
• UNIT-DESIGN BODIES-Predsion built

87’tf

PREFERRED BY MORE USERS THAN THE NEXT

Enjoy

If yon don’t believe it, try it
yourself--------- those

RUBBER

STAMPS they sell at The
Courier-Gazette have saved me
more time and bother than I
ever thought possible!"
ANY SIZE, ANY TYPE
PROMPT SERVICE

The Courier-Gazette

PEACE OF MIND

with a

1. WHEN YOU APPLY... friendly, busi
ness-like, fast service.
2. GETTING THE CASH ... we say Yes to 4
out of 5. No delay. Come in or phone.
3. REPAYING THE LOAN ... if emergency
arises, we’re most understanding.
LOANS $25 TO $300 ON
SIGNATURE, FURNITURE, OR CAR

Te^mal

Repay
Monthly

MAKES COMBINEDI

LOAN

CASH YOU GET
$110

$190

$260

IS Mos. $9.21 $15.88 $21.60
20 Mos.

TWO

7.39

12.73

17.29

ADVANCE-DESIGN

CHEVROLET z

TRUCKS

Interest charges: 3% per month on
balances up to $150/ 2’/7 % per month
on any remainder of such balances up
to $300.(12f

FINANCE COMPANY
2nd PL, 356 MAIN ST., PHONE: 1133
Lews modi te residents ef oil surrounding towns • Small Loan Statute License He. U

LOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE BY

IEW ENGLAND FINANCE CORPORATION

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, MAINE

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
MAIN STREET,

BOCKLAND, MAINE

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
T.H.S. Freshmen Initiated Last Week

UNION HIGH CLASS ELECTIONS
Ralph Knight Leads ’50 With Moore and
Grinnell Piloting ’51 and ’52

Tigers Meet Skowhegan Saturday!^
OS

If*..*-*-,-,..,..,.

—Pboto by Cullen

Members of the Thomaston class of ’53 in their costumes which were the order of the day last
Thursday and Friday. The paddle boys in the back row watched closely for any infraction of the initiation
day rules ard punished the offenders on the spot.

The introduction of the Freshmen
into the student body at Thomas
on High took the latter part of last
week and ended with the Freshman
reception Friday night when four
new faculty members were initiated
as well.
Tuesday morning the Seniors is
sued orders to the newcomers as to
their dress and behavior the rest
of the week. They were required
to attend school in all manner of
Wierd costumes Thursday and Fri
day and were directly under the
supervision of several husky paddle
boys from the cass of ’55 who saw
to it that the youngsters complied
with all the rules of the day.

Boys were dressed as girls and
girls as boys in many instances.
Girls clumped about in fishermen's
rubber boots, while husky boys car
ried their swishing skirts well in
deed. Baby carriages were propelled
to and from school to the extent
that the school yard resembled that
of an infant clinic rather than a
high school.

Traveling upstairs was strictly on
hands and knees with those who
tried to make it cn foot, when the
paddle boys weren't looking, getting
a lusty whack for their troubles.
President Frank Hardy of the
Senior class presided over the twoday session as student principal.

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

Appleton Freshmen
To Be Feted Friday Night
At Community Hall By
the Sophomores
The Freshman Reception of
Appleton High will be held Friday
night at Community Hall and will
be followed by a dance to the
tune of Moody's Orchestra.
Officers of the Sophomore class
were elected early in order to allow
immediate arrangements for the
traditional reception to the school's
newcomers. Heading the class this
year is Delia Robbins with Arthur
Bean serving as vice president.
Beverly Fish was named as class
secretary and Louise Grinnell as
treasurer.
The reception and dance will be
colorful affairs with the Sophs
making plans to give the first year
class a royal welcome to AHS.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

J-
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The reception Friday night was
a sellout, with 450 persons crowd
ing the gym for the annual event.
Freshmen were required to appear
in official costumes which were
short dresses for the girls and short
pants and short sleeved shirts fcr
the boys, each adorned with a green
aim band.
New faculty members initiated
were science teacher Glenn Morris,
who joined the teaching staff late
last year and Mrs. Hazel Young of
the fourth grade Miss Lois Benner
cf the fifth grade, and Ncrman
Moulton of the eighth grade. aM of
whom were new teachers in Sep
tember.

Thomaston — The Seniors are Barbara
happy at the return of Clinton Beverly
Grispi.
Condon, a former classsmate, Clin

ton is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert Condon, who have returned to
their home in Thomaston after sev
eral years in Fair Haven, Mass.,
where Mr. Condon was superin
tendent of the Piece and Kilburn
Yards.

Rockland—At Chapel exercises
on Tuesday morning Principal
Boothby pointed out the law passed
by the last legislature making it
illegal to walk in the middle of the
streets. He also said that if side
walks are available the streets
should not be used by pedestrians.
He cautioned students to obey the
law and help prevent accidents.

Kaler,

Young,

Milton Proctor,
and
Margaret

Appleton—The Juniors elected
the following class officers: Presi
dent, Jean Fish; vice president,
Janice Miller; secretary, Anne
Wallace; treasurer, Billie Gray.
Junior class rings, ordered last
Spring, have already arrived and
have been distributed.
Appleton — The girls’ softball
team has elected Marian Griffin as
captain and Mabel Morang as
manager. They have already had
several after-school practices under
Miss Violette's direction.

i

Elections in the three upper
classes of Union High School have
been held and members oi lhe Stu- j
dent Council named from each of (
the classes. The Freshmen have to
weather the storm of the Frehmen
Reception Friday before the elec
tions are held.
The Senior Class is headed by
Ralph Knight as president with
Neil Hilt as vice president. Annie1
Niemi has been named as secre
tary and Paul Leonard as trea
surer.
Junior class president is Ronel-

low Moore with Donald Cramer as
vice president; Annie Moore, sec
retary and Duane Rowell, trea
surer.
Leading the Sophomores for th
year is Gordon Grinnell with Faye
Robbins as vice president. Jean
ette Upham was named class sec
retary and Marshall Payson the
treasurer.
Class representatives to the Stu
dent Council include Paul Leonard
and Patricia Waters from the Sen
ior class with Esten Peabody rep
resenting the Junior class and Edric Day the Sophomores.

Knox Business College

Enters Fine School

Enrollment at Knox Business
College has reached 37 students
with most of the towns of Knox
County being represented and one
each from Waldo and Lincoln
Counties.
Both day and evening sessions
are being held at the school.
The following students are at
tending the day classes: Mrs. Eil
een Brackett Donald E. Clark,
Bernard Duffy, Mrs. Pauline Fos
ter, John Gamage, Paul J. Halligan, Norman Hammond, Francis
D. Hedrich. Herbert Hillgrove, Mrs
June P. York and Richard Young
all of Rockland.
Miss Mary E. Tolman, Rockport;
Vernon B. Hunter, Rockville, and
Miriam Cline, Spruce Head. Gil
bert Beattie Arnold Fernald, Phil
ip Fernald. Robert Hall, Oswald
Stetson and Enos Verge. Thomas
ton, Alice May Morse, Waldoboro.
Those students who attend the
evening sessions are: Elden Mad
docks. Jr., Belfast; Chauncey Grin,
nel, Camden: and the following
from Rockland: Richard Harper.
Edgar Kent, Mrs. Edna Melvin,
Jean Morris, Kenneth Nelson, Jr.,
Ruth Roberts, Freeman Staples,
and Grace Thompson.
Vernon Kenney. Rockport; Helen
Adams, Janet Johnson, Avis Max
ey, Christine Maxey and Anita
Robinson, Thomaston .
Those students averaging 100 in
arithmetic to Sept. 15 are: Mary
Tolman. Enos Verge, Robert Hall,
Oswald Stetson, Gilbert Beattie.
Alice Morse, Richard Young. Ar
nold Fernald. Philip Fernald.

Miss Grace Paulsen, daughter 'qf
—Photo by Cullen.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paulsen, 17
The Tigers’ ball carriers who go into action Saturday against Skowhegan on that school's home
Fluker street, Thomaston, was I gridiron.
Left to right are Bob Annis, right halfback: Dean Deshon. left halfback; Jack Smith, quarter
among the 65 freshman students back and Dick Robarts, fullback.
who entered the Presbyterian Hos
Rockland's Tigers go into their
pital School of Nursing in Chicago 1
second game of the season Satur
Monday. Miss Paulsen is a 1945
day against Skowhegan after a
graduate of Thomaston High
week layoff due to a hole in the
School and received her B.A. de
schedule last Saturday.
gree at Wheaton College in Wheat
Reports have it that the Skow
on, Illinois.
hegan squad suffered heavy losses
The Presbyterian Hospital School
by graduation and cannot be ex
of Nursing is widely known for its
pected to put the strong team on
high standards and the important
the field it did last year when they
positions held by many of its grad
I whipped the Orange and Black crew The cast for the Senior class
Frank Hardy
uates. It is accredited by the State
by a 32-13 score at Community play at Thomaston High was chosen Doris Turner, Henry's daughter,
of Illinois Department of Educa
Park. In turn, Rockland has six last Thursday with Mrs. Gatcombe.
Connie Knights
tion and Registration and by the
lettermen to send into the game, Miss Hall and Mr. Morris serving Sammie Turner, his son,
National League of Nursing Edu
plus several promising newcomers on the selection board.
Donald Paulsen
cation. It is also registered with
| to the outfit.
The play, a three act comedy Begonia, a colored cook, Kay Lewis
the Board of Regents of the Uni
Rockland's opener was a rough titled "A Ready Made Family" will Nicodemus, the colored gardener,
versity of the State of New York.
one as a strong Madison outfit, be shown at Watts Hall Friday.
Elwvn Henderson
Presbyterian Hospital, in which
little crippled by graduation, tied Oct. 21.
Director,
Mrs.
Ella Gatcombe
students receive their clinical in a 12-0 score on the Tigers. How- j
Stage crew and properties, Ken
The cast, which is now rehears
struction and nursing experience, ever,
the Rocklanders
showed ing. is as follows:
neth Feyler. Merle Hafford, and
cares for an average of over 40 J
themselves as a promising outfit Agnes Martin.
Priscilla
Burton
Irene Johnson. Stage manager
bed patients and 200 clinic patients and stood well against the power
and assistant director. Dorothy
daily. It is affiliated with the Uni shown by the upstate team which Bob Martin, her son,
Crute. Candy sales, tickets, and
Robert
MacFarland
versity of Illinois College of Medi rolled over competition last year
programs.
Charlene
Spaulding.
Marilee Martin, his sister,
cine and is the only large non I with hardly a halt.
Edith
Hunt
Publicity
and
advance
sales,
Helen
government hospital in the Chicago
Jack Smith will be sparking the
Sheffield. Ticket takers. Sterling
Medical Center District, in which Tigers from the quarterback po Grace Martin 11 years old.
Greeta Lundin Risteen, Alden Sewall. Clinton
are found more hospital beds and sition with Dick Robarts at full
Condon and Charles Tuttle. Ushers,
more students of medicine, nursing back and Dean Deshon and Bob Miss Lydia, an old maid.
Joan Young Gladys Cushman and Naomi Hen
and related professions than in Annis carrying the load in the half-.
derson.
Henry Turner, Agnes’ fiance,
any similar area in the world.
I back positions.
The line is gaining fast after a
better than
average
showing
against Madison and should offer
Includes New Teachers In some real opposition to the Skow
hegan backs on their own gridiron
Commercial Subjects and Saturday
afternoon.

“A READY MADE FAMILY”

Thcmaston Seniors To Present a Three Act
Comedy At Watts Hall Oct. 21

Union High Faculty

V

MAJK A DAK

Miss Donna Shaw of Windham,
a graduate of Nasson College in
Springvale, is teaching commercial
subjects at Union High School,
joining the faculty at the open-

STATE OF MAINE

STATE OF MAINE

LOWEST - PS/CED

CAS

W/TH "SOCKET" ENG/NE

The performance of the new ’’88” is so phe
nomenal, you've got to try it to believe itl

et

Malic Drive*

dealer today for the motoring thrill of

equipment—teamed up with the "Rocket”

vour life ... the "Rocket” ride! 5 ou‘11 never

Engine for the most thrilling driving you've

forget vour first sensation behind the wheel

ever known! All this plus a new Body by
Iisher lower, wider, uith more visibility.

qf Oldsmohile’s brilliant highway star

the

Oldsnutbile ”88" Convertible Coupe icith
"Rocket" Engine. * lhdra-\1atic Drive
standard equipment on Series ”Q8" and
”88" models, optional at extra cost on ”76.”

ami II hirlaicay as standard

YOU’RE INVITED! Call your Oldsmobile

But words cau’t describe it—you've got

Futuramic "88!” It's the lowest-priced car
with the high-compression "/{octet" Engine!

to drive it to believe it! So make a date

Here’s smooth, sparkling, spectacular action

with the "88” ... a thrilling ride is ready

in all driving situations! Here’s Hydra-

for you at the nearest Oldsmobile dealer's!

OLDS
GENERAL

PHONE

YOUR

OLDSMOBILE

ing of school this year. Second
new member of the faculty is Miss
Cecile Lewis of Carmel who is
teaching French and English. She
is a University of Maine graduate.
The teaching staff is completed
by Principal Winfred Kenoyer and
Edmund Gibson, both veteran,
teachers at Union.

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND FISH
ERIES AND GAME
AUGUSTA, MAINE

//^

W/7W T/K

Phone your Oldsmobile Dealer • • •

POWER OIL BURNER

Languages

Give us a ring for a Rocket ride!
A

W# J.*i

Enrollment Reaches 37 This Grace Paulsen Of Thomaston
Year; Students From
A Freshman In Chicago
Several Towns
Institution

Rockland—On Friday Freshman
Gash the fat around a slice of
home room 6 elected Judith Camp
bell as devotionals chairman and smoked ham before baking and
broiling to keep it from curling.
Barbara Boynton as receptionist.
Rockland—The office messengers
Cloves may be inserted in the fat
for this week arc: Josephine SoboGreece's rayon output hit a peak if desired before cooking and the
leski, Nonna Olson, Alice Travis, of 1,820.000 pounds last year.
slice basted with apple cider.

rl

ted,

M O T O « S

DEALE

Phone 889, FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, or visit us on Winter Street

VALUE

PUBLIC NOTICE
In conformity with th“ provisions
of Chapter 7, Resolves of 1949. the
Commissioner cf Inland Fisheries
and Game hereby promulgates the
following rules and regulations to
become effective on the 31st day of
August, A. D. 1949.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
KNOX COUNTY
Closing Salt Pond, in the towns of
Friendship and Cushing, in the
county of Knox, to ice fishing.
Making it unlawful for any per
son to fish in any manner or at
any time, or with any device or
to have in possession at any time
any kind of fish taken therefrom,
except as may be provided in these
rules and regulations or by law.
Whoever violates any provision
of these rules and regulations shall
be subject to a penalty of not more
than $300 00 and costs or impris
onment for not more than ninety
days, or both said fine and im
prisonment.
• • • •
In conformity with the provisions
of Chapter 57, Resolves of 1949. the
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries.
and Game hereby promulgates the
following rules and regulations to
become effective on the 31st day of
August. A. D. 1949.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
KNOX COUNTY
Closing Rocky Pend in the town
of Rockport and Johnson pond in
tlie town of Appleton, both in Knox
County, to ice fishing.
Making it unlawful for any per
son to fish in any manner or at any ,
time, or with any device or to have
in possession at any time any kind
of fish taken therefrom, except as
may be provided in these rules and
regulations or by law.
Whoever violates any provision
of these rules and regulations shall
be subject to a penalty of not more
than $300 00 and costs or imprison
ment for not more than ninety!
days, or both said fine and impris-'
raiment.
Dated at Augusta, Maine, this,
31st day of August, A D. 1949.
GEORGE J. STOB1E, Comm r.

84-TH-87 1

Completely Installed with one
Year of Service FREE!
a
7--------

z

a

L?

1

Includes 275 gallon oil
tank,
Electric
Safety
Switch and Filter. Drafto-stat, Fire-omatic Safety
Valves. All necessary pipe
ittings and safety controls.

For Warm Air Furnaces,
also Steam and Hot Water
Boilers.

COMPLETELY
INSTALLED FOR

$249.50
CALL 205

FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE
— ON—

PLUMBING, HEATING AND
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we an
nounce a new service of giving free estimates on
your plumbing, heating or electric water pump re
quirements. Take advantage of this free engineer
ing service, and call—
ROCKLAND. 205 or 206
Take Advantage Of Our Budget Plan. Take Three Years to Pay.

H. H. CRIE COMPANY
328 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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ROCKLAND

Film
Council
"Projected Visual Aids' will again
be in the public's mind and eye as
the Rockland Film Council swings
into stride for the Falf and Win
ter programs with a monthly
meeting at the Farnsworth Art Mu
seum Thursday night at 7.30, with
President Ruth Rogers in charge
• • • •
Speaking of "visual aids there
Is a new book on the AV i audio
visual! Shelf at the local library
on 'Preparation and Use of Visual
Aids. ’ Authors of the book are
Kenneth B Haas, Field Agent lor
Business Education, Washington.
D. C.; Special Training Consultant
and Harry Q Packer, State Super
visor of Distributive Education.
West Virginia Department of Edu
cation More important to us of
Rockland than the information
about the technical ability of the
authors is the knowledge included
in the pages of their book. In 13
chapters the authors list all types
of visual aids, sources of equipment
and materials, how to use same ef
fectively, how to make your own,
and how to use inexpensive but
often overlooked sources of "visual
education Why not pick this book
up soon and then get it back
quickly so others may use it.

If you are interested in what the
business thinks of visual aids and
what it is doing about them, bor
row the July issue of
Business
Screen Magazine " at the Rockland
Public Library. All sorts of factual
reports on the various industries
their new lilms, and reports of what
industries and film councils are do
ing and have done recently are all
graphically portrayed in this issue.
• • • •
The ninth annual edition of Ed.
ucators Guide to Free Films'' has
been received by the Rockland Film
Council, and will be available for

Radiator Repairing
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
#19 MAIN ST.,

T ues'day-Thursday-SaturdaV
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25 Years Ago

First Company "Non-Red" Oath Wins Acclaim Greatest Laughmaker

Elmer Dow bought a 45-acre
farm in South Warren.
Miss Louise Sawyer was elected
district Red Cross Nurse for an
other year.
Mrs. William H. Glover died at
her home on Middle street aged 77
years.
The new Finnish Congregational
Church on the Georges River road
was dedicated.
The Thompson house at the head
of Limerock street was destroyed
by fire. It was an old landmark.
John Heiskenen was killed by a
delayed blast in a Water Companytrench.
Elmer Rising signed with Cam
den for the following season.
Rev. Bert M. Fernald was elected
U S. Senator by 50.000 majority.
Ralph O Brewster's majority for
Governor was 36.000.
Republicans swept Knox County,
Filing the first company non-communist affidavits with the govern
electing George W. Walker State ment, even though the Taft Hartley Act requires signatures only from

union leaders, wins acclaim for the officers »nd directors of the Timken
Koller Bearing Company. In a letter to Secretary of laibor Maurice
serving the needs of the area. Mrs. Tobin, William E. Umstattd, Timken president, pictured above, states
Ruth Whitin, who served so admir-1 that company officers, directors and men charged with negotiating
contracts with labor unions should sign anti-communist and anti
ably last year as booking secretary, subversive oaths.

is leaving soon for residence out of
According to General Counsel Robert N. Denham of the National
state, and one of the items on the Labor Relations Board, the affidavits were accepted with pleasure and
agenda for Thursday evening will will be kept in the files as evidence of the outstanding good faith and
managerial cleanliness of the Timken organisation.
be the selection of a successor.
• • • •
Several moves have been made in congress, unsuccessful so fur,
Four new color 16 mm films pro to require oaths from employers as well as unions.
duced recently under the supervis
ion of prominent Canadian peda- Senator; Edward K. Gould Judge and general shaking up
gogians in a series called "Creative of Probate; Milton M Griffin, clerk Sheriff Thurston bought the Paint
Edward R. Veazie, Factory lot on Park street.
Hands'- are: 1, Paper Sculpture, 2, of Courts
Finger Painting. 3. Model Houses, County Treasurer; Raymond E. Miss C. Jane McDonald, milliner,
Leonard R died at her home on Pleasant
and Design to Music These films Thurston, sheriff;
are five and a hall minutes each. Campbell, County Attorney and street.
How long before they will be avail George W. Gushee, County Com Edmund J. Barter, 55, died at
able for rent in this area is nut missioner The County majorities his home on Camden street
averaged better than 1000.
The new Central Fire Station
known.
• » * •
• • • •
was approaching completion.
Mrs. Susannah Blake died at her
In the June-July issue of "Film
Senator Oscar W. Underwood of
News" at the local library is a home on Park street.
Alabama addressed a Democratic
listing of new religious films. The I Fiank H. Whitney was substitut rally from the Court House steps
• • • •
author of the article is Robert M 1 ing as keeper of Franklin Island
William E Basslck was elected
Perry, Assistant Professor of Re Light, of which he had charge
Eminent Commander of Camden
ligious Education at New York many years before.
F. S. Philbrick, Grand Army vet. Commundery.
University, and he offers to assist
churches in selecting worthwhile eran was knocked down by an au Capt. Halsey Hawthorne, former
tomobile.
ly of Thomaston, died in Fillmore,
showings.
The Rockland Rotary Club held Calif.
• • • •
If the Rockland Film Council its preliminary organization meet Capt. David H Summer died in
can be of any assistance to any or. ing. Dr Wallace M. Spear was ap St. George, aged 78 years.
ganization in the community, feel pointed chairman of the organiza The village and Razorville schoolfree to call on. A start has been on tion committee.
Associated with houses had been remodelled.
the fund for a projector to be Jiim were M E Walter. C H. Duff,
owned by the Council and made H. E. Robinson, and F. W. Fuller.
From remote antiquity clairvoy
available to members organizations. Mrs. Frank C. Knight fell down ance has been believed possessed
More about that later.
stairs, sustaining a broken wrist by favorite individuals.

Gallup Poll Awards Palm To
Bob Hope—Jack Benny
Third

9. Arthur Godfrey
10. Eddie Cantor
11. Jimmy Durante
12. Danny Kaye
13. Marx Brothers
14. Henry Morgan.
15. Charlie Chaplin.
The Marx Brothers were counted
as a team, with Grcuoho mentioned
mast frequently.
Two
interesting
sidelights
emerged from the survey. One re
veals the impact of television, es
pecially in the New England and
Middle Atlantic States. Here, vot
ers questioned gave first place as
funniest comedian TV Star Milton
Berle.
The other shows that either the
lustre of oldtime cop-an-custardpie heroes has been eclipsed by
present-day "talkie" film, radio
and television comedy artists—or
the publics memory cf silent film
comedians has faded with time.
Only one of the great silent film
comedians landed in the top 15—
Charlie Chaplin.
The memory of some voters,
however, cf the antics of Buster
Keaton. Harold Lloyd, and Fatty
Arbuckle is still good enough for
these stars of yesteryear to be men
tioned. Will Regers was named
by several voters.
Among the men interviewed, the
top 10 funniest comedians are
Hope, Berle, Benny, Skleton, Fib
ber McGee & Molly, Abbott &
Costello. Allen. Durante. Ames and
Andy, and Cantor.
The women's choices — Hope
Skelton, Benny, Belle, Abbott &
Costello. Fibber McGee & Molly,
Godfrey. Amos & Andy, Allen, and

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD
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All America loves a laugh—and
17
lb
almost every American has his c.wn
15
idea as to who is the funniest
21
8 20
0 19
laugh-maker ever In the business.
But the reigning comedian, in the
15
2b
14
n 13
publics mind, is Bob Hope.
He outdistances his closest rivals
iio 31
19
b 28
in the Institute's first "comedy
star derby’—with stage, screen,
ii
32
radio, or television stars all in
cluded—by a commanding ratio of
^9 40 41
MI
34
35 3b 37 3a
almost 2'-j to 1. Next come Milton Bel le, Jack Benny, Red Skelton
44
43
and Fibber McGee and Molly—all
4§
close on the heels of each other.
47 4&
45 4b
Who bobby-soxers and collegians
would name as the funniest come
53
34
51
50
52
dian was not determined in the
survey. But for many adult voters
57
5b
5?
questioned there's nobody, it seems,
like Hope for a laugh. He leads
bo
59
56
the parade cf side-splitters as the
Number One choice of both men
and women, cf voters in all sec
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
24- Afternoon (sbbr.)
56- American poet
1-Butts
tions of the country except the
25- Exists
\
57- Besides
5-Serpent
New England and Middle Atlantic
26- Negative
<. V-'58- Hauled
8-Gone by
viiSi
States, and of voerts of all levels of
27- Clear of
59- Make a mistake
12- Surface
Vp A
28- Before
60- Fondles
13- High card
'!*"
education.
30— Definite article
14- On the main
These facts were brought to light
31- Affirmstlv* rsplj \
15- Part of a suit
VERTICAL
in a survey involving 3043 personal
35- Employ
s,1
16- Crimson
36- Myself
interviews wtih a balanced cross17- Russian title
37- First woman
1- Utter wildly
18- A letter
section of men and women over 21
38- Prefix. From
2- Greek god of war
21- Anger
<-,i:
years of age throughout America
3- Threw Into hopeless 39- Part of verb ‘Te to'
22- Outbreaka
40- Cover
confusion
27-Recover
To the rich and poor, to the edu
41-Conjunctlon
<i I
29-Havlng many spots 4- Perched
cated and uneducated, to people in
42- Cuddle
32- Symbol for iridium 5- Swiss river
their seventies and eighties down
44- Movlng part of *
6- Perfume
33- Pronoun
machine
7- Suffix. Footed
34- Judged
to people in their twenties and
45Crowd
8- Small lump of
39-Makes amends
thirties, the institute put this ques
46- W ing-shaped *
butter
43-Never again
tion:
48- The Orient
9- Help
45-An ugly crone
49- Greek god of love
10- Wither
"Of all the comedians you have WSWEK TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 47-Look
51- Recent
11- The darnel
50-Dash
heard or seen perform cn the stage,
52- Large monkey
19-Color
52-Corroded
on the radio or television, or in the
53- Ever (contr.)
20- Jump
64-Chief actor
64-Weaken
23-Musleal note
56-R a vs
movies—which one do you think is
the funniest?'' The top 15 funni
est comedians were:
Cantor.
Laurel & Hardy, Rochester, Phil
1. Bob Hope
Names most prominently men Harris, William Bendix, and Joe
2 Miltcn Berle
tioned in the survey, after the top E. Brown.—Gallup Poll.
3. Jack Benny
15, include Bergen & McCarthy,
A convenient and inexpensive
4. Red Skelton.
Lum & Abner, Burns & Allen,
5. Fibber McGee and Molly
Clifton Webb, Will Rogers, Judy way to remove grease from your
pots and pans is to wipe them with
6. Abbott and Costello.
Canova, W. C. Fields, Dennis Day, old newspapers which you can buy
7. Fred Allen
Luigi (J. Carroll Nashi, OLsen & at The Courier-Gazette In large
8. Amos and Andy
Johnson, Joan Davis, Bing Crosby, bundles for 10 cents.
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SEE arid HEAR tH.KEX and JOHWiOVS

hhhhh. n y-ioH- in
every Tkunday on Teleiioion
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WHY THE
MISSOURI PACIFIC
RAILROAD STRIKE?
Over twenty years ago, the Congress of the
United States passed the Railway Labor Act.
It was hailed by union leaders as a model
for the settlement of labor disputes.
he leaders of the Brotherhood of

T

President Truman’s Board

Locomotive Engineers, Brotherhood
Condemns Strike
of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen,
Order of Railway Conductors, and the
There is an established legal method for
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen on the
handling disputes involving existing writ
Missouri Pacific Railroad have refused to
ten contracts—just as there is such a
avail themselves of the peaceful means
method of settling any contract dispute
provided by this Act for settling their dis
which you may have in your daily life.
putes. They insist that they be the sole
The President of the United States ap
umpire of their own disputes over the
pointed a Fact Finding Board to investi
meaning of contracts.
gate and adjust the Missouri Pacific dis
pute. This Board reported, in part, as
follows:
There is no Need for Strikes
With all of the available methods for the
interpretation of contracts, there is no
need lor a strike or even a threat of a
■trike, but the leaders of these railroad
unions have ignored the ordinary pro
cedures established by law and insist upon
imposing their own interpretations of their
contracts by means of a strike.
The wheels have stopped rolling on the
Missouri Pacific. They may stop rolling
on other railroads at any time. Recently
the Wabash Railroad was forced to dis
continue operation for several days under
■milar circumstances.

"... it is with a deep sense of regret that we
are obliged to report the failure of our mis
sion. It seems inconceivable to us that a
coercive strike should occur on one of the
nation's major transportation systems, wilh
all of the losses and hardships that would
follow, in view of the fact that the Railway
Ijtbor Act provides an orderly, efficient and
complete remedy for the fair and just set
tlement of the matters in dispute. Griev
ances of the character here under discussion
are so numerous and of such frequent occur
rence on all railroads lhat the general adop
tion of the policy pursued by the organiza
tions in this case would soon result in the
complete nullification of the Railway Labor

Act. ...”
What are These Strikes About?
These strikes and strike threats are not
about wage rates or hours. They result
from disputes aver the meaning of exist
ing contracts. They cover claims for a full
day’s pay for lees than a day’s work, or for
payments for services performed by others
who were fully paid fur the work done.

Obvktuuly the railroads cannot be

run

Guess who’s losing sleep
over this one.

efteiantly or economically if the leader* of
the unions ignore agreements or lawn

Provisions of the Law which

^OR years; folks have talked about the "low*
priced three” in the car business.

I

are Disregarded
There are five ways under the Railway
Labor Act to settle disputes over tlie mean
ing of contracts;
1— Decision by National Railroad Ad
justment Board.
2— Decision by System Adjustment
Board for the specific railroad.
3— Decision by arbitration.
4— Decision by neutral referee. <
5— Decision by courts.
'Die Missouri Pacific Railroad has been
and is entirely willing to have these dis
putes settled in accordance with the re
quirements of the Railway 1-abor Act.
Regardless of this fact, the union leaders
have shut down that railroad.

For a generation these have been the same three
ears, unchallenged for position simply because
they were lowest priced.
But take a look at the beauty pictured here and
ask yourself:

How would you like to sell against it, with its
wealth ol Buick features?

How would you like to compete with it when it
wears a price tag any new-ear buyer can reach,
gives you straight-eight performance for less than
many sixes?

truth is, this one sets a lot of standards that are
going to be hard to match.

Losses and Hardships

If these men will not comply with the provisions
of the law for the settlement of such disputes,
then all thinking Americans must face the ques
tion, "What in the next step 7"

This handy size—a dream in traffic, yet generous
in interior room—is a "must” for cars yet
to come.
The lift of high-pressure Fireball power—the
level-going comfort of the Buick ride—the luxury
of Dynaflow Drive, here optional at modest extra
cost—all these are wanted things others just
can’t overlook.

*
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So why not do the obvious thing and go see the

Innocent Bystanders Suffer
There are about 5,000 engineers, firemen,
conductors and trainmen on the Missouri
Pacific. They are known as "operating"
employes, and are the most highly paid of
all employes on the nation’s railroads, but
their strike action has resulted in the loss
of work to 22,500 other employes of the
Missouri Pacific. In addition, they have
imposed great inconvenience and hard
ship upon the public and the communities
served by that railroad.
The Railway Labor Act was designed
to protect the public against just such in
terruptions of commerce.

designers tossing in their sleep?

This styling is certainly something to start other

Study its smartness, test its room and comfort,
try its handling, note the precise figures of its
delivered prices.

Tnu can do all that on a single trip to your Buick
dealer’s—and make your selection of a wide choice
of equipment and colors at the same time.
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SPECIALLY NOW
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Unly Huivli

ear that’s causing sleepless nights in Detroit?

Your key to '
Griaier Value

TEX-STMKES
f.i/, him nil iIiuhu Eftilurent

TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE • MORE ROOM FOR THE MONEY • DYNAFLOW

DRIVE optional at extra cost
BUMPER GUARD GRILLES

•

•

JET-LINE STYLING

•

NON LOCKING

HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT

ENGINE • COIl SPRINGING ALL AROUND • LOW PRESSURE TIRES ON
SAFETY-RIDE RIMS • GREATER VISIBIUTY FORE AND AFT • SELF-LOCKING
LUGGAGE UDS • STEADY-RIDING TORQUE TUBE DRIVE • THREE SMART
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MODELS WITH BODY BY FISHER

S
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bvlli r uutnmubUrn art- built Hf/ffi trill bullil /him

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS
BAYVIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
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